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ABSTRACT
Food choices are personal and complex and have a significant impact on our long-term
health and quality of life. Food also has a direct association with socio-cultural events
and lifestyle. Every day people engage in activities relevant to food like eating, cook-
ing, serving and grocery shopping. This makes it interesting to investigate, design and
develop technologies to assist people in some of the most frequent activities in human
life. Food Recommender Systems (FRS) have the potential to help users navigate a
massive food-relevant information space over the Internet and find food-ideas that best
meet their choice, context and nutritional need. A combination of health knowledge and
smart-nudging can enable FRS to respond to the global crisis of obesity and malnutri-
tion. Recipe recommendation/retrieval problem is defined by both interconnected and
exclusive domains. Users interact with the retrieval model in regular and periodic oc-
currences. The former imposes the prerequisite of a higher degree of personalization and
the latter insists for novelty and serendipity. Unlike other domains, retrieved recipes are
expected to be obtainable or reproducible within one’s present circumstances. Hence,
recipe retrieval requires capturing at least some user-information before executing the
retrieval model. FRS also needs techniques to interact with the user, progressively learn
user-preference from user-activity, and give the user tools to provide feedback. In this
thesis, we present our research addressing various food-domain specific challenges.
The overall aim is to produce systems that support personalized, health-aware and
context-aware (Food Recommendation) FR. Chapter 2 describes a systematic literature
review that identifies the core challenges in FR research and summarizes the current
state-of-the-art. In chapter 3, we describe our research on identifying significant food
features, which are multi-domain attributes that impact on peoples’ eating habits or food
choices. We investigated (Ensemble Topic Modeling) EnsTM to parse large recipe cor-
puses and extract dominant food features. The chapter also introduces a feature-vector
based data representation format for food-items and an intelligent, interactive, and open user-
modelling technique. In the following chapters, we propose food-feature and food-topic
based recommenders and evaluate their performance in both cold-start (chapter 4) and
ongoing use scenarios (chapter 5). Our proposed feature and topic level models out-
performed the baseline models in predicting users’ preferences. Chapter 6 describes
our research on peoples’ knowledge on food healthiness. The results inspired us to invest-
igate smart-nudging techniques to help people identify healthier recipes. In chapter 7,
we proposed a EnsTM -based health-aware portion-size recommendation algorithm to
support users in long-term healthy calorie intake. In chapter 8, we propose three novel
smart-health-nudging techniques to assist people in making healthier food decisions.
Overall the results in this thesis demonstrate that the proposed EnsTM based models
perform better than the previous state-of-the-art, and can support FR in both cold-start
and ongoing use scenarios. It also provides evidence that these approaches can be
combined with smart-nudging techniques to support healthier food choices.
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Glossary
Agent attribute Agent attributes are a reduced set of attributes that

capture the majority of information for the purpose
of user profiling.

Data-point Attributes that are used for user/item profiling and
distance computation.

Food features A set of food-relevant attributes, discovered from di-
verse food-relevant domains, that can successfully
support the development of food preference pre-
dictors.

Food-item A food-item is any individual (e.g. ingredient, re-
cipe, and food-image) or compound (e.g., menu,
diet-plan, and grocery-list) food entity.

Food-relevant
domain A domain that can impact people’s food-decisions

and eating-habits.

Food topics Food themes, trends and food-relevant domains.

Member-
ingredients A set of ingredients that constitute a recipe.

Member-recipes The recipes in a menu or diet-plan.

Parent-recipe A recipe is parent-recipe to all of its member ingredi-
ents.

Recommendation
scenario A complete recommendation process, consisting of

the following series of events: • the user initiating
a search, • the FRS generating recommendations,
• the FRS displaying the RecList to the user, • the
user browsing the items and making decisions and
• users giving feedback.

Scope The situation in which an eating event takes place
or a food decision is made.

Significance-
Score A measure of the importance of food features on

people’s food-choices.
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CHAPTER

ONE

Introduction

Human food-choices are very personal and continuously evolving, often influenced by
current socioeconomic status, personal context, and past life experience. The complex
and multifaceted yet very direct relationship between food and day-to-day lifestyle spurs
the growing interest on researching technologies and tools to assist people in activities
around food. Food is also directly connected to health. (World Health Organization)
WHO advocates specific changes in diet and lifestyle to reduce susceptibility to ma-
jor nutrition-related chronic diseases, such as obesity, diabetes and osteoporosis [59].
Evidence from previous studies [121, 372] shows that in recent years, people are becoming
more mindful towards healthy lifestyle choices and the important role that healthy eating plays
in psychosocial and physical well-being. This suggests a potential market opportunity for
smart applications and devices assisting people in pursuing healthy food habits. Tech-
nology now provides many opportunities for people to plan and monitor their food
intake. Online recipe repositories give people access to vast knowledge on food-items
and recipes, crowdsourced by people from diverse demographic, ethnic, and cultural
groups from all over the world. While this offers multifarious options at one’s disposal,
it can also be overwhelming, burdening them with the onus of filtering the enormous
volume of the information space on recipes. Therefore it can be challenging for many
to find the recipe or food-inspiration that suits their preferences, budget, and context.

Recommender System (RS) is an information filtering system that deals with the prob-
lem of information overload by filtering large amounts of information for users and
providing them with fragments of information that better meet their preferences or
needs [78, 143]. RS compute, the probability of an item to be liked by a user based on three
major factors; • the item’s overall popularity, • the item’s popularity among the user’s
community, and • the distance between the item and other items, previously dis/liked
by the user. Building on the properties of RS and peoples’ increased awareness of
the importance of healthy food-choices, Food Recommender Systems (FRS) can assist
people in navigating the vast online food and recipe information space and guiding
them towards satisfying and ultimately healthier food-choices.

In this thesis, we aim to understand the complexity of computing for (Food Recom-
mendations) FR. We investigated the possibility of (Ensemble Topic Modeling) EnsTM
based knowledge discovery in addressing food-domain-specific challenges. We iden-
tified which multi-domain attributes define peoples’ food-choices. These attributes
are higher-level food features that have the potential to support complex recommender
models and intelligent user-modelling. We explored the design and development of
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models that compute preferences based on these food features. In various online and
off-line studies, our proposed models, with such knowledge of the hierarchy of dom-
inance from various multi-domain attributes on peoples’ food-choice, outperformed
the state-of-the-art FR approach. The thesis profiles our various proposed approach to
improve personalization, context and health in FR.

Figure 1.1: The number of FR articles published over the period of 2006 to 2019.

1.1 Research Motivation

Online RS have made the process of accessing information easy and effective [192, 234,
320]. RS provide industries with a direct and influential medium to communicate their
products to consumers. They also provide users with tools to navigate massive pools
of products over the Internet to find what they are looking for and discover new interests
[234, 320]. Food consumption (eating) is a fundamental and obvious human activity
[372, 177]. Making decisions in relation to food comprises conscious and rational se-
lection among available options. Online FRS can assist users to get the best options
with the resources they are willing to spend. Thus, researching FRS technologies and
tools that can assist people in making informed, guided and planned food-choices, has
the potential to make food consumption more fulfilling. Along with people’s food-
relevant everyday challenges, FRS also has the potential to benefit global economic
concerns. According to the (World Bank) WB and the (Food and Agriculture Organ-
isation) FAO estimate the the global food production and supply system, including
farming, distribution, manufacture and retail, to be worth roughly $8 trillion ( which
is 10 percent of the $80 trillion worth global economy) [22, 21, 187]. The food industry
accommodates a major share of global employment, less in OECD countries (e.g. 10%
of total employment in the US [69]), and more in developing countries (e.g. 50% of
total rural employment in Africa and South-Asia [23]). Therefore, developing techno-
logy to support the selling and consumption of food items has the potential to contribute
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to the growth of the global economy. Finally, a personalized health-aware FRS can
produce health guidelines in different forms of structured data (food-item), including
a recipe, menu, diet-plan, portion size, grocery list, and nutrient supplement. Such
FRS have the potential to give feedback to users regarding the patterns within their food
consumption and suggestions for changes to achieve a healthier diet. By making the
knowledge of healthy food (e.g. using food to address health issues) and effective lifestyle
(e.g. balanced diet, meal prep, and diversity in meals-over-the-week) available, FRS
can help the greater population live a healthy life.

Context Concepts

Season Time of day Time of year Weeknight

Weekend Bank holiday Sell in local supermarket
Weather
e.g. Cold

Rainy
Warm

Festival
e.g. Christmas

Thanksgiving
Eid

Ambiance
e.g. Workplace

Frequently visited place
Surroundings

Costumes and activities around cooking and eating in local culture

Individual’s Personal Concepts

Age Gender Profession Hobbies
Socio-economic status
e.g. Education

Profession
Experience

e.g. boy/girl scout
served in defence forces

Is traveling? Have kids?

Eating habit
e.g. 2 Meals a day

3 Meals a day
Existing groceries

Food practice
e.g. Vegetarian

Ovo-vegetarian
Halal

Food restrictions
e.g.

Allergies
Dietary requirements

Living arrangement
e.g. With family

Alone
In shared accommodation
University residence

Eating arrangement
e.g.

Preparing own food
Food from ready-meal provider

Social demographic of the place
e.g. Individual born and raised

Individual currently living
Individual’s partner/friends are from

How much a food acclimatize
With one’s preferred foods?
e.g. Well-acclimatized

Poorly-acclimatized
For how many people
e.g. 6 people or more

2 to 4 people
For single person

How frequently one cooks?
e.g. Three times a week

Five times a week
Every day

How much time is an individual willing to spend preparing food (e.g., obtain grocery or
ready-meal, cook and clean) every day?

Ghrelin and Leptin level in blood Daily physical activity level

Table 1.1: List of concepts relevant to define people’s food-decisions.

Obesity and malnutrition have long been recognized as a global crisis [68, 67, 12]. Glob-
ally, 44% of diabetes, 23% of ischaemic heart disease, and 7-41% of certain cancer dia-
gnoses are attributable to obesity [67]. Along with obesity and malnutrition, WHO
identified eight other major health risks (e.g. high blood glucose levels, high blood
pressure and high cholesterol) that can be mitigated by following health and nutri-
tional guidelines [67]. Online RS have proven useful in diverse domains in assisting
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users with their decision making and helping change their behavior [332]. FRS can
therefore assist governments and global health organizations to develop health pro-
grams and communicate their merits directly to the target population. This can even-
tually help improve many global health crises, such as obesity, malnutrition, diabetes,
ischaemic heart disease and some forms of cancer [67]. Such possibilities to contrib-
ute to better global health and a stronger economy inspired us investigate (Machine
Learning) ML technologies to support FR.

1.2 Problem Definition

Determining, what one would like to eat? is always challenging as people have explicit
preferences regarding activities around food, such as cooking, plating, grocery shop-
ping and eating out. These preferences are defined by many cross-domain factors
including demographic and contextual factors, health awareness, social and ethical
factors, together with practical considerations such as cost, cooking time and methods,
and the availability of ingredients. As such, FRS need to generate FR that are preferred
by the user, aligned with their medical constraints, and obtainable within the resources
available to them. Therefore, FRS must have strategies to capture and process at least
some knowledge about the target user before recommending the very first item. This
makes intelligent user-modelling strategies a prerequisite to generate a meaningful FR.
User-modeling for FR has been challenging due to its complex nature. The key to
sustain users’ long term engagement with FRS or eHealth services is the provision of
tools with an understanding of users’ food-choices. This requires strategies within FRS
to understand users’ reasoning as well as users’ requirements [194]. FRS researchers
have produced significant findings on both understanding peoples’ eating habit (often
known as taste) [213, 413, 408, 401, 175, 296, 294, 152, 194, 357] and modeling recom-
mendations based on different taste attributes [100, 193, 118, 199, 147, 253]. Researchers
also explored the idea of extracting users’ tastes by comparing their eating-data with
their context-data. Diverse sets of food-consumption and context monitoring techno-
logies have been investigated in this regard, e.g. sensors, IOT platforms, RFID and
smart-apps [285, 191, 207, 389, 183, 384, 252]. However, the research problem of pre-
dicting users’ food-decisions still remains unresolved.

As food consumption occurs within specific conditions and settings involving both
individuals and institutions [372] diverse numbers of environmental, social, cultural,
financial and physiological domains contribute to food-choices. The numerosity and
volume of these simultaneously operating and interacting domains necessitates re-
search to identify the most significant attributes from each of these domains. Here, signi-
ficant attributes within a domain correspond to a set of attributes relevant to food-choice
that can enable researchers to interpret the impact from the corresponding domain on
food-choice. Research is also necessary to identify the degree of impact from each of
these dominating attributes on food-choice. The collection of significant attributes from
different domains, relevant to food-choice, can be called taste attributes or food features.
The knowledge of the hierarchy of impact from different food features is important to
support sustainable and interactive user-modelling. It is clearly a very important re-
search problem within the FRS research scope. In a systematic literature review, study-
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ing 105 significant FR research works, we discovered a list of multi-domain concepts
contributing to people’s decisions concerning food, as shown in table 1.1. Strategies
to extract food features can support hosting such taste-defining concepts within user-
modelling.

Food-items, especially recipes, are often plain-text data, describing a set of sequential
and interdependent steps for producing food-items from raw or processed ingredients.
Recipes originate from different socio-cultural groups, spread across the world, and
hence work with different ingredients, and cooking equipment [385]. This poses sig-
nificant challenges to the parsing of [434] food data. To avoid the complexity of trans-
lating recipes from various languages, FR researchers can work with recipes written
in a single language. However, they would still face the issue of ingredients and appli-
ances having different names among demographic-groups. Furthermore, cooking-appliances
and techniques can inherit historical names specific to certain demographic and ethnic
groups that are not popular in the current state of the practiced language. These have
the potential to induce misinterpretation and misclassification in FRS models. Like any
social-media based crowd-sourced text data, recipes pose the challenge of interpret-
ing misspellings, slang, and sentence structure variation. As recommending recipes
includes recommending a set of instructions that must be executed in a specific se-
quence, FRS researchers are also burdened with the necessity of checking whether the
instruction set in a recipe is valid and physically possible.

Realising the full potential of FRS also requires approaches that efficiently fit users’
preference data to the massive information space surrounding food [386, 297, 392, 132,
203]. FR algorithms match user-data across diverse, interdependent, and multidimen-
sional factors to bulk recipe/food corpuses and generate suggestions that best meet the
users’ need and context. In this regard coverage [199] is an important constraint, where
coverage corresponds to the percentage of {user, item} pairs for which RS are able to
generate predictions [199]. Higher coverage enables RS to implement varying diversity
[342] approaches and draw from more options. Now, unlike typical RS (e.g. movie,
accessories), a user’s interaction with FRS is a regular and periodic event, that recurs
at intervals distributed over a longer span of time. This makes diversity, novelty [142],
and serendipity [376] significant to FR research.

Taken together, these challenges necessitate strategies within FRS to:

1. Identify the food features which are significant for human food-choices.

2. Capture user preferences on these identified features.

3. Filter a large information space for personalized results.

4. Keep users interested by producing diverse, novel, and surprising yet, acceptable recom-
mendations.

5. Continuously learn user-preference from implicit and explicit user-activities within the sys-
tem.

6. Guide users towards healthier choices.

7. Achieve these objectives for both new and regular users.
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1.3 Research Questions

In this thesis, we present our research addressing the following research questions.
Each question aims to solve a food-domain-specific research problem. This doctoral
study started with a systematic literature review in response to the first research ques-
tion, RQ1. The questions RQ2 to RQ6 were identified based on the knowledge learned
during the review.

RQ 1
What are the major challenges in the domain of context-aware, health-
aware, and personalized FR?

RQ 2
Which multi-domain attributes define peoples’ food-choices?

RQ 3
Can pure machine learned lexical semantic based feature extraction
support user-modelling and recommenders for context-aware, health-
aware, and personalized FR at cold-start scenarios?

RQ 4
What strategies can give FRS the ability to parse user-activity and pro-
gressively learn user preferences in long-term use scenarios?

RQ 5
To what extent are the food decisions made over diverse online plat-
forms nutrition aware?

RQ 6
How can Machine Learning and Smart Nudging be used to incentify
healthy food-choices in an online or digital recommendation scope?

1.4 Research Approach

In this thesis we report research works done to investigate some of the major challenges
in the domain of FR research.

1.4.1 Investigating the State-of-the-art Research to Better Understand Domain Spe-
cific Challenges

We conducted a systematic literature review to better understand the research chal-
lenges, current state-of-the-art research, and available resources in the domain of FR.
Chapter 2 summarizes the literate review on significant peer-reviewed articles relevant
to FR research, published at distinguished venues over the period of 2006 to 2019.The
review enabled us to identify some interesting research problems which have the po-
tential to make FR more efficient.
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1.4.2 Identifying Dominant Attributes that Define People’s Food-Choices

Internet adoption began in the mid-1990s and by 2017 has risen to approximately
81% of the population in (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development)
OECD countries and 48% worldwide [10]. The Internet changed the way people collect,
process, and retrieve information [268]. It also changed how products and items are
catalogued, stored, and distributed. Intellectual content, such as music, movie, book,
and news became audiovisual Internet-content. With the rapid growth of e-commerce,
most of the physical contents also have an audiovisual catalog or information-instance
online for the purpose of marketing and distribution. In the context of the internet,
food-items and recipes are similar to documents (e.g., articles or news), which is a text
or lexical description with associated images and/or videos. Hence, the research prob-
lem of recipe retrieval is very similar to that of news/article retrieval. This suggests
investigation of (Natural Language Processing) NLP techniques to support intelligent
recipe retrieval and recommendation. A model computing FR needs strategies to parse
bulk recipe corpuses to comprehend, annotate and categorize the available recipe in-
formation space. Efficient annotation and categorization techniques for recipes can
enable the progression of retrieval models, providing both user-preference and local
and/or global context within FR.

The traditional approach for representing and annotating recipes has been (Term
Frequency over Inverse Document Frequency) TF-iDF [328], often only considering
the attribute ingredient [193, 401, 264, 426, 175, 207]. The TF-iDF provides a term or
word frequency matrix that favors a term’s intra-document dominance over intra-
corpus dominance. However, the era of hashtags and link driven user activity requires
more research on document and recipe representation formats, and annotation and
categorization techniques.

Investigating Ensemble Topic Modelling to Identify Different Food Themes and At-
tributes that Dominate Peoples’ Food-Decisions

Studies show that people ponder over some ingredients more than others when mak-
ing food decisions [194]. This suggests some ingredients are more significant during
preferences prediction than others. This inspired us to investigate ML techniques to
identify multi-domain attributes which have a greater impact on human food-choices.
In recent years researchers have successfully investigated (Topic Modelling) TM [416]
in diverse application areas of (Information Retrieval) IR, such as education [317], so-
cial events [275], music [435], television programs, [251] and tags [425]. TM attempts
to discover the underlying thematic structure within a text corpus as derived from co-
occurrences of words across the documents [114]. Acknowledging the success of TM
in many IR domains, we investigated TM in the domain of FR. Chapter 3 summarizes
our research on investigating Ensemble Topic Modelling) [114], which we refer to as
EnsTM , to identify significant taste-attributes, which we later adopted as food features
and employed in designing preference predictors. The aim was to identify represent-
ative attributes of each of the diverse domains connected to human food-choices. Our
proposed EnsTM based custom feature extraction approach produced 288 significant
food features along with their corresponding significance score. This acted as the core of
our novel feature-vector based recipe representation format, proposed in chapter 3.
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1.4.3 Proposing a Novel Recipe Representation Format

Our proposed feature-vector based recipe representation format defines a simple but
effective recipe-to-feature relationship by representing each recipe as a vector of 288
food features. Within the feature-vector each feature value corresponds to its TF-iDF
within the recipe, as shown in figure 3.9. The proposed data representation format suc-
cessfully reduced the volume of data into a 254.2 MB feature vector from the original
2.7GB TF-iDF of the FoodDotCom recipe corpus, introduced in section 3.4.1.

1.4.4 Investigating Higher Level Food-Feature based User-Modelling

Searching recipes is a specific type of information access and information access is ul-
timately a human-controlled interactive process [216]. Through working with recom-
mender or IR systems, users build up mental models about • what the user wants from
a system, • the system’s mediums for data collection, and • various functionalities of the sys-
tem . While engaging with the system users judge accuracy, novelty, and the system’s
ability to reflect the changes made by the uses [93]. To investigate the full potential of
feature based recipe-data representation and feature based recommendation computa-
tion, we implemented editable user models, a subcategory of open user models. The core
of our interactive editable user-modelling is the proposed 288 higher-level Food Fea-
tures. The number of features being considerably few hence manageable enabled the
design and development of our intelligent interactive feature based user-modelling,
introduced in chapter 3. The goal behind investigating the interactive user-modelling
is to design tools that can enable FRS to produce high acceptance and satisfaction even
in a cold-start scenarios [125].

1.4.5 Investigating Food-Feature based User-modelling and Recommenders to
Achieve Health, Context, and Personalization in Cold-Start Scenarios

A cold start scenario is providing a recommendation to a user with no preference data
or past consummation history. To support high accuracy and user-satisfaction in cold-
start scenarios, we developed and implemented three distinct EnsTM based FR al-
gorithms: • a Food Feature based Recommender (FFbR) • a Weighted Food Feature based
Recommender (WFFbR) and • a Food Feature based Collaborative Filtering (FFbCF). Tak-
ing advantage of our proposed intelligent user-modelling these EnsTM based models
try to predict users’ preferences on recipes while only processing on the higher-level
food features. We conducted a user study comparing EnsTM based recommenders to
a conventional Content Based (CB) approach [323]. Results show that all EnsTM based
approaches significantly outperformed the CB approach. In contrast to prior work,
the EnsTM approach also effectively supported recommendations across diverse so-
cial and cultural groups, even in a first recommendation scenario. Finally, the strong
adaptation of the concept of dislike across all three models proved effective in impli-
citly identifying user’s food practice (e.g. vegetarian, halal) and filtering recipes ac-
cordingly. Such outcomes showed that by correctly identifying dominant food features, it is
possible to generate accurate personalization while computing on as few as 288 attributes.
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1.4.6 Investigating Food-Feature and Food-Topic based Hybrid Recommenders to
Support Progressive Learning of User Preference in Long-term Use Scenarios

Observing positive results from higher-level food feature based user-modelling and
recommenders spurred further interest in investigating the possibilities of feature based
models to address other FR challenges. Users often consume the services of FRS on recur-
rent events over a period of time, often with a specific goal, while providing minute
feedback (e.g. rate, pin) at every event. FRS therefore must have some techniques to
generate progressive knowledge from every user-activity [239] e.g. rate, pin, browse,
search, first click and number-of-clicks. To enable FRS to parse different user activities
and explicit ratings in order to generate knowledge of a user’s taste, we designed and
implemented seven different hybrid recommender algorithms. A user’s existing rat-
ings on recipes or features are transformed into a user’s preference on new features
and/or topics based on the {recipe, feature}, {recipe, topic} and { feature, topic} As-
sociation Score (AS). Here new features correspond to features for which the user’s
preference is unknown. AS, a numeric value generated as an outcome of the EnsTM
process, represents how dominant or significant a feature or topic is to a recipe. For new re-
cipes the user’s preference is predicted from their feature and/or topic preferences. In
an offline study, six of the seven proposed hybrid approaches performed significantly
better than seminal baselines, e.g. [193]’s intelligentcb and hybridIngr algorithms.

1.4.7 Investigating People’s Awareness of Healthy Food

In the current era of technology, decisions surrounding food are often made under the
influence of various social media and online recipe portals [149, 393, 395] and are often
influenced by images. We were interested in the ability of people to infer the macro-
nutrient content and overall healthiness from images of food. While acknowledging that
individuals assume the food healthiness under the impression of diverse knowledge
attributes[414, 121, 334] it is interesting to see, how aware people are about the actual pro-
portion of different macro-nutrients contents in commonly consumed food. We conducted a
user study, a one-to-one reach out survey with 52 participants, investigating the parti-
cipant’s ability to predict the quantity of 6 major macro-nutrients (e.g. calorie, protein)
in commonly consumed food-items. The results showed that on average people have a
poor understanding of the nutritional content and are unable to assess the healthiness
of food by looking at images.

1.4.8 Investigating TM to Predict Nutri-Aware and Personalized Portion-Size

Based on their obesity index [18] the same recipe can be healthy or unhealthy for an
individual. Knowing the appropriate consumption portion can help people to en-
sure healthy intake of certain foods. In chapter 7, we have developed a personalized
(Daily Recommended Calorie Intake) DRCI counting approach based on the National
Research Council US dietary guidelines [166], the FAO/WHO/UNU joint report on
health and nutrition [20], the WHO Body-Mass-Index-Risk-factor guideline [18] and
the FAO adult energy requirement guideline [3]. We predicted the food-type of a re-
cipe using TM. Finally, following NHS-UK calorie over meals guideline [12] and using
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users’ DRCI and a recipe’s food-type we developed a personalised portion-size recom-
mendation algorithm. In later chapters, we used the portion-size algorithm to support
health-aware recommendations.

1.4.9 Investigating ML and Smart-Nudging to Promote Healthier Food-choices

When developing technology to promote healthy food choices, it is compulsory to in-
vestigate people’s understanding of health and healthy eating. Traditional knowledge
on healthy eating is acquired over many generations [333]. Many beliefs surrounding
healthy eating are perpetuated in families and/or cultural groups over multiple gener-
ations and hence climb to the top of the sound advice vector [414]. These inherited beliefs
on healthy eating and the characteristics of healthy food typically become the dominant
source of one’s perception of food healthiness [121]. Even though scientific assess-
ment and the disclosure of food healthiness have dramatically changed over time, they
often fail to overwrite the traditional knowledge of healthy eating and sound advice
[414, 121, 334]. There is therefore significant scope for tools that assist users in identi-
fying the healthiness of different recipes or food-items at their disposal.

The potential of FRS to perform as a medium to convey personalized health guidelines
in the form of recommendations to the masses inspired us to investigate ML in com-
bination with smart-nudging [132] to support users in making informed and healthy
decisions concerning food. Existing literature suggests that nudges could be inexpens-
ive approaches to positively impact behaviors [171]. For promoting healthier food-
choices we have designed and developed three novel nudges also known as choice
architecture contents: • a WhoHealthScore based WHO-BubbleSlider • a FSAHealthScore
based FSA-ColorCoding and • a WHO, NHS and FSA guideline based DRCI-MLCP. All three
nudges were carefully investigated and designed following nutrient-intake guidelines
proposed by leading health organizations.

We conducted a user study comparing recommendation scenarios with each of the
three proposed smart-nudges against a baseline scenario without any visual cues re-
garding nutrition. The study assessed the impact of nutri-visualization contents on
comprehensibility and persuasion. The results showed nutri-visualization techniques
helped healthy recipes to attract user-attention over other options. Users also tend to
spend more time browsing healthier recipes while visual cues were associated with
them. Users expressed that more assistance was available for finding healthier recipes
in recommendation scenarios with nutri-visualization techniques.

1.5 Contribution of this Thesis

Following are the nine central contributions of this thesis.

• A systematic literature review, studying 105 significant FRS articles, that identify the out-
standing challenges to improving personalization and health-awareness of FRS.

• A novel method to identify significant multi-domain food features from any food corpus.

• An editable and intelligent food features based user-modelling technique that supports
greater personalization, even in a cold-start scenario.
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• A reduced data representation format that compresses data volume and computational
complexity, preserving the recipe information quality.

• Multi-domain food-feature-based recommenders that can enable personalization and im-
plicit identification of users’ food practice at cold-start scenarios.

• Topic and/or feature based approaches for enabling the FRS to learn user-preference in
real time in long-term use scenarios.

• A user study exploring people’s knowledge on food healthiness.

• An EnsTM -based personalized and health-aware portion-size recommendation algorithm.

• Three novel personalized smart-nudging approaches, built based on distinguished and
widely practiced health guidelines [66, 75, 58, 63, 12, 3, 5].

1.6 Thesis Structure
In this section, we briefly outline the structure of this thesis.

Chapter 1 provides a brief summary of the thesis.

Chapter 2 describes a systematic literature review on significant peer-reviewed
articles relevant to FR research, published at distinguished venues over the
period of 2006 to 2019.

Chapter 3 describes our research on the Lexical Semantics based Feature extrac-
tion approach to learn dominant food-topics and food-features. The chapter
provides detail on the EnsTM approach followed by our custom feature selection
strategy. Finally it introduces our novel feature-vector based recipe representation
format and food feature based intelligent open user-modelling.

Chapter 4 summarizes our proposed higher level food feature based recommend-
ers. This chapter details a user study, comparing the proposed ML based recom-
menders with the state-of-the-art CB approach, and summarizes the outcome of
the study.

Chapter 5 describes our work on investigating food-topic and/or food-feature
based hybrid models to support progressive learning of user-preference in a long-
term use scenarios.

Chapter 6 summarizes our experiment on how accurately an individual can identify
whether or not a food-item is nutritious for them.

Chapter 7 describes our EnsTM -based personalized and health-aware portion-size
recommendation algorithm.

Chapter 8 outlines the design and development of three visual health-aware
smart-nudging techniques. The chapter also reports the results of a user study
comparing a ML based recommender combined with nudging contents to the
same recommender with no nudging content.

Chapter 9 presents ideas that could lead to interesting future contributions along
with a summary of the contribution of this doctoral research project.
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CHAPTER

TWO

The State-of-the-art in Food
Recommender Systems

In this chapter we present a systematic literature review focused on the research done
in the Food Recommendation (FR) domain. We investigate 105 peer-reviewed articles
published in distinguished venues. The chapter summarizes how personalized (Food
Recommender Systems) FRS are designed, developed and evaluated, how FRs are presented to
user and how user responses are captured.

2.1 Introduction

In the food domain the research problem is not recommending items according user’s
preference rather recommending healthier options aligned with user’s preference. (Recom-
mender System) RS and health-science researchers have produced significant research
investigating and developing systems suggesting food-item, diet-plan, consumption
portion size, groceries and macro-nutrient intake [390, 386, 297, 316, 392, 291]. Figure
2.1 visualizes the diversity of research community acknowledging FRS contributions,
during the period of 2006 to 2019. This chapter provides a summary of the majors and
minors of personalized health-aware FRS, covering both ground-breaking works ( e.g.,
[100, 193, 373, 370, 214, 242, 118]) and most-recent works (e.g., [274, 297, 240, 278, 146].
We investigate which fundamental RS algorithms have been widely adopted within FR? and
over the years how they have evolved to adjust with the domain specific requirements?. The
approach we adopted for this study is examining published literature and widely recog-
nized works through a systematic literature review. The review covers domain specific
works, focused on understanding food intake patterns of target user groups and sup-
porting personalized recommendation based on the discovery. For example: systems
working with elderly adult living at care facility [175, 179, 117], toddlers [307], CKD
patients [91, 154] and adolescents [191, 128]. It also covers research works producing
domain knowledge to support future researchers in modeling advanced recommend-
ers. Finally, this chapter summarizes the potential resources available to researchers
who want to contribute to the domain of personalized health-aware FRS.

2.2 Problem Definition

To identify the most recent challenges in the domain of FR, it was essential to investig-
ate state-of-the-art FR research. Since the relationship between human life and food is
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multi-dimensional [372, 371] it is necessary to understand the complexity of people’s
food-choices and food-decisions and how they balance these two complex factors.

2.2.1 Contributions of This Work

• A substantial review on over the years, how FRS research has evolved to adjust
to the domain-specific requirements.
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Figure 2.1: The diverse publication venues acknowledging FRS research. (The size of
each square indicates the volume of accepted articles.)

2.3 Article Selection

Our systematic review was guided by six research questions.
• LRQ1 What are the domain specific challenges that must be addressed to generate mean-

ingful and valid personalization in the domain of FR?

• LRQ2 Which attributes influence people’s food choices?

• LRQ3 Which fundamental RS algorithms have been practiced by FRS researchers and
which of those performed better at addressing FR challenges?

• LRQ4 Which techniques should be adopted to design user-models for FR to learn users’
taste, context and health-requirements?

• LRQ5 How to reduce dependency on the volume of users’ existing preference data for
effective user-modelling?

• LRQ6 Which technologies should be investigated for guiding users towards healthier food
options and promoting healthy eating?
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To identify research works suitable for this review, we searched over three major sci-
entific article portals or libraries: ACM digital library (ACM) [24], PubMed [15] and
Google Scholar (GScholar) [8]. Both ACM and PubMed provide advanced search tools,
allowing compound search scripts with multi-domain keywords. We took advantage
of their respective tools to extract articles relevant to our study. However, GScholar did
not provide any advanced search tools, hence we wrote our own GScolar-scrapper [7]
to conduct custom searches on different sections in the articles. The union of the search
results for these three portals, is our pool of potential FRS articles to be reviewed.

Criteria for Selection in the Review Pool

• Published in a peer-reviewed venue or achieved recognition in the form of citation.

• Published in English.

• The implemented FRS focuses on personalization and/or health-gain of FR.

• The research is on the design, implementation and evaluation of FRS.

• The research is on human food habits and technologies to read and influence those habits.

Criteria for Removal from the Review Pool

• The article is book chapter or PhD thesis.

• The article is an abstract, or otherwise not a full paper.

• The full-text is not available on cloud based literature portals.

• The article is focused on restaurant recommendation.

• The article describes RS, but does not directly contribute to FR research.

• The article investigates technologies for supporting food and nutrition but is not relevant
to FR.

• The article investigates RS for recommendation of non-food health aspects like medicine
and physical activity.

2.3.1 Identifying the Final Set of Articles to be Reviewed

Phase 1 Initial Keyword Search

We started our article search process by studying some of the widely recog-
nized publications in the FRS domain, including but not limited to the following
[395, 393, 100, 193, 194, 327, 154, 191, 215]. To identify the most representative
terms that address our research questions, we performed a full-text screening of
these articles and generated a list of search keywords. We performed an advance
search on ACM digital library with this initial keyword list. This retrieved sev-
eral new articles relevant to FRS. We obtained the top 10 articles from the search
result. For each of these 10 articles, we investigated author’s keywords, title, ab-
stract, target-users and research-focus to extract new terms and keywords. We
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refined our initial keyword list with newly identified terms and performed an-
other search on ACM. After several refinements, we achieved our final set of
keywords, which covers both health and user preference aspects of personalized
FRS. Our final keyword list contained terms relevant to four major categories.

We conducted advance search on all three libraries with our identified keyword
list. To generate fine grained article extraction the script searched different sec-
tions within a article, e.g. title, abstract, introduction, methodology, with varying
subset of keyword and level of matching.

Keywords related to recommender system
• recommendation • recommender systems • collaborative
filtering • personalization • personal/personalized

recommendation • group recommendation • content base • goal
base • collaborative filtering • case base • information

retrieval • user preference • user model/modeling • choice
architecture • context aware/acquisition • preference

acquisition • similarity retrieval • smart
home/appliances/systems • adaptation • semantic annotation
• behavior change • user evaluation • interaction/service

design • smart home

Keywords related to health and nutrition
• obesity • nutrition/al • nutrient/s • nutrient information
• health/y • public/mobile/smart/smartphone health • healthy
food/recipe/cooking/eating/choice • estimating healthiness

• nutritional information/requirement • health requirement/s
• dietary/health restriction/s • adolescences • elderly adult
• daily energy requirement • BMR • DCI • eating/food habit

• cure • prevention • health conditions • dietitian’s
intervention

Keywords related to food

• food • recipe • diet • ingredient/s • grocery
• meal/menu/diet plan • diet guideline • cooking • grocery

• taste • food choice • set menu • care facility food
• diet/menu planning • cooking time

Keywords related to personalized health aware FRS
• food recommendation • recipe recommendation • portion-size

recommendation • healthy recommendation • available
ingredients • online recipes/food • recipe retrieval

• recipe/ingredient similarity • recipe
data/information/corpus • food data/information/corpus

• health feedback • healthy recipe • food/recipe/ingredient
preferences • recipe adaptation • user generated recipe • FSA

• recipe portal • nutrient/nutritional guidelines
• socio-demographic feature analysis • Human-food
interactions • food technology design • nutrients

optimization • CKD/diabetics patients • recipe annotation
• Menu generation • food computing • ingredient recognition

• food/recipe/meal image
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Phase 2 Identifying Relevant Articles

The union of the search results from ACM, PubMed and GScholar identified a
total of 519 articles corresponding to our review scope. A scan through the re-
trieved articles resulted in73 book chapters and 14 PhD theses being discarded. 3
articles were discarded since the full-text was not available over any renowned
portal. The remaining 429 articles were studied and annotated with custom tags
for further classifications. Articles were annotated with the tag food-rec if the RS in
the article was focused on recommending any of the following: recipes, ingredi-
ents, menus, diet-plans, food-related groceries, snacks, drinks and dish-types.
Articles discussing experiments which contain research on the domain variables
are annotated with the tag FRS-resource. All custom tags are listed below.

Custom Tags

• RS • not-RS • health • not-health • food • not-food • recipe • not-recipe
• personalization • not-personalization • food-rec • FRS-resource

• physical-activity-RS • restaurant-RS • elderly-care-home
• user-modeling-4food • framework-design-4food • how-people-perceive-food

• healthiness-measures • relationship-between-food-and-lifestyle
• FRS-4-diabetics-patients • post-filtering approaches • user-activity-trucking

• motion sensor • context-detection-4food • food-algorithm
• nonfood-algorithm • image-classification • augmented-reality

• object-identification • physical-activity • personal-sensing • mobile-sensing
• wearable-sensing • RFID • recipe-features • computer-electronics-4education

• computer-electronics-4agriculture • technology-4-food-production
• technology-4-food-supply-chain • smart-agriculture • home-assistance

• personal-assistance • medicine • online-medicine

Phase 3 Peer-Reviewed Classification of the Retrieved Articles

The focus of this study is research contributions in the domain of FRS, hence research
works such as, non-food attribute based restaurant RS, physical activity RS, supermar-
ket based item-focused grocery RS, technology to support production and supply of food-
ingredients, technology to support markets around food and smart-home technology not
related to food are out of the scope of this review. The custom annotation tags en-
abled us to classify the 429 articles and led us to a fine-grained pool of research
focused on FRS challenges. After examining multiple classification scenarios we
adopted the classification approach, Case 1, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. The en-
tire annotation and classification phase were peer reviewed. After examining the
429 articles and classifying according Case 1, for 85.361% of the articles, both
reviewers agreed on each article’s class or position in the flowchart. Reviewers had
disagreement on the class of 3.28%1 of the articles and the remaining 11.36%1 of
the articles were annotated as (To be Further Discussed) TFD. After discussion re-
viewers reached to agreement on 94.41%1 of the articles and disagreement on the
remaining 5.59%1. Articles in disagreement were re-examined and re-annotated
and finally we achieved the numbers mentioned in Figure 2.2.

1 decimal point rounding was implemented.
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Total articles
519

Initial
Scan

accepted
429

discarded
90

Book chapter
73

PhD thesis
14

full text unavailable
3

RS

yes
247

no
182

Health

yes
116

no
131

Food

yes
105

no
11

Recipe

yes
74

no
31

Accepted for the literature review

Figure 2.2: Case 1: The flowchart for classifying the 519 retrieved articles.

Phase 4 Identifying Articles Focused on Technologies Enabling Personalized,
Context-aware and Health-aware FRS

After systematically compiling the literature on FRS we reached our desired
105 novel research works, showed in the dashed square within Case 1. The
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extracted articles collectively investigates data-science, information-retrieval,
user-experience, software-engineering, machine-intelligence, image recognition,
sensor-based activity monitoring, community detection and nutrition science.
Figure 2.3 is a WordCloud [19] of the most frequent n-grams [275] within the
section {author’s keywords} of these articles.

2.4 The State-of-the-Art

Investigating the final set of 105 articles, we discovered the following multidimensional
prerequisites essential for meaningful growth of FRS research.

Technological Solutions Essential for FR

1. Insight on peoples’ eating/cooking habit.
2. Explicit and implicit techniques to learn users’ food-intake.
3. Technology to read users’ context.
4. Access to food and nutrition datasets/knowledge.
5. Algorithms to generate personalization and utility in both cold-start and

long-term use scenario.
6. Techniques to address the sparsity of food data.
7. Techniques to introduce diversity and novelty in everyday FR.
8. Techniques to predict users’ nutrient requirements and restrictions.
9. Algorithms for mapping users’ nutrient requirement to produce personalized

recommendations on meals-over-the-day, portion-size, macro-nutrient intake

goals etc.
10. Knowledge on nutrition to produce personalized diet-guidelines and meal

per day recommendations.
11. Knowledge on food ontology and food acclamation to produce coherent menu

and diet recommendations.
12. Techniques to maintain user interest and investment.
13. Knowledge on human decision making and choice architecture theories.
14. Visual and psychological stimuli for endorsing healthy foods over popular

and preferred foods.
15. Knowledge on tools and devices to deploy FRS and allow user to access the

recommendations.
16. Knowledge on the design and development of responsive and interactive

applications.

Since FRS researchers must design and implement technologies to meet the research
problems mentioned above, the scope of FRS research can be broken into four funda-
mental classes.

2.4.1 Fundamental Sub-categories of FRS Research

2.4.1.1 User-modelling

User-modelling stands as an umbrella term for data-acquisition and information-
exchange between the user and the FRS. To assist users in effectively planning a healthy
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diet and lifestyle, FRS must have an understanding of user reasoning as well as require-
ments [194]. Put simply, user-modeling is the strategy to read user-data. The scope of
user-modelling includes strategies to identify the data elements that are important to
an RS domain and strategies to structure the item and user-data to account for those
elements. Since no personalization is possible without a convenient user model [281],
FRS researchers produce extensive research on technologies and tools to monitor user
context and activities. Over the years FRS researchers have been practicing and im-
proving several fundamental user-modeling for RS approaches like explicit user feed-
back{ rating, ranking, satisfaction-score}( e.g. Mouzhi Ge et al. [200], Jill Freyne et al.
[100], Devis Bianchini et al. [118]) and neighbourhood based preference prediction
{users-based, item-based} (e.g. Hoill Jung et al. [242], Jill Freyne et al. [100, 193, 194]).
A large number of works also adopted domain specific user-modeling technology:
tracking food consumption over sensors (Hanshen Gu et al. [207], Hannes Ritschel
et al. [335] and Edison Thomaz et al. [387]), tracking food consumption over food
frequency questionnaire (Hannah Forster et al. [191, 347, 345]) and tracking food
consumption over image capture with smart phone and wearable devices (e.g. C. K.
Martin et al. [285], Mandy Korpusik et al. [260] and Yongsheng An et al. [99]).

Figure 2.3: Most frequently used author’s keywords in FRS literature.

2.4.1.2 Prediction Models: User-to-Item Distance Measures

In order to implement its core function a RS must predict whether an item is worth re-
commending or not [332]. To accomplish this, RS must have a means of comparing the
utility of each item to a user and decide which items to recommend based on this com-
parison. Recommender models or algorithms represent the computational methods used
to predicted the utility of an item to a user. The output of an algorithm is a subsection
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of all items, filtered and adjusted to include only the recommendations that are relev-
ant to the target user, context and domain. Over the past few years the RS community
have produced a sizeable literature on algorithmic approaches for personalized health-
aware FRS.

Due to the diversity of their work it is unsurprising that FRS researchers have used and
improved a vast range of fundamental RS algorithmic approaches including:(Content-
Based) CB, (Collaborative-Filtering) CF, Hybrid, Clustering, Goal-Based, Category-Based,
Concept-Based, Case-Based, Machine Learning Classifiers (e.g. Naive Bayes, K-means and
Decision tree), (Knowledge-Base-Reasoning) KBR, (Knowledge-Based-Collaborating-Filtering)
KbCF, Feature Based, (Recipe-Similarity-Major) RSM, (Daily-Calorie-Intake) DCI Based fil-
tering, Searching Algorithms, Sorting Algorithms, Graph Theory, Ontology Relation Based,
(Singular-Value-Decomposition) SVD, Majority Voting, Demographic Filtering, Image Similar-
ity Based, Probability algorithms (e.g. Multi-armed bandit).

2.4.1.3 Domain Knowledge Discovery

Development and evaluation of a health-aware FRS solely depends on the availabil-
ity of knowledge in the domain of food and nutrition. To implement FRS, researchers
need to have access to food databases and nutritional knowledge. To understand the
user’s food choices, FRS researchers must understand the relationship between dif-
ferent food-items and a user’s personal, social and geographical attributes. For these
reasons, knowledge discovery has been a major research category within FRS literat-
ure. Researchers have investigated the contents that persuade users to choosing a food/recipe
(e.g.Jill Freyne et al. [193], David Elsweiler et al. [181], Tamara Bucher, [132] and Jef-
fery Sobal et al. [370]). Significant research has been performed on how the relationship
between different food items and physical conditions can leveraged in FRS (e.g. Tsug-
uya Ueta et al., [403, 402] and Yu Liang [274]). Researchers also investigated the spread
of ingredients over different food categories and cuisines (e.g.Chun-Yuen Teng et al.
[385]). Along with online recipe portals, social media based platforms, such as Face-
Book, Instragram and Pinterest, provide users access to a diversity of food. This makes
peoples’ activity around food on internet based platforms an attractive area of research
for FRS researchers. Users’ explicit (e.g. search, rating, bookmark and purchase) and
implicit (e.g. posting, sharing, browse time and re-visit) activities on food-items can
provide important information regarding users’ food preferences. Research have been
done to draw connections between food and cooking to users’ life-style preferences.
Table Appendix B.1 provides a concise roster of significant knowledge discovery research
works done in the domain of FR.

2.5 Algorithmic Approaches Towards Personalized FRS

The key challenge in the field of RS is the filtering of available item information and
user information to identify items those are of more interest to the user. The item-data
properties such as the feature set, database structure, available metadata and sparsity
of the database, directly contributes to this filtering process. Any information on a user
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can be exploited to produce better recommendations for all users. The large variety
of algorithmic approaches in the literature compete to make the most of the available
item and user information.

2.5.1 Content-Based Filtering

CB filtering [322, 267, 336, 343] predicts an item’s probability of being liked by a
user from the user’s opinion on the item contents. Contents are the sub-components
of an item. For example, ingredients are contents within an item recipe and re-
cipes are contents within an item meal. The process of CB involves, filtering out
the item information-space by analysing the content similarity between items to-be-
recommended and items user has accessed (e.g. viewed and ranked) in past.

(a) Metaphor of a user-preference matrix: Each row u corresponds to
an user and each column c corresponds to a content

(b) Metaphor of a recipe-content matrix: Each row r corresponds to
a recipe and each column c corresponds to a content

ingredients c2 c3 c4 cooking time cuisine . . cm
u1 aubergine, eggs, tahini, beans,

kale, yogurt, chickpeas
. . . <1 hour palestinian, indian, cajun,

eastern-european
. . .

u2 2-3 hours, 10-min romanian
u3 salmon, cheddar, tahini, figs,

mushrooms, squid
. . . . italian, french, russian . . .

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . .
un−1 tempeh, miso, flex, pumpkin,

coconut, semolina, apple
. . . . lebanese, moroccan . . .

un rice, beef, lentils, coriander 1-3 hours indian, asian . . .

F ingredients c2 c3 . . cooking time . . . cuisine . . . . . . ck−1 ck
r1 rice, milk, sugar . . . . 3 hours . . . korean . . . . . . . . .
r2 Aubergine, chickpeas, tahini . . . . 40min . . . palestinian . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
rt+1 Aubergine, cabbage, flour . . . . 40min . . . moroccan . . . . . . . . .
rt+2 tahini, yogurt, eggs, kale . . . . 30min . . . eastern-european . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Figure 2.4: A metaphor of CB approach on user-content and item-content matrices.

The common practice for representing food-items and recipes is an item-to-content
matrix, as shown in Figure 2.4(b). Here each row corresponds to a recipe ri and each
column corresponds to a content c. Each cell in the recipe-content matrix hold the value
of a content within the recipe. For example, in recipe r1 the value of content cooking time
is 3 hours. Users’ preference data is also defined in similar format, as shown in Figure
2.4(a). Here each row corresponds to a user ui and each cell Celli,j in the matrix con-
tains ui’s preferred values for a content (cj). Taking advantage of this data format CB
computes a user’s preference on a recipe as the cumulative sum of the user’s preference
on each individual content within the recipe. This makes CB subjected to the availab-
ility of users past preference history on ingredients and/or other recipe contents. For
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example, for user u1 in figure 2.4 CB would produce high prediction score on recipes
r1 and rt+2. Freyne et al. in [100, 193] proposed a novel CB approach, which has been
influential and was applied in many recent works. They modeled their FRS to predict
user ua’s preference score for a recipe rt from the cumulative sum of ua’s preference
score for each individual ingredient Ing1,Ing2..Ingn contained within rt, as shown in
equation 2.1.

pref(rt, ua) =

∑|j|
i=0 pref(Ingi, ua)∣∣j∣∣

where,
∣∣j∣∣ is the set of ingredients consisting rt.

(2.1)

If ua’s preference is unknown for a recipe rt and rt consists of tomato and basil, and the
user’s preference on tomato and basil is known, then the FRS predicts ua’s preference
on rt as the average of ua’s preference on tomato and basil. Their method is based on
the assumption that recipes with highly rated contents from ua tend to have a high
probability of being liked by ua in future. It’s important to note that there is no stand-
ard for defining the weight of a liked ingredient/content. Researchers adopts varying
methods for defining these weights.

On a online platform, instead of individual contents and ingredients users usually in-
teract with recipes or diet-plans. Activities like browse, like and bookmark, are typ-
ically associated with recipes, food-items and diet-plans. This makes it challenging to
capture users’ ingredient preferences. To address this challenge Freyne et al. [100, 193]
proposed an approach to predict users’ ingredient preferences from their recipe or diet-
plan ratings. Given ua’s past rating is available on m recipes, among which n recipes
contain the ingredient Ingi. Their proposed CB learned ua’s preference on Ingi as the
average of ua’s rating on all n recipes, as shown in equation 2.2.

pref(Ingi, ua) =

∑n
t=1 pref(rt, ua)

n

{
Ingi ∈ rt

rt ∈ R{ua,Ingi}
(2.2)

• R{ua,Ingi} is the set of recipes, containing the ingredient Ingi, on which

ua’a rating is available.

• n = |R{ua,Ingi}| is the number of recipes in R{ua,Ingi}.

• pref(rt, ua) is ua’s preference on the recipe rt.

• pref(Ingi, ua) is the predicted value of ua’s preference on the ingredient

Ingi.

The problem with this approach is that it implicitly assigns some positive rating to all
the ingredients present in parent recipes, which ua rated highly in the past, particularly
compared to ingredients that were not present in the recipes in the user’s consumption
history. To address this limitation Morgan Harvey et al. [215] separated ingredients
present in a ua’s consumption history as { Ψ+ — ingredients frequently appearing in
recipes rated 4 or more by the user}, and { Ψ− —ingredients frequently appearing
in recipes rated 2 or less by the user)}. Their approach reduced the positive bias on
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all ingredients present in rated recipes and produced more diverse information about
user’s taste profiles.

As mentioned before, CB is directly dependent on user’s past preference data. How-
ever, it’s not compulsory for this data to be explicit ratings. FRS researchers have
defined and evaluated a variation of approaches to interpret implicit user-feedback
into preference data. Ueda et al. in [401] predicted user’s preference for an
ingredientIngi from user’s frequency of consumption of Ingi. For example if ua have
consumed tomatos more than broccoli then their CB approach assigns higher score to re-
cipes containing tomato compared to recipes containing broccoli. Bianchin et al. in [118]
and Fang-Fei Kuo etal in [264] computed users’ item preferences based on the over-
lapping content between recipes/meal-plans and the user-preference-matrix. Some of
the the reviewed works also investigated CB based on the new item’s distance from
previously liked items. The most common strategy in this regard is ingredient distance,
which is a set difference of the ingredients in the two recipes. Other commonly practiced
distance measures include cosine-similarity, content-intersection, matrix-factorization,
jaccard-similarity and weighted-distance. The distance between recipes is also used to
identify the coherence of recipes witin menus [118, 264].

One challenge in CB approaches is addressing the content popularity. Some contents
and items are common to many recipes, like cheese. Including these items in the prefer-
ence calculation can create false positive predictions [234]. Similarly some ingredients
are in general very popular among users. However users might like a popular ingredi-
ent only in combination with certain other ingredients and cooked in certain process.
Including a popular ingredient in the prediction without more information on these
factors can also create false positives. In their later work [194] Freyne et al. investig-
ated a correlation-based Feature Selection algorithm (CFS) to identify the contents that
dominate users’ food decision making. Their research suggests, that despite the difference
in user reasoning around food, the majority have clear preference for some contents
(e.g. certain ingredients) over others. This encourages the weighting of contents to
produce fine grained FR. Frequency of consumption is often adopted as measure of
weighting contents.

A significant advance in this direction is TF-IDF weighting of user-to-ingredient and
recipe-to-ingredient matrices. Morgan Hervey et al. in [215] proposed a variation of
TF-IDF weighting within the user-to-ingredient matrix. Their approach assigns higher
weights to ingredients which are frequently rated positive by the user ua but not gen-
erally by all users. The weighted user-to-ingredient matrix is achieved by dividing
Ψua,Ingi by UFIngi . Where Ψua,Ingi is ua’s assigned/predicted rating on an ingredi-
ent Ingi and UFIngi is the cumulative sum of all available user-ratings on Ingi. The
new weighted matrix prioritizes ua’s preference over item-popularity. For the recipe-
ingredient matrix they computed a score for each ingredients within a recipe rt by
dividing Φua,Ingi by DFIngi . Here Φua,Ingi is the occurrence frequency of Ingi within rt
and DFIngi is the total frequency of Ingi in all recipes in the matrix. Their proposed
FRS calculated the ua’s preference on a recipe rt as,

pref
(
ua, rt

)
=

∑
Ingi∈J

(Ψua,Ingi × IUFIngi)(Φrt,Ingi × IDFIngi)∑
Ingi∈J

√
(Ψua,Ingi × IUFIngi)

2
∑

Ingi∈J
√
(Φrt,Ingi × IDFIngi)

2
(2.3)
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• J = |Ingi ∈ rt| is the set of ingredients consisting the recipe rt.

• Φrt,Ingi is the frequency of an ingredient Ingi in the recipe rt.

• IDFIngi is the inverse frequency of the ingredient Ingi within in the

recipe-to-ingredient matrix.

• Ψua,Ingi is the assigned/predicted preference on the ingredient Ingi from

the user ua.

• IUFIngi is the inverse frequency of the ingredient Ingi within the

user-to-ingredient matrix.

CB FR works best when users’ responses for contents containing the item are known.
In real world applications this is not always feasible, as the volume of food informa-
tion space is enormous, which makes the user-to-food matrix extremely sparse. Thus,
the CB approach fails to introduce diversity in recommendation and performs poorly
for items or users with no prior information available. It is also susceptible to filter
bubbles. A filter bubble is a situation where the user constantly gets the same set of
recommendations.

2.5.2 Case-base Filtering

Case-based filtering is a sub-category of CB approaches. Case-based techniques are
highly dependent on item description and tend to generate recommendations from
items that are similar to those the target user has liked in the past in certain condition
[369]. The case-based FR prediction is heavily inspired from the core concepts of re-
trieval and similarity in case-based reasoning. The circumstance under which an item is
consumed is very important. Items are represented as cases [369] and recommendations
are generated by retrieving cases which are most similar to user’s query/profile. Case-
based RS saves every item in a user’s preferences as an object. Each object consists of
two fundamental sections: (1) what the user was looking for (e.g. recipe, diet-plan,
cooking equipment) and (2) which item they liked. To produce more understanding
on users’ preferences Case-base models break-down items into their contents and cre-
ate new object structures consisting of (1) what the user was looking for and (2) which
contents or attributes were present in the selected item. These objects are called cases.

For a new search, Case-base reasoning first examines the what the user was looking for
section of all cases in all users’ profiles. Then the RS tries to identify the best option
from all the items selected by various users from similar past searches. For example,
if during mid-summer a 50-year-old female CKD patient searched for a meal-plan for
dinner and selected a meal, meald −→ {cabbage soup, baked cauliflower and raspberry
juice}, then the Case-base RS would store this case as case n. In future meald would
be considered as a potential recommendation if a query with similar specification is
encountered.

Case n
Search −→item ∈ dinner, meal-plan, Condition −→ {age: 50; gender: female;
health-condition: CKD, time: mid-summer}, Solution −→ meald {cabbage soup,
baked cauliflower and raspberry juice}
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The core concept of using solutions, which were successful in similar past situations,
makes Case-based computing suitable for health-centric systems. Case-based FR com-
puting have been successfully adopted in systems working with people that have di-
etary restrictions, like diabetics patients (Chang-Shing Lee, et al. [269]) and elderly
people (Adel Taweel et al. [384]). In systems that aim to assist users in achieving cer-
tain goals, Case-based computing has proven to be efficient. (Rung-Ching Chen et al.
in [152]), and Shreya B. Ahire et al. in [357]) defined cases as [goal, search, condition,
solution] and used these cases to generate recommendations for users with similar
goals and conditions.

Case-based would recommend itemi for a user if itemi or similar items has already
been liked for a moderate numbers of time under the same conditions. This makes
Case-base FR a potential solution for context aware FR.

2.5.3 Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative Filtering (CF) [77, 86, 221] is the primary RS strategy for dealing with the
sparsity [220] of user information (e.g. in the user-to-item matrix or user-preference
matrix). The User-to-Item Matrix (U2I-M) is a user to item preference map, where each
cell {ua, Ingi} should store Pref(ua, Ingi), the rating from ua to Ingi. Table 2.1 illus-
trates pseudo U2I-M. There exist numerous ingredients and even more recipes, and
only a few of these food-items can be consumed or rated by a user. Hence, U2I-Ms
are often extremely sparse, as shown in table 2.1. CF tries to predict a user ua’s pref-
erence on food-items that ua has not consumed or rated in the past. CF increases the
user-information by matching people who share similar opinions on common items
[220, 141, 380]. In the context of CF, users with similar opinion are called ua’s neigh-
bours [221] or relevant user group.

tomatoes cabbage cheese tahini meat-ball . . . . cj−t . . . . . milk cj
u1 4 3 nan 1 2 . . . . . . . . . . nan .
u2 1 5 4 4 nan . . . . . . . . . . nan .
u3 3 nan 4 1 3 . . . . . . . . . . 1 .
u4 4 2 nan nan 3 . . . . . . . . . . nan .
u5 2 1 4 4 nan . . . . . . . . . . nan .
u6 2 5 1 nan 4 . . . . . . . . . . 5 .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
un−4 3 4 4 nan 5 . . . . . . . . . . nan .
un−2 nan nan 0 5 2 . . . . . . . . . . nan .
un−1 3 2 nan 2 nan . . . . . . . . . . 2
un 5 0 1 5 nan . . . . . . . . . . nan .

Table 2.1: A pseudo U2I-M. (The value nan indicates user’s preference is not available).

An item Ingolp is an overlapping item between two users if the rating on Ingolp from
both users are available. Users who have assigned similar ratings on overlapping
item/attributes are identified as neighbors. For example, in the U2I-M in table 2.1,
on some overlapping items, user u4 has assigned ratings similar to user u1, u3, and
un−1. Hence, u1, u3, and un−1 are neighbours to ua. Note that though u1, u3, and un−1

are neighbors to u4, they may or may not be neighbors to each other. Sharing food
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is one of the basic social practices among human-beings. For example, people often
share everyday food with family and eat-out at restaurants in groups. Also, people
of the same age group have similar eating habits [172, 365], and inhabitants from the
same geographical region follow certain food trends [373]. Hence, FR can benefit from
CF’s primary characteristics of predicting a current user’s opinions from the opinions
of a group of users with similar interests to the current user.

For example, in the U2I-M in figure 2.5, the value in cell {u4, tahini} is nan indicating
u4’s opinion on tahini is unknown. The tahini preferences of u4’s neighbours are as
follows: {u1, tahini|1}, {u3, tahini|2} and {un−1, tahini|1}. A generic CF will predict
{u4, tahini|?} as 1+1+2

3
.

tomatoes cabbage cheese tahini meat-ball . . . . cj−t . . . . . milk cj

u1 4 3 nan 1 2 . . . . . . . . . . nan .

u2 1 5 4 4 nan . . . . . . . . . . nan .

u3 3 nan 4 1 3 . . . . . . . . . . 1 .

u4 4 2 nan nan 3 . . . . . . . . . . nan .

u5 2 1 4 4 nan . . . . . . . . . . nan .

u6 2 5 1 nan 4 . . . . . . . . . . 5 .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

un−4 3 4 4 nan 5 . . . . . . . . . . nan .

un−2 nan nan 0 5 2 . . . . . . . . . . nan .

un−1 3 2 nan 2 nan . . . . . . . . . . 2

un 5 0 1 5 nan . . . . . . . . . . nan .

p
(
u4, tahini

)
=

1+ 1+ 2

3

predicting u4’s
preference
on tahini

1.33

Figure 2.5: A metaphor of CF approach.

CF-based FR computing starts with identifying neighbors. Jill Freyne et al. [100] are
one of the pioneers adopting used CF [220] in FR. In their CF approach, decide whether
two users ua and ub are neighbors based on the distance between ua and ub. Pear-
son’s Correlation algorithm [14] was used to determine the distance. Users with low-
est distance are considered as neighbours or an interest-group. Their approach has
since been adopted by other research works, including [215, 373, 175]. Some other
neighbor-identification strategies are Shrunk correlation coefficient [259], Cosine sim-
ilarity [280], Similarity-based interpolation [259], Matrix factorization based identifica-
tion models[259], and clustering and classifying models [259].

In [426] Fulya Yalvac et al. identified neighbors based on geographical location. Users
living within a predefined diameter who are also interested in sharing ingredients are
considered as similar interest-group. Hoill Jung et al. in [242] identified neighbors
based on the users’ health attributes (e.g. obesity index, gender, age, height, weight,
BMI, DCI) and common medical conditions (e.g. child diabetes, hyperlipidemia), using
a combination of the Pearson correlation coefficient and k-means clustering algorithm.
Their hypothesis was that similar health conditions yield similar nutritional require-
ments and consequently, eating habits. Their proposed method reduces the computa-
tional overhead by identifying smaller clusters corresponding to each user to identify
neighbors from the cluster using Pearson correlation. CF uses this knowledge on taste
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neighbours to calculate user’s probable opinion on unknown items from their neigh-
bors’ opinions.

2.5.3.1 Limitations of CF

There are two well-known limitations of CF.
• Popular Item Syndrome: A recipe can be very popular overall and rated highly

by the majority of the neighbors; Nevertheless, it is not an unbiased represent-
ative of their personal preferences. For example, the ingredient cheese is a very
popular food-item and can have high preference from all neighbors, but cheese
preference might not be reflective of personal tastes.

• Undiscovered Item: If very few neighbors have rated an item Ingi, then Ingi is
an unknown item to the corresponding interest-group. Suppose an item cabbage
has been rated by as few as < 5% of identified neighbors. In that case, there is
the possibility that cabbage is an outlier in their profiles and might not reflect
their personal tastes. In such circumstances, it is risky to follow CF for predict-
ing preference on cabbage, as the available data might not be enough to capture
collaborative bias.

2.5.4 Demographic Filtering

The foundation of Demographic Filtering (DF) [321, 263, 324, 337] is that various in-
gredients, recipes, and cooking equipment originate in distinct geographical locations
[385] and hence gain popularity among the the inhabitants of the corresponding loca-
tions. Along with geographical location, other primary demographic attributes, such
as gender, age, nationality, ethnicity, cultural norms, socio-cultural status and religion,
can guide peoples’ food choices [172, 365, 242]. For example, people in the same age
range have similar tastes [172, 365], and people with similar body weight may con-
sume similar portions of foods and calories [242]. A DF based FRS identifies pat-
terns in the eating habits of certain demographic groups (e.g. college students and
female in age range 30 → 50). For new users, FR is computed based on the pattern
in the eating habit of the user’s corresponding demographic group. Many significant
works, including [207, 258, 327, 373, 269, 357, 96, 154, 276, 422, 389], used demographic
attributes (mainly weight and age) to determine users’ nutritional requirements. How-
ever, none of the reviewed FRS directly employed FR computation based on DF. The
DF could be implemented in the following two distinct approaches:

• Identifying Neighbours

Users with similar demographical features could be considered as neighbors or
an interest-group for further application of CF.

• Developing knowledge-base for Demographic Groups

The FRS could be trained on the consumption patterns for certain food-items for
each demographic or ethnic group. For example, people from Finland consume
the highest amount of milk (430.76 g/capita/year) globally [420]. DF would as-
sign a higher weight to the ingredient milk when recommending food to Finnish
users.
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2.5.5 Hybrid Filtering

Hybrid Filtering (HF) [137, 325, 195] commonly incorporates a combination of CF
[77, 86, 221, 220, 141, 380] with DF [321, 263, 324] or CB [322, 368, 267, 336, 343] to
exploit the merits of each of these techniques to avoid the ramp-up [189] problem. For
example, Jill Freyne et al. [100] made recommendations by first learning users’ pref-
erences on ingredients using CF and then predicted preference scores for new recipes
using the CB approach. They populated the user-to-ingredient matrix by predicting
the user ua’s preference on ingredients using CF, as shown in figure 2.5. Later they
predicted the user’s preference score on a potential recipe using the CB approach, as
shown in equation 2.1. Morgan Harvey et al. in [215] developed a HF employing an
item-to-item CF to address the sparsity of the preference matrix along with a custom
CB approach to handle the positive advantage of known items over unknown items.
They applied dimensionality reduction techniques like Singular Value Decomposition
[256] on the recipe-to-ingredient matrix to achieve ingredient-to-ingredient neighbor-
hood information. Finally, FR were generated using a CB approach with a Cosine
Similarity Metric [232].

Cristina Bianca Pop et al. [117] proposed a hybrid model incorporating a state of the art
Honey Bee Mating Optimization meta-heuristic [211] with strategies borrowed from
Genetic Algorithms (e.g. Hill Climbing, Simulated Annealing, and Tabu Search) to
identify the most appropriate hybridization configuration that provides the best result
in a short time. They defined the solution for the optimized problem as,

Diet-Plan =
{
fPb, fPl, fPd, fPs1, fPs2

}
(2.4)

Where fPb, fPl, fPd, fPs1 and fPs2 are the food packages selected for meals:
{breakfast, lunch, dinner and two snacks} respectively. Each food package can have
starter, a main course and a dessert dish and defined as

fP =
{
{fI3, fI2, ....fIm}, cost, delT ime, provID

}
(2.5)

where fi is a food item (e.g. noodle, soup), m is the number of food items inside a
food package, cost is the total cost of the food package, delTime is the time required
for delivering the food package, and provID is the food provider’s identification num-
ber. Cristina Bianca Pop et al. et al implemented hybrid model to retrieve food items
matching a user’s taste and health profile and hence produce a combination of food
items in the form of equation 2.4.

Hybrid filtering outperforms CF and CB [100] and allows FRS researchers to imple-
ment diverse algorithms and custom filters for addressing complex FR problems. To
predict preference score for unknown items, HF usually operate on bio-inspired or
probabilistic methods such as genetic algorithms [195, 226], fuzzy genetic algorithms
[95], neural networks [271, 330, 158], Bayesian networks [173], clustering [356] and lat-
ent features [283].
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2.5.6 Context-Aware Filtering

Context Aware Recommender Systems (CARS) [125, 88, 79, 355] adapt recommenda-
tions to the scope and circumstance in which the items will be consumed [107]. Con-
text knowledge implies extensive information about an individual’s interests and be-
haviors. Such knowledge can enable FRS to better predict users’ behavior in certain
consumption scopes from users’ activities on social media (e.g. check-ins, browsing,
and purchasing), activities in the physical world, and their current location. CARS
approaches can be divided into two broad categories: • Contextual Filtering {pre-
filtering, post-filtering} and • Contextual Modelling [88]. Contextual filtering (e.g.
reduction-based [90], item-splitting [104]) first detects ua’s current context Cx; For cal-
culating FR, only those preferences from ua that were collected under Cx are used in
the FR computation. More recent CARS approaches are mostly contextual modeling
and often operate by fitting context information on the rating data using regression
models [104, 245]. CARS is the key to producing practically acceptable personalized
recommendations as consumption of items is often strongly tied to the surrounding
context.

CARS is especially very interesting for FRS researchers as both the type of food and the
style in which the food gets consumed are highly subjected to users’ context factors.
Context factors that are significant to human food decision can include cost: which food
the user can afford, season: which ingredients are available at the supermarket,time of the
day: which meal? breakfast, lunch or snacks, festivals: which traditional foods are associated
with the festival, traveling:what are the traditional foods of the destination and where to get
them cheaper and weather: cold or hot outside. User’s food choices and knowledge of
nutritional aspects strongly correlate to their socio-economic context (e.g. education,
clubs and community and living in city or village) [365] while the change in their food
choices is triggered by their long-term context (profession, hobbies) [395]. This strong
association between food choice and user context have been the focus of a considerable
amount of FRS research. Several works including [395, 207, 408, 264, 118, 393, 147, 373,
319, 327, 252, 253, 174, 385, 179, 422] incorporated context aware filtering with other
methods like CF, CB, DF to improve the accuracy of predictions.

2.5.7 Location-Aware Filtering

Location-Aware Filtering (LAF) [272, 108, 436, 298] values the user’s current location
over their preferences. Location is an important variant of user-context, and LAF is
potentially a sub-category of CARS. Knowledge about a user’s whereabouts can pro-
duce inferences on their lifestyle and preferences [395]. This can enable RS to better
understand a user’s short and long-term schedule, social engagements, and active par-
ticipation in real life. In health-aware personalized FRS research LAF had not been
looked into as much as in other domains (e.g. restaurants, travel). Among the re-
viewed literature, only two research works implemented LAF based FR computation:
Kazuki Kodama et al.’s [258] work recommending food-items at the supermarket and
Cristina Bianca Pop et al.’s [117] work recommending cooked food provider menus.
However some of the reviewed FRSs considered location information in FR computa-
tion [242, 258, 327, 319, 180, 181, 252, 413, 422]. LAF can take advantage of local experts,
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personal preference discovery, and thecorrelation between different interest-groups. Hence it
can act as the core of CF, clustering, or other primary RS approaches.

2.5.8 Semantic-based Filtering

Historically significant RSs (e.g. books, movies, commodities and articles) are often
focused on a central purpose. For example, a movie RS is concerned solely with the
acquisition and analysis of user-information that correlates to user’s preferences on
movies. Furthermore, the representation of data is often highly system-specific, which
causes domain dependency. For instance, standard collaborative filtering methods of-
ten fail when transplanted into decentralized scenarios. The use of semantics [116] to
ceremoniously represent data can liberate RS algorithms and data formats from do-
main dependency. Semantic-based data representations, such as OWL [311, 364], RDF
[266] and FOAF [206], can let RS researchers design dynamic-contextualization of users’
interests in specific domains using fuzzy and semantic rules for inference of incomplete
user-information. This allows for interoperability of system resources, consequently
mitigating the domain-dependency of a potential RS. In general, user information is
captured and formatted in FOAF-profiles (friend of a friend) [206]. FOAF is a machine-
readable ontology describing an individual, their activities, and their relations to other
individuals and objects [206]. The use of FOAF vocabulary to define user-profiles facil-
itates the reuse of both the user information and authentication process, enabling domain
interoperability.

Yu-Liang Chi et al. [154] proposed semantic/ontology based RS, where they employed
OWL ontology [364] to define item and user data and SWRL-based rules [311] to infer
recommendations that best fit the purpose of RS as well as the users’ context. Vanesa
Espinet al. [179] proposed an AGROVOC [1] based SWF-RS. AGROVOC is a controlled
vocabulary covering all areas of interest corresponding to food and agriculture includ-
ing food, nutrition, agriculture, fisheries, forestry and environment. In their approach,
each food item is described as a set of properties and is mapped to its correspondent
term in AGROVOC using the property Agrovoc-Code [1]. They also implemented a
Pellet reasoner [364] to infer values for missing datatype properties. The user-profiles
were constructed with Generic User Model Ontology (GUMO) [217]. On the arrival
of a new user, the user’s profile is implanted in the semantic web using OWL merge
operations. Finally, FR were generated using semantic similarity.

Because different item domains in human life are highly connected SWF-RS is likely
the future of RS research.

2.5.9 Goal-based Filtering

Goal-based Filtering (GF) algorithms [402, 410, 284] try to achieve goals [284, 237]
rather the optimizing for the accuracy of a specific recommendation. For example, a
standard recommendation for a route RS is the shortest path to a destination, while a goal
for the same RS can be to reduce monthly fuel or toll cost. GF FRS employs HF approaches
followed by goal filters to identify FR that best fits the user’s goal over their preference.
GF compromises recent personalization performance to produce an aggregated result
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from long-term user engagement. A Goal-based RS is guided with certain control vari-
ables, such as (1) estimated time to achieve the goal, (2) compound or individual goals, (3) the
expected level of commitment from a user, and finally, (4) which contents can be comprom-
ised and which should not. GF algorithms often use an aggressive approach, retrieving
healthy recommendations (diet-plan, physical exercise) that satisfy the defined goal
first and then filtering these results to the user’s preference. For example, Fulya Yalva
et al. [426] employed a GF approach that recommends only those recipes which can
be cooked with ingredients the user’s neighbors have offered to give away. Later they
filtered the recommendations according to the user’s preference to boost persuasion.

GF has proven successful in the domain of education [160, 159, 257]. In recent years, nu-
merous exploratory Goal-based hybrid filtering approaches have also been practiced
in the FRS domain. GF is mainly investigated in works trying to solve a specific prob-
lem in FRS, such as improving nutritional habits and maintaining fitness. Frequently
observed goals designed by FRS researchers include nutrition counseling (En-Yu Lin
et al. [276]), curing health anomalies: acne, fatigue, insomnia, stress (Tsuguya Ueta
et al. [402]), maintaining a prescribed diet for critical health conditions: CKD (Yu-
Liang Chi et al. [154]), weight watching (Hoill Jung et al. [242]), growing a community
around healthy food habits and physical activity (Andrea G. Parker et al. [319]), pro-
moting food-items popular in a certain culture or region (Andrea G. Parker et al.
[319]) and sharing food to preventing food waste (e.g. Fulya Yalva et al. [426]).

2.5.10 Knowledge-based Filtering

Knowledge-Based Recommendation Systems (KbRS) [136, 188, 135] use information
gained from previous evidence and existing domain-specific noesis to pursue an
inference-based approach to generating recommendations, reasoning on the items that
best meet user requirements. KbRS does not suffer from ramp-up problems [189] and
performs reasonably in cold-start [125] scenarios. Given its judgments are independent
of an individual’s tastes, as it does not require gathering information about a particular
user,

KbRS consists of three basic components:

• Knowledge models An abstract structure of concepts, in which each concept
is a constellation of properties and relationships that represents a knowledge
instance’s connotations [310]. A knowledge model can therefore be seen as a
schema for knowledge description.

• Knowledge engineering Refers to the analysis, breakdown, and reassembly of
knowledge content to extract the concepts and data required for modeling [266].
Knowledge engineering is focused on the integration of new facts into existing
knowledge models and how the existing logical relationships could be inherited
for reasoning with no additional data processing [315].

• Reasoning engines Reasoning engines consist of logical relationships among the
knowledge sources and newly gained knowledge, which gives robust and ex-
tensive reasoning ability on the integrated knowledge analyzing the entities from
own and foreign knowledge-base.
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The KbRS in the FRS domain, Kb-FRS, aim to create problem-solving mechanisms with
inference capability. Therefore, KbRSs are suitable for solving knowledge-intensive
problems that require inference mechanisms. Knowledge-based FRS is essentially a
strategy to establish collaboration between dieticians and knowledge engineers. Devel-
oping a knowledge-based system requires an extensive understanding of knowledge
modeling and engineering. To define a health-aware reasoning engine, knowledge of
food and nutritional properties are essential. The most common KbRS approaches are
Semantic rule-based; other common approaches are Hopgood (deduction, abduction,
and induction), logical programming, symbolic computation and neural networks. Kb-
FRSs aim to build a knowledge base (collection of anticipations and decisions) for di-
verse user-groups’ eating habits and healthy FR corresponding to various health conditions.
For instance, if > 50% of users who liked lasagna recipes also liked baked potatoes
recipes, KbRS stores this piece of information as anticipation or belief. This belief is
later applied for forking new knowledge or generating recommendations; when a new
user likes lasagna in the future, Kb-FRS would recommend baked potato recipes and
vice-versa.

The Kb-FRS is one of the most explored Rs strategies in the FRS research. Yu-Liang Chi
et al. [154] proposed a Web Ontology Language (OWL)[228] based Kb-FRS to provide
dietary consultations for CKD patients. Rahman Ali et al. [96] proposed a hybrid Kb-
FRS that operates on food, physical activity, and mental primitive knowledge bases.
To generate healthy lifestyle recommendations, Rahman Ali et al. employed Answer
Set Programming based Stream Reasoning (ASSR )[201] with an Artificial Neural Net-
work (ANN). Their proposed Knowledge Acquisition and Reasoning Engine (KARE)
has been used in other potential eHealth services, including [428]. Adel Taweel et
al. in [384] proposed a multi-service personal health assistant, including services like
monitoring of activities, nutritional reasoning for assessing feeding habits, diet recom-
mendation and food planning, and marketplace invocation for automating food shop-
ping while ensuring dietary requirements. Vanesa Espin et al. in [179], proposed a
diet managing Kb-FRS recommending personalized portion sizes for foods and drinks
from their predefined list. Their Kb-FRS employed an inference rule based reasoning en-
gine to build the knowledge-base, and two different ontologies, (OWL [228]) and food
description (AGROVOC [1]), to represent the user-profile. Chang-Shing Lee et al. [269]
have proposed a triangular Type-2 Fuzzy Ontology based Kb-FRS for recommending
glucose-controlled diet-plans. Hoill Jung et al. in [242], proposed a knowledge based
collaborative filtering based nutrition RS for obese users. Their knowledge acquisition
is performed using clustering algorithms [244].

2.5.11 Request based Recommendation

Request based Filtering (RbF) is an addition to typical RS approaches that allow users
to request items. A request is an extreme expression of preference. RbF imposes the
requested items and contents within those items on the generic computation approach
(e.g. CB, CF). One way to do so is to assign high-positive weights on the requested
items ensuring their presence at the top of the retrieved RecList. Mashfiqui Rabbi et al.
[327] introduced an FRS where users could type in names of food-items and physical
activities that they would prefer to see in their future recommendations. Their FRS also
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allows users to remove items from the recommendation list. A remove is acknowledged
as a rejection and removed items are assigned with high negative weights. Mouzhi Ge
et al. in [200] implemented a system where users could create user-defined tags and as-
sign positive or negative weights on these tags. Later, users can use these tags to inform
the FRS implicitly regarding their request or remove on food items. Their model favors
food-items with positive-tags over food-items with negative-tags. Toon D e Pessemier
et al. [175] proposed a meal recommender for patients at care facilities. Their FRS
incorporated a service that allows caregivers to insert patients’ consumption-portion
(e.g. two-third, whole) and emotion towards those meals. Later they assigned a high-
positive weight to meals consumed whole with the emotion pleased. A combination of
{consumption— whole}with {emotion — pleased} is treated as a request.

2.6 Mapping Health on FR

The healthiness of a diet-suggestion solely depends on an individual’s nutrient re-
quirement. To produce healthy FR, researchers need to design nutrition-mapping al-
gorithms that map users’ nutritional requirements on personalized recommendations
(recipe, diet-plan, consumption quantity). The best practice to do so is learning users’
daily requirements of different food properties (e.g. calorie, protein, salt, macro nutri-
ents) and matching them with personalized RecLists. To date, most health-aware FRSs
including [180, 253, 152, 134, 389] are personalized up to users’ DCI. Only a few works
investigated multi-level macro-nutrient based health-mapping to produce healthy FR:
Tsuguya Ueta et al. [402], Christoph Trattner et al. [393], Yu-Liang Chi et al. [154] and
Hannah Forster et al. [191, 346].

2.6.1 BMR/DCI based Filtering

BMR/DCI based filtering filters food items based on their calorie content and is a use-
ful approach for systems working with obese or weight-watching populations. The
fundamental strategy is to obtain the user’s required DCI [4, 138] from their BMR and
retrieve food suggestions according to the obtained DCI. One problem with this ap-
proach is that user DCI can vary with activity level. To address this problem Yu-Liang
Chi et al. [154] proposed a DCI-based FRS that considers physical activity level while
predicting DCI. Their FRS recommended meal plans that best matched the predicted
DCI. In the literature, diverse composite filtering models were practiced by FRS re-
searchers to reflect the predicted BMR/DCI in the recommendations. Jong-Hun Kim
et al. [253], implemented a similar approach to [154] and developed a calorie-to-diet
table. Under each calorie range, the table stored a set of diet-plans, recommended by
doctors or nutritionists.

Jean-Christophe Buisson et al. [134] used fuzzy arithmetic and reasoning to determine
the portions in a meal-plan according to user DCI. They also employed heuristic search
algorithms to replace food-items within the meal-plan so the total calories matched
users’ DCI. David Elsweiler et al. in [180] implemented the Harris-Benedict equation
[9] to predict user’s BMR. Their proposed model determined DCI by adding or sub-
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tracting 500 calories from a user’s BMR based on their desire to gain or lose weight.
Isabel de la et al. [389] followed a similar approach to [154, 253] to identify users BM-
R/DCI. Their model also considered a fixed value of 2400 Cal as default DCI or basic
energy-need if no user information was available.

2.6.2 Introducing Health Biases

Another common Health-mapping approach is to impose health biases on the FRS al-
gorithms (e.g. CB, CF). Health bias in FR involves favoring the health-attributes of
a food-item (e.g. macro-nutrients and associated diseases and cures) over the food-
attributes (e.g. ingredients, cuisine, and food-type). One of the influential approach in
this area is proposed by Mouzhi Ge et al. in [200]. They separated the health-attributes,
[h], from other food-attributes, [p], of food-items. They assigned weights wh and wp on
[h] amd [p] respectively, where wh > wp. They predicted the health-aware preference
score for a userua on a recipe rt, pref(ua, rt)

h, using equation 2.6. Here pref
(
ua,
(
rt[h]

)
and pref

(
ua,
(
rt[p]

)
are ua’s preferences on the attributes in [h] and [p], respectively.

Their proposed FRS would always favor food-items similar to the user’s health re-
quirements over those similar taste-profile.

pref
(
ua, rt

)
= wh · pref

(
ua,
(
rt[h]

)
+ wp · pref

(
ua,
(
rt[p]

)
(2.6)

Tsuguya Ueta et al. in [402] followed a different approach for health bias. They iden-
tified a set of macro-nutrients that best satisfy the user’s health requirements. Then
instead of food attributes, they initiated the RS algorithms (e.g. CB, Search) with the
identified macro-nutrients. Another approach to achieve health bias is ranking [106]
recommendations according to their healthiness. The FRS can either rank retrieved
recommendations according to the healthiness-score or set a threshold of healthiness
on the RS algorithm. These techniques will recommend only the food-items above the
threshold value. A sizeable number of reviewed FRS used a nutritionist’s guidelines
as the healthiness-measure to determine ranking strategies for food. Simon Howard
et al. [329] proposed an approach for quantifying the healthiness of a food-item ac-
cording to the WHO-Nutrient-Intake-Goal [64]. Their approach has been influential
and adopted by many significant research works, including Tomasz Kusmierczyk et
al. [265], Morgan Harvey et al. [174], Christoph Trattner et al. [393]). Gary Sacks
et al. [341] proposed another novel healthiness metric called FSA-score following the
FSA-traffic-light-system [62].

2.6.3 Recommendation with Nutritionists’ Intervention

Personalized health-aware FR is the focus of this study, and hence all 45 reviewed
works have followed the advice of nutritionists or dieticians to some extent. Some
determined whether a recipe/food-item was healthy for a target user using a nutri-
tionist’s guidelines, while other systems gave nutritionists intervention-access on the
recommendation process. Intervention-access refers to making the recommendation
list available to a user’s nutritionist/doctor before giving it to user. Nutritionists are
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given inclusion, exclusion and portion adjustment authorization to ensure that the re-
commendation list satisfies user’s nutritional requirements. There were systems for
recommending groceries ([Hanshen Gu et al. [207]), food packages for older adults at
care facility (Cristina Bianca Pop [117]), diet-plans (Jong-Hun Kim et al. [253]; Rung-
Ching Chen et al. [152]; Vanesa Espin et al. [179]), glucose controlled diet plans (Chang-
Shing Lee e. al. [269]), self-management (Adel Taweel et al. [384]), meal plans (Jean-
Christophe Buisson et al. [134]) and nutritional consultation ( En-Yu Lin et al. [276];
Isabel de la et al. [389]; Hannah Forster et al. [191]) where user’s nutritionist was
authorized intervention-access.

2.7 Learning Users’ Taste and Need (User-modelling)

As mentioned before, food being physically consumed [102] makes robust preference
and eating habits learning primary to personalized FR. Research on preferences acquis-
ition and taste-interpretation can be classified in three broad categories:

2.7.1 User Profiling

user-profile [280] is one of the fundamental RS approaches for capturing user-data and
increasing performance at cold-start. User profiling consists of events where users
must create an account, typically by providing their preferences(rates) on a few food-
items. For user profiling, a health-aware personalized FRS can require users to provide
information on various health attributes, such as age, height, weight, gender, nutri-
tional need, and restriction condition. Few of the significant health-aware user-profile
works include Mashfiqui Rabbi et al.’s [327], jong-Hun Kim et al.’s [253] Adel Taweel
et al.’s [384], Jean-Christophe Buisson et al’s [134], Rahman Ali et al.’s [96] and Isabel
Torre et al.’s [389].

User Profiling Techniques

The most popular format for user profiling is multiple-choice-based questionnaires,
where users must answer explicit questions or rate displayed images. The common prac-
tice is predicting a user ua’s preference on recipes and food items from their prefer-
ences on the member ingredients. If ua’s ratings on a set of ingredients are as fol-
lows: {bread, (3)}, {avocado, (4)}, {cheddar, (3.5)} and {salmon, (4)}, then such ap-
proaches would predict ua’s preference on a salmon avocado sandwich recipe as 3+4+3.5+4

4
.

A considerable number of researchers adopted some variation of this approach, in-
cluding [401, 100, 193, 215, 373, 175]. Mayumi Ueda et al. [401], Mashfiqui Rabbi
et al. [327], Toon De Pessemier et al. [175] and Chang-Shing Lee et al. [269] pre-
dicted user preference on a food-item i based on how frequently they consume i.
Mouzhi Ge et al. [200] defined a dictionary of a few selected recipes covering di-
verse food categories. The dictionary is organized in a tree-structure. For example,
Meat → Beef → ROASTED-BEEF-SALAD recipe. Users were allowed to browse
through the dictionary and provide explicit preference on recipes. Their proposed user-
modelling followed a reverse approach and learned ingredient preference from recipe
preferences. For example, if user ua’s existing rating on three different recipes, each
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containing beef, are as follows: {beef recipes, [1,4,4]}, then their approach would pre-
dict ua’s preference on beef as 1+4+4

3
. Their approach read every user’s preference on

the same set of recipes, and users can browse the recipes whenever they want to update
their ratings.

Mashfiqui Rabbi et al. [327] adopted a different approach for reading users’ preferences
from their feedback on recommended foods. Users are instructed to accept one of the
recommendations, and their approach learned users’ preferences from the frequency
of acceptance of a food-item. Toon De Pessemier et al. [175] and Chang-Shing Lee et
al. [269] adopted a similar approach to [327], but determined user preferences from
the portion size of the food-items they consumed. To guide their preference acquisition
model, they used various tokens on portion sizes (whole, two-third and barely-ate),
and emotion, (pleased, no-emotion, disliked). These tokens are used to describe each
eating event. Youri van Pinxteren et al. in [408] adopted a closed observation method
for preference acquisition. They selected a small group of users (6) and observed their
cooking over a period of three weeks. Users were asked to write in detail about what
they liked and disliked about the food they cooked.

2.7.2 Food Logging

Food logging is a widely implemented approach to understand users’ food habits and
nutritional requirements. Food logging technology provides the user with mediums to
keep a journal of the food-items they are eating throughout the day. Some noticeable
works in this context include Hannah Forster et al. [190, 186, 144, 279, 191] Youri van
Pinxteren et al. [408], Chang-Shing Lee et al. [269], Adel Taweel et al. [384], Vanesa
Espin et al. [179], Hyungik Oh et al. [313] and Jei-Fuu Chen et al. [148].

There also exist well established standardized food logging techniques, such as

• ARASAAC [32]: Pictogram based food logging. Vanesa Espin et al. studied
ARASAAC in [179].

• Food4Me FFQ [190]: Food4Me-based food logging. The Food4Me [6] is a initiative
from the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme. Hannah Forster et
al. [191, 346] and Devis Bianchini et al. [118]) explored Food4Me FFQ.

2.7.3 Ubiquitous Frameworks to Capture Food Consumption and
Context Data

An advanced approach for determining users’ taste and health profiles is developing
ubiquitous-frameworks to capture detailed information regarding eating and cooking
events, as well as changes in health context attributes. Hanshen Gu et al. [207] imple-
mented an RFID sensor-based framework. They implanted an RFID inside the user’s
fridge to determine the consumption of different foods. From the data collected, their
model extracted four significant insights: • which items were bought most frequently,
• which items were consumed every day, • which items were bought but never con-
sumed and only removed after the expiration day and • which food-items were con-
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sumed on specific occasions. Other interesting frameworks include Hanshen Gu et al.
[207], Jong-hun Kim et al. [252, 253], Adel Taweel et al. [384], Shreya B.Ahire et al.
[357], Vladimir Villarreal et al. [413], Rung-Ching Chen et al. [152] and Cristina Bianca
Pop et al. [117].

User-preference acquisition has been at the core of FRS research because of the distinct
characteristics of the FR. However, there remains scope for making user-modelling
faster and more intelligent. A potential step in this direction could be identifying
the multi-domain attributes that have the largest impact on preferences. Investigating
strategies to increase user preference information at hand to improve personalization
is another potential research direction. Furthermore, researching various nutritional
guidelines to better design health profiling for FR is essential to improve health-aware
FRS.

2.8 Potential Food and Nutrition Data Sources

The challenges the food domain adds to existing RS challenges are most acutely ob-
served during the implementation phase of any FRS. It is essential to be able to access
a considerable recipe corpus and internationally validated and accepted nutritional
knowledge for implementing a health-aware FRS. However, to date there is no pub-
licly available refined recipe or food corpus, nor detailed and structured nutritional
guidelines. In this section, we briefly illustrate the data sources, nutritional guidelines,
tools, and frameworks that researchers can use to design and evaluate their FRS. The
data resources can be classified into four categories: (1) Food-item Dataset, (2) Nutri-
tional Information on Food-items, (4) Ontology Knowledge Dataset and (4)Nutritional
Guideline Dataset.

2.8.1 Food-item Dataset

The Food-item Dataset can include • recipes, • diet-plans, • menu-plans, • meal-plans,
• substitution and coherence relationships between food-items, • grocery-store stocks
and • other food-item datasets.. To our knowledge, the only dataset readily avail-
able for groceries is the instacart-market-basket [48] published by Kaggle [27]. The
following is a list of data-sources commonly employed by FRS researches to conduct
experiments: food.com [71], AllRecipes.com [54], BBC-food [34], Yummy.com [162],
CookPad.com [38] (originally a Japanese company but with some content available in
English), ChefKoch.de [36] (content in German), Taiwan Food Nutrients Database [37]
(content in Mandarin), MIT-ImRecipe [47] and Epicurious.com [42]. The majority of
these websites are crowd-sourced recipe repositories comprising rich item and user-
profiles. However, these data sources retain the drawback of injecting location and
popularity biases originated when the data is sourced. Except for the MIT-ImRecipe
[47] and Epicurious [42] none of sources are readily available for researchers, and
developing a site-specific crawler is essential. CookPad [38] and Yummy.com[162]
provide licensed access to recipe and profile data to support academic research, but
researchers still must build a crawler to capture the data.
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2.8.2 Nutritional Information on Food-items

The Nutritional Guideline Dataset can include • Nutritional properties of different raw
and processed ingredients • Health guidelines from recognized health organizations,
• Case information from patients with different medical conditions and their nutri-
tionist’s advice and • Guidelines from Nutritionists and dietitians on appropriate diet
plans for users with different physical and medical conditions.

The traditional approach to estimating nutrient content in a recipe is to accumulate the
nutritional properties with the corresponding proportions of the recipe’s member in-
gredients [339, 229, 186, 393, 340]. To date, there are two standardized readily available
ingredient-to-nutrient databases:

• USDA [28] A publicly available database providing information on 50 macro-nutrients
for 8790 ingredients. The dataset also provided nutritional information for ingredients in
different processing stages. The database is generated and maintained by the agricultural
research service of the US government. USDA also provides a no-cost API for assisting
researchers to implement health-aware eServices.

• AUSNUT [33] A publicly available database provides information on 53 macro-nutrients
for 5740 ingredients. The database is generated and maintained by the FOOD STAND-
ARD, a joint venture by the Austrian and the New Zealand governments.

Despite the fact that standardized data sources are available on the nutritional aspects
of ingredients, matching them with recipes, meal-plans, and diet-plans continues to
be a complex problem. Nevertheless, food domain-specific factors increase the com-
plexity. Manuel Ullmann et al. [404] and Tomasz Kusmierczyk et al. [265] discussed
the challenges involved in normalization and nutrition mapping. FRS researchers ap-
proached such challenges by exploiting String-Processing using NLP [157] techniques
to extract ingredients and corresponding proportions from the recipe-text and apply
custom normalization algorithms [404, 265, 303, 409, 385, 109]. Some of the frequently
used NLP [157] techniques for designing recipe interpretation models include stop-
word removal, string splitting, string-matching, and multi-word coupling.

The Following three more substantial domain-specific factors increase NLP challenges
in FRS research:

1. Ingredients can have different names in different geographical locations [385],
making matching nutrition datasets with crowdsourced recipes an NMP prob-
lem.

2. Diverse sets of adjectives are used to express an ingredient’s process states [111].
For example, recipe writers frequently use adjectives like • smoked, • salted,
• cured, • cross-cut, • steamed, • sliced, • fillets, • organic, and • farmed
to describe the state of salmon in various recipes. Though the USDA dataset
provides nutritional values for a few process-states of various ingredients, the set
of process-states in the dataset is a small subset of all process-state words existing
in the real world.
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3. The normalization of nutritional values based on the weight or volume of ingredi-
ents to determine the accurate nutritional value of the recipe is another import-
ant problem. Online recipe writers use measures specific to cooking [111]. For
example, a • cup, • pinch, • dash, • table-spoon, • slice,• nipperkin, • tumbler-
ful, • gyllot, • gill, • goblet, and • a hand-full, are adjectives popular in cooking
scripts. Such units can make the recipe nutritional measurements tricky.

Technologies and Tools for Addressing NLP Challenges

There exists a free web service called Spoonacular [51] and a handful of paid web ser-
vices like Yammy [163], BogOven [35], Edamam [41], Food2Fork [43] and ESHA [26],
that provide services like ingredient extraction from large corpuses and unit normalization.
However, researchers still must implement their own nutrition-mapping algorithms.
There is another paid web tool Cook’sThesaurus [39] which provides services that can
find healthy replacements for ingredients.

2.8.3 Ontological-Knowledge Dataset

The following are two standardized ontological knowledge datasets:

• AGROVOC [1]: A publicly available database providing collections of vocabularies cov-
ering areas of interest of the Food domain. AGROVOC is implemented and managed by
the FAO. It can support the SKOS-XL [29] concept scheme and Linked-Open-Data (LOD)
[49] making the implementation of knowledge-based FRS more convenient.

• FoodIngrdCook [44]: A publicly available database providing collections of vocabularies
covering areas of interest in the Food domain.

2.8.4 Nutritional Guideline Dataset

The following are a few of the internationally accepted nutritional guideline sources.

• USDA [28]: The USAD periodically releases portion guidelines and healthy eating pat-
terns, specifying the proportion of grains, vegetables, fruits, oils, milk, meat, and beans
over a daily 2000 calorie intake goal [406, 312].

• WHO Nutrient Intake Goal [60]: The WHO provides guidelines on the acceptable range
of macronutrient consumption to prevent diet-related chronic diseases.

• WHO Health Risk Factor Report [59]: The WHO provides information on the correlation
between various chronic diseases and intake proportions of different macro-nutrients.
The report also provides information on how changes in food consumption can help
avoid various health crises.

• FSA Nutrient and Food Guidelines [62, 64]: The FSA provides guidelines on the accept-
able range of consumption for potential macro-nutrients to prevent diet-related chronic
diseases. The FSA provides detailed guidelines on a wider range of individual nutri-
ent properties and vitamin instances in [64]. The intake guidelines are classified by age,
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gender, diseases, and special circumstances, such as pregnancy. It also gives balanced
diet guidelines for breakfast, lunch, and dinner in forms called eatwell plate [64].

The FSA also provide a healthiness quantifying measure called the FSA-traffic-light sys-
tem [62] for food labeling, which defines the health of a food-item considering four
primary macro-nutrients: fat, saturated fat, sugar, and salt.

• NHS OneYou:Eatwell [12]: OneYou:Eatwell provides guidelines on the intake propor-
tion of food items instead of macro-nutrients. It also provides a guideline on how to
distribute calories over different meals throughout the day.

2.9 Strategies to Evaluate Various FRS techniques

Evaluation of the algorithms, methods, and techniques for predictions has been of great
importance since the early period of RS research [358, 219]. To determine whether the
prediction process can produce meaningful results and whether such results are re-
producible, it is good practice to plan for the evaluation metrics, frameworks, and
statistical analysis strategies to use at project start. This should consider the prob-
lem that the researchers are trying to solve, the attributes involved in the prediction
computation, and the expected type of the data to be collected. Evaluation metrics
[219, 169, 222, 332, 432, 87] and evaluation frameworks [220, 123, 139] are systematic
tools for comparing several proposed solutions to the same problem. Comparing with
standard approaches allows researchers to choose from different promising lines of re-
search that generate similar results yet perform better than each other regarding certain
aspects.

Like most conventional RS domains, food domain researchers use a diverse range of
quality comparison metrics [209, 222, 169] to evaluate new FR models against mature
methods. A certain period of user engagement is necessary to capture the contribution
produced from FRS on health and lifestyle. Therefore, FRS researchers also emphas-
ize evaluation based on user-experience variables, such as gained utility [361, 221], user
satisfaction [351], and long-term user engagement [429]. Some significant FRS works
that adopted user-experience-based evaluation are Mayumi Ueda et al. [401],Youri van
Pinxteren et al. [408], Hoill Jung et al. [242], Rung-Ching Chen et al. [152], Rahman
Ali et al. [96], Christopher Wing et al. [422] and Isabel Torre D et al. [389]. The diverse
range of evaluation metrics, frameworks, and compound approaches explored in the
FRS literature can be classified in the following categories:

• Prediction Quality (Distance Error, Accuracy and Coverage)

The prediction quality measures the likelihood of the recommended item being liked by
the user.

• Metrics Evaluating the Performance of a Set of Recommendations

Set performance metrics compare models based on relevance. Such measures investigate
the number of consumed, liked, disliked, and ignored items within the total set of items
recommended to a user.
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• Metrics Evaluating the Utility Gained from Ranking the Recommendations

Rank-based metrics are useful in evaluating how easily the users reach the item they like in
RecLists (which are essentially ranked lists) [219]. Usually, top-ranked items are more valued
than items in the tail of the list [130]; however, different persuasion and visual-cognition
technology can spread users’ attention towards different sections of the list.

• Utility Metrics Utility metrics evaluate models and applications on various user-
experience variables like diversity [142], novelty[142], unexpectedness [261], interest-
ingness [273] and serendipity [377]. As people can require service from an FRS every
day, suggesting relevant yet dissimilar items is one of the fundamental challenges of
FRS.

• User Satisfaction Metrics

User satisfaction is a compound concept consisting of various user experience variables.
It focuses on the overall performance in persuasion [188], ease of use [85], understand-
ability [381], explanation [381], usefulness [219], engagement [429] and incentive for
long-term use [429].

FR has domain-specific challenges, requiring more specific evaluation criteria, such as
the validity of recommended items, health gain, user satisfaction, inter-activeness, re-
sponsiveness, and length-of-engagement. Based on the corresponding research prob-
lem, FRS researchers often define compound evaluation methods consisting of mul-
tiple measures. The following section briefly discusses some of the commonly prac-
ticed evaluation metrics.

2.9.1 Prediction Quality (Distance Error, Accuracy and Cover-
age)

The prediction error metrics MAE, MSE, RMSE, and NMAE have been popular for
measuring the effectiveness of a health-aware and personalized FRS. Such metrics eval-
uate models on the following three phenomena

1. The degree to which a model can reproduce users’ responses on known items.

2. The degree to which a model can reduce the distance between recommendations and
the user’s health-profile.

3. The degree to which a model can reduce the distance between recommendations and
the user’s previously consumed/liked items.

For the purpose of discussing the predictions quality matrices let us consider,

• U as the set of users and Nu as the number of users in U.

• R as the RecList and Ni as the number of items in R.

• prefi,ua as the rating from a user ua on an item i.
• prefi,ua = Ø as a lack of rating, meaning ua has not rated the item i.
• predi,ua as the prediction of user ua’s preference on item i.
• |predi,ua − prefi,ua| as the error of prediction, representing the absolute

difference between prediction and actual rating evidence.
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2.9.1.1 MAE

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [361, 349], measures the average magnitude of each failed
prediction within a recommendation result set. It ignores the direction of the error.
MAE is the average of the absolute differences between preference predictions and ac-
tual observations |predi,ua − prefi,ua|. A distance of 1 in both positive and negative
directions has equal weight.

A model’s MAE for user ua is determined by equation 2.7

MAE(ua) =

(∑Ni

i=1

∣∣predi,ua − prefi,ua

∣∣
Ni

)
(2.7)

A model’s overall performance in reproducing observed results is the average MAE
over Nu users and is calculated as equation 2.8.

MAE =
1

Nu

Nu∑
a=1

(∑Ni

i=1

∣∣predi,ua − prefi,ua

∣∣
Ni

)
(2.8)

2.9.1.2 MBE

Mean bias error (MBE) [405, 248] is a very similar metric to the MAE, except it con-
siders the direction of the prediction error. This metric helps determine whether an
FRS consistently predicts higher or lower preferences than the actual ratings.

MBE =
1

Nu

Nu∑
a=1

∑Ni

i=1

(
predi,ua − prefi,ua

)
Ni

(2.9)

2.9.1.3 RMSE

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) [145, 361] is the square root of the average of the
squared differences between preference predictions and actual observations, (predi,ua

−
prefi,ua

), for all the items a user rated. Such metrics are quadratic scoring rules that
also measure the average magnitude of the error.

RMSE =
1

Nu

Nu∑
a=1

√√√√ 1

Ni

×
Ni∑
i=1

(
predi,ua − prefi,ua

)2 (2.10)

RMSE is a function of three characteristics: the variability in the error distribution, the
square root of the number of error samples, and the average error magnitude (MAE)
[421]. RMSE is often preferred to MAE due to the ease of applying derivatives and
other analytical measures [405]. However, as differences are squared, larger errors will
have more weight in the overall error calculation. This makes the RMSE more useful
when large errors are particularly undesirable. RMSE also increases with the increase
of the variance associated with the frequency distribution of error magnitudes.
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2.9.1.4 Coverage

Coverage [197] is the percentage of item, user pairs for which the model can generate
a prediction. That is, the percentage of situations in which item i has not been rated
by ua, and there is at least one neighbor of ua who has rated i; thus, the model has the
minimum necessary insight to predict ua’s preference on i. The higher the coverage,
the higher the chance a model can predict a preference score for an unknown item i
from a user ua.

Let Øua
be the set of items a user ua has not been rated and Ki,ua

the set of neighbours
of ua who have rated i. Let CFua

be the subset of Øua where for each {i, ua} pair the
Ki,ua is not empty. Then the coverage for user ua, Cov(ua), is calculated as

Cov(ua) = 100× CFua

Øua

(2.11)

The overall model coverage, Cov, is determined as the aggregate of each user’s cover-
age, Cov(ua).

Cov =
1

Nu

Nu∑
a=1

100× CFua

Øua

(2.12)

2.9.2 Quality of a Set of Recommendations (Precision, Recall and
F-measure)

One of the most direct measures of the success of an FRS is the gained user-confidence
[306, 93], that describes how often users agree with the recommendation result set. One pos-
sible way of evaluating user-confidence is to investigate how closely the estimated prefer-
ences match users’ actual preferences. Precision [361, 350] and Recall [361, 350] have been
the two most widely used user-confidence metrics in the IR and RS research domains.

Let us consider,

• U as the set of users and Nu as the number of users in U.

• R as the RecList recommended to a user ua.
• Ψ+ ⊆ R is the set of recipes in R that ua liked.

• Ψ− ⊆ R is the set of recipes in R that ua did not liked.

• Φ as the set of all relevant items regarding any query µ.

2.9.2.1 Precision

Precision is the percentage of the recommendation set users find relevant to their query.
The precision for a user ua is calculated as,

precision =
Ψ+

Ψ+ +Ψ− where R = {Ψ+ ∪Ψ−} (2.13)
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For example, if ua requests recipes that are high in pantothenic acid and only ΨPantAcid

recipes within R contain pantothenic acid and the remaining ΨnoPantAcid recipes do not,
then the precision is

precision =
ΨPantAcid

ΨPantAcid +ΨnoPantAcid
(2.14)

Precision reveals the fraction of the returned results that are relevant to the information
needed. The overall model precision, Precision, is calculated as the aggregated preci-
sion over all Nu users.

2.9.2.2 Recall

Recall indicates the proportion of the relevant documents in the collection that were
returned by the model. If Φ is the set of all relevant items in the database regarding
the query µ and the FRS is only able to recommend Ψ+ items leaving the rest of the
relevant items (Φ−Ψ+) undiscovered then the recall is calculated as

recall =
Ψ+

Φ
where Ψ+ ⊆ R and Ψ+ ⊆ Φ (2.15)

Considering the same pantothenic acid query, if there exist ΦPentAcid recipes with high
pantothenic acid in the corpus and the FRS only recommends ΨPantAcid of them, then
recall is

recall =
ΨPantAcid

ΦPentAcid
(2.16)

The overall model recall, Recall, is calculated as the aggregated recall over all Nu users.

2.9.2.3 F-Score

Recall is an indicator of the ability to find all relevant instances in a dataset, whereas
precision determines the proportion of the relevant instances in the current recom-
mendation result set. However, in some situations, FRS might want to maximize either
recall or precision at the expense of the other. For example, in preliminary disease
screening of users to generate follow-up inference rules, FRS would probably aim for
a recall score of perfect 1. In such cases, the harmonic means of precision and recall,
F-score), performs better as it takes both metrics into account.

F-Score, often denoted as F1, is calculated as harmonic mean instead of a simple aver-
age to rebuke extreme values [374]. An FRS with a precision score of 1.0 and a recall
score of 0.0 gets an average of 0.5 compared to an F1 score of 0, giving equal weight to
both measures.

F1 = 2× Precision×Recall

Precision+Recall
(2.17)
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The weight of the Precision or Recall on the F-score can be designed to address the
requirements of the corresponding research problem. The weight variable β can be
adjusted to give more weight to either recall or precision while determining the beta
F-score, Fβ .

Fβ = (1 + β2)× (precision× recall)

(precision× β2) + recall
(2.18)

2.9.3 Rank Measures

The ranking measure evaluates a model’s ability to reduce error by appropriately or-
dering the items within the RecList. When Nn, the number of items in RecList, is not
small (around 8 or more), users tend to consider the items at the top of the list with
more interest [72]. The error incurred in these items is more acute than those at the
bottom of the list.

For the purpose of discussing rank measures let us consider,

• U as the set of users and Nu as the number of users in U.

• R as the RecList and Ni as the number of items in R.

• pi as the rank of item i within R. The rank starts at 1 and is

negatively oriented, which means lower values are better.

• I as the set of all items in the corpus.

• prefi,ua as the rating from a user ua on an item i.
• t̂ is the day a user ua or a neighbour rated/consumed an item i.
• t is the day of recommendation generation.

• ⊘(t) = t− t̂ is the number of days between the day of recommendation and the

day the user or a neighbour consumed/rated the item i.
• µ is a query from ua.

2.9.3.1 Half-life

Half-life [127, 101] measures the exponential decrease in the interest of a user as items
move away from the top of the RecList. In some recommendation scenarios, it is benefi-
cial to provide recommendations considering most-recently rated or consumed items.
The significance of a specific rating reduce gradually as items lose their appeal and
their importance fades away over time. This means item significance has a lifetime in
the collaborative process. Half-life weights each item within item-space depending on
the temporal information on the correlation between the item and a user. For example,
if the ingredient tomato is consumed by user ua today, tomato would have a significance
of 1 in the CF process of generating recommendations for ua’s neighbors. The next day,
the importance would decrease, as shown in figure 2.6.

The half-life approach sets a perimeter h, which determines the number of days that
must elapse before a specific rating depletes half of its initial significance in the CF
process. When t > h+ 1, half-life approaches start under-weighting the items. Finally,

the approach reflects each item’s significance in the rank using equation 2.19. If wt̂
i is
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the weight of item i within R at time t̂, wt̂
i exponentially reduces with ⊘(t) until it

reaches ⊘(t) = h+ 1. The wt̂
i for ua, wt̂

ua,i
, is calculated as

wt̂
ua,i = exp

( ln0.5

h
×⊘(t)

)
(2.19)

Figure 2.6: Half-life

Half-life estimates the overall model performance as the average of the weight wt̂
ua,i

over each item at the top of R for all users in U.

half -life
(
FRS,U

)
=

1

Nu

Nu∑
a=1

NT∑
i=1

wt̂
ua,i

2
pi−1

NT −1

(2.20)

where, (pi − 1) is the rank of i with in R, and NT − 1 is the number of items considered
to be at the top of R.

2.9.3.2 DCG

Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) [433] estimates how much utility any item offers
at each position in R. The item utility, in this case, can be interpreted as either numeric
values (e.g. rating) or binary values (e.g. relevant or irrelevant). The position of i in
R, pi − 1, biases on the final utility i offers to a user [433]. DCG discounts i’s primary
utility Ut(i) with its position pi − 1 in the list,

DCG =
Nu∑
i=1

Ut(i)

dis(pi)
where dis(pi)←−

{
1 pi ≤ 2

log2(pi) pi > 2
(2.21)
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The higher the relevant items are in the list, the larger the DCG achieved. Another
measure for ranked evaluation is normalized DCG (nDCG) [222, 219], which is the ratio
of actual DCG and the DCGOrdered. The DCGOrdered is the ideal DCG, which would be
achieved if items were ordered according to their relevance [222].

nDCG =
DCG

DCGOrdered
(2.22)

2.9.3.3 MRR

Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) [407] measures how far down the list users must browse
to find the first relevant item. MRR is estimated as the inverse of the position of the first
relevant element irelevant in R. MRR only accounts for binary relevance (e.g. relevant
or irrelevant) and doesn’t address how relevant the item i is to the user query [407]. If
the first item in R is relevant, then MRR is 1; simultaneously, if the nth item is the first
relevant item, then the MRR is 1

n
. Similarly, if there is no relevant item in R, then the

first relevant item’s rank is considered infinity, and the MRR achieved is 0. MRR of the
entire model is determined as the average of MRR for all Nu users in U,

MRR(FRS,U) =
1

Nu

Nu∑
a=1

1

pirelevant
(2.23)

The penalty of error for positional increase gets smaller the further down the list the
first relevant item is. For instance, if the first relevant item is at the 3rd position rather
than the 2nd, this would yield an increase of (1

2
− 1

3
) in the error. If the positions were

the 8th and 9th this would yield a smaller increase of (1
8
− 1

9
). The further we go to the

bottom of R the smaller the increase in error.

2.9.3.4 AP

Average Precision Score (AP), unlike MRR, treats the error at every position pi with the
same weight. AP treats R as m sublists, with m the total number of relevant items in
R. Each sublist consists of all the items from the 1st item to the next relevant item, as
shown in figure 2.7. The utility produced by a sublist is calculated as ∆K, from the
order k of a relevant item ik (e.g. 2nd), and pi

k , the position of ik within R. Here k ≤ m.

∆K =
k

pik
(2.24)

The AP of a model for a user ua is the cumulative value of the utility produced in each
sublist.

AP (N,m) =
1

m

m∑
k=1

∆k (2.25)
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AP for the entire system is the mean AP over all Nu users in U,

AP (FRS,U) =
1

Nu

Nu∑
a=1

m∑
k=1

∆k (2.26)

Figure 2.7: The AP of an RecList with 3 relevant items at positions 2nd, 5th, and 7th.

The seven-item Reclist R, illustrated in figure 2.7, contains three relevant items at the
positions 2nd, 5th, and 7th. Therefore, the sub-lists are 1 −→ 2, 1 −→ 5 and 1 −→ 6 high-
lighted with green, red, and blue, respectively. The AP in this case is 0.466. The more
relevant the positions are, the larger the ASP; that is, an R with more relevant items at
the top would have a greater ASP [72].

2.9.3.5 CTR

Click-Through Rate (CTR) [361] estimates the percentage of the items in R that were
interacted with by the user ua. If the number of clicks from ua on item i is nClick and
the position of i in R is pi, then the CTR is calculated as

CTR(FRS, ua) =
1

Ni

Ni∑
k=1

nClick

pi
(2.27)

The CTR both measures the amount of user interaction and indicates how far down
the R users had to browse before finding the item they were interested in. The overall
CTR of a model is determined as the mean over all Nu users in U.

.

2.9.3.6 Normalized Distance-based Performance Measure (NDPM)

NDPM is one of the widely practiced RPM for evaluating recommender models
[431, 318, 225, 349, 289, 301]. NDPM estimates the performance of an RS based on
the difference between the system-assigned rank and user-rating based rank [431, 318].
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Unlike the rank correlation, the NDPM estimates performance based on the relative
position of items in the RecList instead of focusing on their exact order. For example,
suppose for a user ua an FRS predicts that a recipe rt has a higher rank than a recipe
rc, and ua also assigns a higher rating to rt than rc. In that case, NDPM determines the
prediction as a success, regardless of the number of other recipes the user has rated
higher than rt and lower than rc.

To calculate the NDPM of a recommender, for each user, every recipe in the correspond-
ing RecList is paired with all other member recipes. For a RecList with n recipes, this
gives us nC2 pairs. For each pair, {rt, rc}, the system-assigned rank and the user-rating
based rank are compared. This enables us to evaluate how effectively a recommenda-
tion scenario predicted a user’s relative preference for rt over rc and vice versa. From
these comparisons, we get the following four measure.

Let us consider,
C+ → The number of matched order or prediction successes.

A matched order occurs when the system predicts recipe rt will be

preferred over recipe rc, and the user-ranking agrees.

C− → The number of contradictory orders or failed predictions.

A contradictory order occurs when the system predicts recipe rt will be

preferred over recipe rc, but the user-ranking disagrees.

Cu → The number of recipe pairs for which the user-rating based ranking

asserts an ordering (e.g. not a tie).

Cuo →Cu − (C+ +C−) The number of recipe pairs for which the user-ranking

asserts an order, but the system-assigned ranks tie.

The NDPM of a recommendation scenario RSngi for user ua is calculated from these
measures: C+, C−, Cu, and Cuo .

NDPMRSngi

ua
=

C− + 0.5× Cuo

Cu
(2.28)

The equation penalizes RSngi for not predicting an order for a recipe pair with a
non-tie user rank only half as much as for predicting a contradiction order. Finally, the
overall NDPM of RSngi is calculated as the average NDPMRSngi

ua
over all m users,

NDPMRSngi =

∑m
u=0

C− + 0.5× Cuo

Cu

m
(2.29)

2.9.3.7 Rank Correlation

Rank Correlation [300] measures are useful to evaluate the comparative performance
of two models. Rank Correlation estimates the degree of similarity between two rank-
ing approaches and can be used to assess the alignment of the relation between them.
If the two models predict identical or reverse ranks for items, they positively or negat-
ively correlate, respectively. The rank correlation coefficient also shows how positive or
negatively two models are aligned. If the predictions are entirely random, then there is no
alignment between the models
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2.9.4 Utility Focused Evaluation (User Satisfaction, Novelty, Di-
versity and Serendipity)

Generating FR following only accuracy and relevance could lead to a very narrow rel-
evant item set [361, 350] for ua leading to a filter bubble [113]. Such circumstances result
in recommending very similar items and producing a low total utility for ua. For ex-
ample, if the user has rated both beef and curry with a rating of 5 in the past, it gives
strong evidence that the user would possibly like beef curry. However, in a seven-item
R, recommending seven beef curries can be redundant and monotonous. The utility-
focused measures evaluate models based on their ability to address redundancy, mono-
tonous recommendation, and filter-bubbles. Such metrics also assess models on how
well a model can match unknown {user, item} pairs where no CB or CF insights are
available.

For the purpose of discussing the utility focused measures, let us consider

• U as the set of users and Nu as the number of users in U.
• R as the RecList from the model being evaluated and Ni as the

number of items in R.
• PM as the RecList from a primitive model and Npm as the number of

items in PM.
• ∃ as the users existing preference history and N∃ as the number of

items in ∃.
• ℵ as the relevant item set to ua according to ua’s preference

history.
• p(K|i, ua) as the degree of familiarity of the user ua to item i.

2.9.4.1 Novelty

Novelty [350, 361] refers to the recommendation of items which the user did not know
about. Novelty occurs when the system suggests an autonomously discovered item
to ua depending on the known instincts about ua. It also addresses the likelihood of
the recommended items being considered relevant. The novelty of an FRS could be
defined as the average of the minimum difference between each item i in R and the
items in the user’s existing preference history ∃ [304].

Novelty(FRS, ua) =
1

Ni

Ni∑
i=1

min
j∈N∃

dist(i, j) (2.30)

Another common practice in evaluating FRS novelty is estimating how familiar ua is to
the items been recommended. Such strategies allow us to assess whether the FRS can
introduce new items to the user.

novelty(R|ua) =
1

Ni

Ni∑
i=1

(
1− p(K|i, ua)

)
(2.31)
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The overall model novelty is determined as the average novelty gained over all Nu user
in U .

2.9.4.2 Diversity

Diversity [222, 361] determines how novel each item in R is with respect to the rest of
the Ni − 1 items in R. Using the same example of an R with seven beef curry recipes,
the recipes within R are not novel to each other hence produces a diversity score of 0.
Diversity can be defined as the average of the minimum distance between the item i at
hand and the rest of the items j in R [142].

Diversity(FRS, ua) =
1

Ni

Ni∑
i=1

min
j∈Ni

dist(i, j) (2.32)

An FRS promoting novel items tends to generate increasing global diversity [142] over
time in the user experience.

2.9.4.3 Serendipity

Serendipity [377, 197] is defined as finding something good or useful while searching
for something entirely unrelated. Serendipity is concerned with the novelty of recom-
mendations and the likelihood of recommendations positively surprising users [377].
To understand the difference between novelty and serendipity, let us consider an FRS
that recommends recipes that consist of ingredients known to the user, but the particu-
lar combinations or cooking approach is new. Such recipes will be novel but likely not
serendipitous. In contrast, a recipe with ingredients and a cooking approach that the
user was unaware of is more likely to be a serendipitous recommendation.

The serendipity of a model is often assessed by comparing the current model with a
primitive model [197, 361]. Let us consider i, an item in R, generated from the current
model for user ua, and j, an item in PM, generated from a primitive model for ua. Also
consider Cos.Sim

(
i, j
)

is the cosine similarity between i and j. Then the unexpected-
ness gained by the current model for ua, Un-exp(FRS, ua), is calculated as

Un-exp(FRS, ua) =
1

NPM

NPM∑
j∈PM

Ni∑
i∈R

Cos.Sim
(
i, j
)

Ni

(2.33)

Un-exp(FRS, ua) is negatively oriented. The lower the value for Un-exp(FRS, ua), the
better unexpectedness achieved [361]. However, unexpectedness is not serendipity
[361, 197]. An FRS is determined as serendipitous only if the unexpected recommend-
ations are also relevant to user.

The relevance of the items in R to ua is determined by the distance between each item
in R and relevant item set to ua according to ua’s preference history, ℵ. Let i be an item
in R, generated from the current model for user ua, and j be an item in ℵ. Then the
relevance of items in R is determined by
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rel(FRS, ua) =
1

Ni

Ni∑
i=1

min
j∈ℵ

dist(i, j) (2.34)

Relevance is the opposite of novelty and is positively oriented. The higher the value
for rel(FRS, ua), the better the relevance achieved[361]. When the Un-exp(FRS, ua)
and rel(FRS, ua) is known the serendipity gained from the model for ua is determined
by

Serendipity(FRS, ua) = Un-exp(FRS, ua)× rel(FRS, ua) (2.35)

The overall model novelty is determined as the average novelty gained over all Nu user
in U .

2.9.5 Stability

A health-aware FRS aims to influences users’ food choices by gaining the users’ trust.
In this context, stability [89], is essential. An FRS is stable if the predictions do not
change enormously within a short period of time. In other words, stability measures
the magnitude of change in the prediction scores when the model receives new ratings
from a user. For example, if at time t, let ∃ be a user ua’s existing preference history
and ℵ be the relevant item set for ua based on ∃, where ∃ ̸∈ ℵ. Let the set of the current
model’s predicted preference scores, from ua on items in ∃, be Rℵ. Now, let us consider
that between t and a future time t̂, FRS receives ua ’s rating on x new items and hence
predicts ua’s preference scores for the items in ℵ − x. Rℵ−x is the preference scores
generated at time t̂ based on ua’s available preference on ∃+ x, where (∃+ x) ̸∈ ℵ. The
change (distance) between Rℵ and Rℵ−x determines the stability of the model FRS. This
change is often known as Mean Absolute Shift (MAS) [89].

MAS is a stability measure that estimates whether FRS generate consistent predictions
for each user on a each item over different periods of time. If the number of items in
ℵ− x is Nℵ−x and each item in ℵ− x is j, then MAS is given by

MAS =
1

Nu

Nu∑
a=1

{ 1

Nℵ−x

Nℵ−x∑
j=1

|Rℵ−x(j, ua)−Rℵ(j, ua)
}
| (2.36)

Here, Rℵ(j, ua) is predicted preference for j from ua at time t, and Rℵ+(j, ua) is the
predicted preference for j from ua at time t̂ with more preference data. The smaller the
MAS the more stable the FRS is.

2.9.6 Reliability

Reliability [223, 126] of an FRS describes the proportion of successful predictions, that
is, the number of times an FRS predicts a user ua would like an item i and the ua likes
it. Reliability can also be measured in terms of the degree of success. For example, if
an FRS predicts the preference for i from ua as 4.7, (on a scale of 0 to 5), and ua’s actual
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rating on i is 1, then the FRS is likely to have low reliability. Lower results mean better
reliability [238].

If Ns is the number of successful predictions in R then the reliability is given by

Reliability =
1

Nu

Nu∑
a=1

1

Ns ∈ [R, ua]
(2.37)

2.10 Conclusion

Healthy food recommendation has the potential to improve both individual and global
health. By educating the population on balanced diets and nutritional content, FRS
can mitigate the global threat of malnutrition, obesity, metabolic-disorder, diabetics-
multitudes, and other nutrition-associated health risks. However, this literature re-
view demonstrates that FRS remains an under-researched domain despite its potential
for positive contributions to society. Hence, there remains significant scope for research
contributions in areas like • preference acquisition, • determining food-relevant con-
text variables, • evaluating user feedback and reflecting it in future recommendations,
• communicating healthy-eating guidelines to users, • stimulus and strategies to pro-
mote healthier foods over preferred foods and • techniques and system characteristics
to promote long term engagement with the FRS.

The work described in this chapter showed that personalization and context-awareness
are two fundamental prerequisites for health-aware FRS. To achieve these, an FRS
must learn users’ eating and cooking preferences. Autonomous preference acquisition
should continue to be one of the major research focuses in the food domain. Learning
preferences enables FRS to interpret what the user would like to eat and which ingredients
and cooking equipment are available to the user. This drives the demand for researching
techniques to discover food-relevant domains and corresponding agent attributes that can
allow FRS to better capture user-preference and increase personalization. Data Sci-
ence and Machine Learning can help identify multi-domain attributes that dominate
peoples’ food decisions. Discovering the role of different food-relevant-attributes in
different cuisines, religious and ethnic food practices, food-types, and dish-types can
help better model user preferences.

Food is something that everyone interacts with every day, and therefore FR need
domain-specific system architectures and services to generate practically valid recom-
mendations. Research needs to be done to identify system architectures, such as visual-
ization, interaction, conversation, feedback, nudging, and explanation, benefiting FRS.
Furthermore, services such as rewards [128] and reminders [191], that can increase
continuous use and user-trust must studied. Finally, adequate research is needed
to transform the nutritional guidelines from international health-aware organizations
(e.g. USDA, FSA, WHO) into visual formats that are understandable to users with
less nutritional knowledge. These formats could be lexical or graphical content, such
as ranking the recommendations, scoring food according to health, color coding or a
nutrient-to-food graph. It would be interesting to investigate whether more informa-
tion on diet and health risks can influence users’ decisions on recipes and diet plans.
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CHAPTER

THREE

Using Ensemble Topic Modelling
based Lexical Semantics Learning to

Identify Significant Food-Features

(Food Recommender Systems) FRS have the potential to assist users in making in-
formed and satisfying food-choices. However, to realise their full potential FRS must
engage with the complexity of choices people make around food. While taste and
ingredients are important, contextual and practical factors play a critical role in food-
choice. Much of the previous literature on FRS has focused on ingredient preferences
[175, 100, 193, 194, 215, 373]. Such approaches often operate on limited food data-
sets, addressing particular target users. As such they do not account for the broader
range of factors which influence human food-choice. In this chapter, we explore En-
semble Topic Modeling to identify factors that influence human food-choice. Such
factors can be considered food-features and used for designing machine intelligence
on human eating habits and food-decisions. This chapter summarizes our pure (no post-
processing) machine learned lexical-semantics based food-feature extraction strategy
and our novel feature-vector based data representation format. Here, we also describe
our food-feature based intelligent, interactive, and editable user-modelling.

3.1 Introduction

From a machine-perspective recommendation is the process of defining the distance
between a user’s query and the items in a dataset, and suggesting the items with
the smallest distance. Building on this simple concept, (Recommender System) RS
research has been largely focused on distance or similarity identification algorithms
[236, 245, 92, 355, 159, 232, 123, 124]. Besides employing different mathematical ap-
proaches, these distance computation algorithms may also operate on different factors,
such as • item to item distance • user to item distance • user to user distance • item
to context distance and • item to popular-item distance. Advanced distance computation
strategies adopt multiple stages of distance computation and often incorporate more
than one distance criterion. For example, to recommend items to a user, the RS can con-
sider the distance between a current item and items liked by the user’s neighbors [220]
while also considering the distance between the item and items liked by popular users
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[354]. The success of distance algorithms and recommendation relevance is determ-
ined by the information registered within the user profiles and item descriptions. Both
the choice of data and the data structures used for representing users and items within
the system can directly impact the performance of distance algorithms [219, 432].

To identify which information is important for designing (Food Recommendation)
FR algorithms, we investigated (Machine Learning) ML techniques. The aim was to
identify representative or agent attributes of diverse domains connected to human
food-choice. Agent attributes are supposedly a smaller subset of all attributes in a do-
main. In user modeling, to acknowledge a domain’s impact on the user’s decision,
such attributes can produce more information gain than others. In the context of this
thesis, agent attributes of a domain are a set of attributes that can successfully repres-
ent the domain and help capture the corresponding domain’s influence on people’s
food-choices. For example, the family income, number of family members, and item price
can be used to define the relationship between a user, an item, and the food-relevant
domain expense. Such knowledge of agent attributes can enable a higher degree of
personalization while accounting for users’ multi-domain preferences. We identified
food-features, a succinct set of agent attributes from diverse domains, intending bet-
ter estimating the distance between users’ taste and food-items. We also looked into
strategies for compressing the data-space of personalized FRS problems to reduce the
computational complexity.

Our feature identification approach also computes the Significance-Score for each
food-feature. In topic modeling, Significance-Score stands for how successfully a term
describes a topic. In the context of this thesis, Significance-Score describes how well a
feature describes a corresponding food theme or genre. Building on the identified food-
features, we defined a feature-vector based recipe-data representation format. The aim
of this data format is to enable FRS to account for multi-domain attributes while pro-
filing items and users. The feature-vector based data format reduced the bulk volume
of FoodDotCom corpus data from 2.7GB of original TF-IDF into a 254.2 MB feature-
vector. In this chapter, we also propose a novel feature-based interactive and editable
user-modelling for FR.

3.2 Problem Definition

As the data industry grows and businesses become more data-driven [25], data en-
gineering and management are becoming critical, particularly in application to ma-
chine intelligence. Gaining utility by computing intelligent predictions is the funda-
mental concept of RS, and hence data engineering is essential. Within an FRS, the data
structure and the strategies to process the data define the quality and intuitiveness of
predictions [243]. Domain specific RS act on domain specific components and attrib-
utes. Components form an item, and attributes describe the characteristics of an item
[219, 432, 192]. Successful RS models require sufficient research investment in profiling
items, users, and the domain-specific relationship between item and user. FRS must deal with
cross-domain factors, including demographic and contextual factors andpractical consid-
erations. This makes data engineering even more important to FRS. Profiling user and
item data focusing on agent attributes can reduce the computational load and facilitate
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FR models, mirroring users’ food-decision making rules [423].

Historically, content-based RS research has used keyword-based data-formats and re-
commender models. Such formats are known as vector space models and consist
of word counts or (Term Frequency inverse Document Frequency) TF-iDF weights
[176, 219, 87]. Word and term frequency are typically stored in matrices. However,
there exist hundreds of thousands of recipes and numerous ingredients [385]. We have
identified 10661 main ingredients in our FoodDotCom corpus , described in section
[3.4.1]. Word count or TF-iDF based FRS, built solely using main ingredients, must
process atleast 10661 data points. Pure ingredient based recommender models do not
address multivariate attributes (e.g, cooking time, complexity and cost) [193, 100] and
consequently lack implicit discovery of users’ food-practices and nutritional require-
ments. And there exists a diverse range of components and attributes relevant to food,
as listed in table 1.1 and table 3.4. Hence, FRS needs knowledge on which attributes
are more influential on people food-decisions. The numerosity of food-relevant do-
mains and their corresponding attributes results in sparse [97] user-profiles and item-
profile matrices. Collaborative Filtering extends these matrices with advanced matrix
completion approaches [231, 432]. Understanding the impact of different attributes on
people’s food decisions can help food-data engineers better design preference acquisi-
tion systems to populate the matrices with higher-gain information.

3.2.1 Contributions of This Work

• A novel method to identify significant multi-domain food-features

from any food corpus.
• A feature-vector based reduced recipe-data representation format.
• A food-feature based intelligent editable user-modelling to improve

personalization in both cold-start and long-term use scenarios.

3.3 Food Data

Before investigating technologies to interpret and analyze food-data it is essential to
understand food-data. Food-data, often known as food corpus, consists of food-items.
Each instance in the food corpus can be considered as a food-item. A food-item can rep-
resent any uniform (e.g. ingredient, recipe, and food-image) or compound (e.g. menu,
diet-plan, and grocery-list) food entity. In the context of Internet, food-data is often in
the form of structured data such as, recipes, meals, and menus. However, the majority
of these forms extend the basic format of a recipe. Hence, food-datasets often con-
sist of recipes and corresponding meta-data. The acclimation relations between recipes
makes the formation of menus, diet-plans, meals, and food-guides both complex and
interesting. The acclimation relation between two recipes represents whether they go
well together and can be used to form menus or meals-over-the-day plans. Table 3.1 provides
brief description of various forms of online food-items. Recipes are the most common
form of food-item. The food-items meal, diet-plan, and food-guide are often consist of
various recipes.
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Types of online food-items

recipe

A recipe contains 3 major components:

• A set of ingredients with their corresponding weight/volume and state required
for the recipe.

• An ordered set of instructions for making the food-item using these ingredients.
• An image to show how the food might look after getting cooked.

menu A collection of food-items that complement each other.
meals-over-
the-day

A collection of menus for following meals: breakfast, lunch, dinner, and two
snacks.

diet-plan
A collection of food-items with imposed consumption restrictions or require-
ments.

food-guide
A collection of food-items with consumption guidelines such as, portion-size,
consumption-time, and consumption-combination.

social-media
post

A graphical representation of the food-item and various meta-tags.

Table 3.1: Common forms of online and digital food-items.

3.3.1 A Recipe

Recipes are text descriptions of the process of producing food. In cookbooks, recipe
portals, mobile apps, and other digital platforms, recipes are often displayed in a gen-
eric format, as shown in figure 3.1. While different orientations exist, most platforms
follow the same generic structure. The format is prevalent as it takes advantage of the
global perception of a recipe, developed over time since the concept of paper-based
recipe sharing was introduced in the ancient cookbook Modern Cookery for Private Fam-
ilies [84] during 1885 . From a machine’s perspective, recipes are very similar to articles.
Like articles, recipes have characters, such as main-ingredients, add-ins, seasonings and
garnishes, and each of these characters has a dedicated role within the recipe. They also
include descriptions of flows of events. Each of these events takes a certain amount of
time and occurs in a specific sequence. Finally, at the machine level, recipes can be
treated as count-vectors or TF-iDFs for the purpose of statistical or sentiment analysis.
The major difference between recipes and articles is the structured nature of recipes.

Each recipe is composed of a few obvious components, for example, • name • set of
ingredients • set of instructions • cooking time • number of servings and • dish type.
Most recipes also include a graphic description, such as an image and video. As the
creation of any recipe requires the writer/chef to fill in each of these obvious compon-
ents, a recipe is likely to get a semi-structured data format. Dividing the ingredient
set into main-ingredients, add-ins, seasonings, garnishes, and alterable ingredients can
give further structure to a recipe. Similarly, dividing the instruction set into sections,
such as •preparation, •cooking, •plating and •preserving, can provide further lay-
ers of structure within the recipe. This nature of recipe-data enables enthusiastic ML
experiments to better discover various clusters within a recipe corpus.

Along with the obvious components recipes also contain much optional meta-data,
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such as, • cuisine(e.g. cajun, mughlai and irish) • cooking-approach (e.g. stir-fry, bbq
and smoked) • cooking-equipment (e.g. skillet, smoker-grill and wok) • preservation-
technique (e.g. pickle, sun-dried and frozen) • meal-type (e.g. dinner, side-dish and
brunch) • dish-type (e.g. soup, pasta and quiche) • taste-tag (e.g. sour, spicy and cold )
• context-tag (e.g. festival, week-night and picnic) • advanced-tag (e.g. kids-friendly,
inexpensive and beginner-cook) and • nutritional information (e.g. low-carb, high-
protein and anti-achene). Table 3.4 summarizes the variation of possible categories
of recipe meta-data. Such rich and diverse meta-data associated with recipes makes
FR interesting and enables intelligent personalization models for higher serendipity,
novelty and satisfaction. However, numerosity of the values of such tags or factors
have the potential to increase data-sparsity and computational-expense.

Oven Baked Fish In White Wine

Figure 3.1: Generic display format for online recipes.

As recipe is the most common form of online food-items, in this thesis the terms recipe
and food-item are used interchangeably. The general approach for machines to parse a
recipes is to inspect the word count (occurrence-frequency based analysis) and represent
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the recipe as word-frequency-vector [326] or bag-of-words [326]; such formats allow
machines to identify significant words to a document based on their frequency within
the document. However, word count can be misleading for recipe processing, as some
frequent ingredients are often present within dishes as texture-enhancing components
and do not play a prominent role in the overall dish. Simultaneously, some processing,
equipment and terminologies can be essential only within a particular food-type; hence
they can have an overall low frequency in the corpus but a significant frequency within
a relatively smaller subset of recipes. Figure 3.2 illustrates a pseudo recipe corpus with
4 recipes and table 3.2 is the count vector of the pseudo corpus. For visualization pur-
pose, tn this example we only considered the ingredients while computing the word
frequency. As shown in table 3.2, within Recipe 2, the frequency count for both beef
and potato is 3. The word count of the terms beef and potato cannot identify the dif-
ference in their significance within Recipe 2, which is a recipe for Irish stew. A more
effective approach in this context is TF-iDF [328], which favors intra-document domin-
ance of a word over intra-corpus dominance.

3.3.2 The TF-iDF

TF-iDF is a statistical measure that evaluates how relevant a word is to a document in a
collection of documents. TF-iDF has been influential in (Information Retrieval) IR and
FR research as it provides a better indication of the significance of a term than word
counts. TF-iDF identifies terms that are locally popular within the document (in our
case recipe) over those globally popular across the corpus. TF-iDF is composed of the
two following concepts:

• Count-based frequency: a raw count of instances a word/term appears in a document.

• Inverse term-frequency: a measure of how common or rare a word is within the entire
corpus. The closer it is to 0, the more common a word/term is. Inverse term-frequency is
often calculated as dividing the total number of documents by the number of documents
that contain a word, then calculating the logarithm.

Multiplying the count-based frequency and inverse term-frequency generates TF-iDF.
The higher the score, the more relevant a word is in a particular document. Consid-
ering N is the total number of recipes within the corpus, NTi

is the number of recipes
that contains term Ti at least once, and Cf(Ti, Rj) is the count frequency of Ti within in
a recipe Rj , equation 3.3.2 computes TF-iDF for Ti in Rj .

TF -iDF

(
Ti, Rj

)
= Cf(Ti, Rj)×

(
log10

N

NTi⊆N

+ 1

)
(3.1)

Table 3.3 is the TF-iDF matrix of the pseudo corpus in figure 3.2. For visualization pur-
pose, tn this example we only considered the ingredients while computing the word
frequency. The TF-iDF successfully identifies that within Recipe 2, with a higher TF-
iDF of 0.31, beef is more significant than potato, as shown in table 3.3. While TF-iDF
is a more efficient interpretation of recipes multi-domain food attributes and their ex-
tensive numbers of possible values can make TF-iDF computationally expensive.
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Recipe 2: Irish Stew

Ingredients
• 1 pound beef sirloin steak, cubed
• 1 large onion, chopped • 2 carrots,
chopped • 2 ribs celery, chopped
• 3 cups hot water • 21

2 tbsps gravy
mix • 2 cubes beef bouillon • 1

4 cup
Worcestershire sauce • 1 tbsp chili
powder • 1

4 tbsp dried oregano • 8
potatoes, cubed • salt and ground
black pepper to taste

Instructions
• Step 1: Heat vegetable oil in

a stockpot over medium heat.
Cook beef until browned on all
sides, 2 to 4 minutes per side.
Stir in onion, carrots, and celery.

• Step 2 : Mix water, gravy mix,
and bouillon together in a small
bowl; pour into stockpot. Stir
in Worcestershire sauce, chili
powder, and oregano.

• Step 3 : Cover stockpot, reduce
heat to low, and simmer for 1
hour. Stir in potatoes, cover, and
simmer until potatoes are eas-
ily pierced with a fork, about 30
minutes more. Season with salt
and pepper.

Recipe 1: Creamy Mashed Potatoes

Ingredients
• 2 pounds baking potatoes (peeled
and quartered) • 2 tablespoons butter
• 1 cup milk • salt and pepper to
taste

Instructions
• Step 1: Bring a pot of salted water

to a boil. Add potatoes and cook
until tender but still firm, about
15 minutes; drain.

• Step 2 : In a small saucepan heat
butter and milk over low heat un-
til butter is melted. Using a potato
masher or electric beater, slowly
blend milk mixture into potatoes
until smooth and creamy.

• Step 3: Season with salt and pep-
per to taste.

Recipe 4: Chunky Oven Chips

Ingredients
• 750g potatoes • vegetable
oil• salt and pepper to taste

Instructions
• Step 1: Heat oven

to 230◦ C. Cut each
potato into 1cm wide
slices, then into 1cm-
thick sticks. Blanch in
a large pan of boiling
water for 3 mins, then
drain well.

• Step 2 : Shake the pota-
toes out onto a roasting
pan, drizzle with oil,
Bake for about 15-20
mins, turning the pota-
toes at least twice, un-
til golden brown and
crisp

Recipe 3: Gunnies Beef Pie

Ingredients
• 3 tbsp vegetable oil • 750g stewing beef
steak, cubed • 1 onion,chopped • 1 large carrot,
chopped • 2 tbsp plain flour • 1 x 440ml can
Guinness • 1 beef stock • sprig thyme leaves
• 1 x 375g pack ready-rolled shortcrust pastry
• 1 egg yolk, beaten

Instructions
• Step 1: Heat oil in a large casserole pan.

Cook the beef, for 7-10 mins, until browned
all over. Remove from the pan and set aside.
Add the vegetables to the pan and cook for 5
mins until soft.

• Step 2 : Stir in the flour until well coated.
Pour in the Guinness and stir around the pan,
scraping up all the caramelised bits at the bot-
tom of the pan.

• Step 3: Crumble in the stock cube, then re-
turn the beef to the pan with the thyme and
top up with water if necessary. Cover and
simmer for 1 1

2 hrs until the beef is really
tender.

• Step 4: Preheat the oven to Gas 180◦ C. Spoon
the beef and enough juice to cover it, into a
large pie dish, removing the thyme sprig.

• Step 5 : Place the pastry on top and cut away
any excess with a sharp knife. Then use your
fingers to crimp around the edge of the pie.
Brush all over with the egg.

• Step 6: Cook for 30 -40 min until golden and
crisp. Serve hot.

Figure 3.2: A pseudo recipe corpus with 4 recipes.
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3.4 Datasets

To the best of our knowledge, at the beginning of this project, there was only one
publicly available recipe corpus; the Epicurious-dataset [42], available on Kaggle [27].
However, the dataset contained only 15,379 recipes and was not sufficient for our re-
search. To identify better venues to crawl recipes from, we inspected the following
recipe portals:

Food.com [71]a) AllRecipes.com [54]b) BBCfood.com [34]c)

Yummy.com [162]d) CookPad.com [38]e) ChefKoch.de[36]f)

Among the six portals, Food.com (230,872 recipes) and AllRecipes.com (55,347 recipes)
had the most significant number of recipes. We wrote exhaustive web-crawlers for
both portals to collect the recipe content and metadata.

Frequency 22.007

Frequency 38,081.001

Figure 3.3: 10,661 FoodDotCOM main-ingredients and their corresponding frequency.

3.4.1 FoodDotCOM recipe corpus

Our FoodDotCOM corpus consists of 230,876 recipes form Food.com [71]. For each
recipe, along with obvious components (e.g. ingredients, instructions) and meta compon-
ents we also collected macro-nutrient information. The macro-nutrient information
includes: • weight per serving (gm) • number of servings • calories (Cal) • protein
(g) • carbohydrate (g) • sugar (g) • sodium (mg) • fat (g) • saturated fat (g) • calories
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from fat (Cal) • cholesterol (mg) and • dietary-fibre (g). Each recipe within the corpus
contains nutrient information; however, only 92,539 of the recipes had an associated
valid image. The 230,876 recipes within the FoodDotCOM corpus contained a total of
10,661 main ingredients. The main ingredients were identified using a combination of
text-cleaning techniques and a rich stopword dictionary. Over the duration of this doc-
toral thesis, we developed a stopword dictionary specific to the food domain. Figure
3.3 illustrates both the vast number of FoodDotCOM-ingredients and their substantial
differences in frequency. However, food-data consists of multi-domain information, as
explained in section 3.3.1.

Figure 3.4: Some of the most common meta-tags found in FoodDotCOm corpus.

Investigating the recipe contents and metadata collected for each recipe, we discovered
that recipes contain much more interesting information beyond ingredients. Figure 3.4
illustrates some of the most frequent meta-tags and table 3.4 summarizes the various
categories of information present within the collected recipe data. To identify signific-
ant attributes we filtered all the terms in the corpus with a rich food-specific stopword
dictionary. To extract meaningful terms, we have ignored any term that appeared in
more than 30% of total recipes and less than 20 recipes. This identified 32,781 sig-
nificant terms (attributes) consisting of multi-domain words including cooking and
preserving approach, cooking equipment, taste, meal and dish type, food-specific
adjectives (e.g. can-preserved, sun-dried, beer-battered, and matured), complexity-
based tags (e.g. 5-or-less-ingredients, easy, beginners, less-than-30min and delux),
festival tags (e.g., christmas, thanks-giving, eid and diez-y-seis), nutrition tags (e.g.
low-carb, high-calcium) and advanced tags (e.g. kids-friendly, weeknight, cook-once-
eat-all-week, low-carb, keto, halal). Finally, we parse and store our FoodDotCom cor-
pus as 230, 876× 32, 781 TF-iDF matrix; where each recipe is stored as it’s TF-iDF of the
32,781 terms. This gives a structured interpretation of each recipe from its correspond-
ing semi-structured contents.
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Recipe Concepts

Food-name Ingredients Dominant ingredient Instruction

Cuisine Portion Size Number of servings Image

Cost Cooking-time Preparation-time Viscosity
Dish-type
e.g.,

Curry
Pasta
Soup

Course-type
e.g.,

Main-course
Side-dish
Appetizer

Meal-type
e.g.,

Breakfast
Lunch
Branch

taste
e.g.,

Spicy
Savoury
Crispy

popularity
e.g.,

Rate on the recipe
Number of rates on the recipe
Reviews on the recipe

Food practice
e.g.,

Vegan
Ovo-vegetarian or dairy-free
Flexitarian

Cooking process
e.g.,

How-many-steps
Complexity of steps
Preservation process

Cooking equipment
e.g.,

Type of required stove/oven
Type of required utensil/pots
Type of food processor

Serving process
e.g.,

Served-hot / Served-cold
Served with bread/rice
Need resting before serving

Consuming process
e.g.,

Need fork/knife
Need deep spoon
Finger food

Nutrient content
e.g.,

Calorie
Protein
Cholesterol
Saturated and unsaturated fat

Member ingredient’s response
to certain health condition

e.g.,
Curing
Indifferent
Aggravating

Context Concepts

Season Time-of-day Time-of-year Weeknight

Weekend COWEWED (cook once-a-week and eat well
every day)

Comfort food

Food category
e.g.,

Meal
Snack
Protein drink

Taste enhancer
e.g.,

Pickle
Chatny
Sauce

diet practice
e.g.,

Ketogenic diet
Low carb diet
Zone diet

weather
e.g.,

Cold
Rainy
Warm

festival
e.g.,

Christmas
Thanks-giving
Eid

Possible eating scope
e.g.,

Work place
Frequently visited place
Surroundings

Costumes and rituals, which strictly require presence of certain food
Social gathering
e.g.,

Weddings
Picnic
Camping

Age-group
e.g.,

Toddler-friendly
kids-friendly
Elderly-adult

Special tags
e.g.,

Romantic
Movie-night
Beginners-cooking

Table 3.4: Concepts or meta-data associated with recipes.

To investigate whether FoodDotCOM corpus is capable of supporting healthy recommenda-
tions, we investigated each recipe’s healthiness. Table 3.5 illustrates the distribution of
FoodDotCom recipes over WHO HealthScoring and FSA HealthScoring proposed in
section 8.4.2 and 8.4.3, respectively.
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Recipes

WHO score Count (Percentage)

0 88 (0.04)

1 2732 (1.18)

2 15603 (6.76)

3 63969 (27.71)

4 123453 (53.47)

5 22395 (9.7)

6 2533 (1.1)

7 99 (0.04)

8 0 (0.00)

n = 230,872

Recipes

FSA score Count (Percentage)
4 40877 (17.71)
5 32227 (13.95)
6 42347 (18.34)
7 36285(15.82)
8 19040(8.25)
9 17033 (7.38)
10 13388 (5.8)
11 14999 (6.5.52)
12 6417 (2.78)
13 5535 (2.40)
14 2439 (1.06)
15 52 (.02)
16 233 (0.1)

n =230,872

Table 3.5: Overall healthiness of FoodDotCOM recipes.

3.4.2 AllRecipeDotCom recipe corpus:

Our AllRecipeDotCom corpus consists of 55,314 recipes [54]. For each recipe, along
with obvious components (e.g. ingredients, instructions) and meta components we also
collected macro-nutrient information. Allrecipes.com, in cooperation with the ESHA
nutrition database [26], provides macro-nutrient information for one serving portion.
The macro-nutrient information includes: • calories (cal) • protein (g) • carbohydrate
(g) • sugar (g) • sodium (mg) • fat (g) • saturated fat (g)• calories from fat (cal) • cho-
lesterol (mg) • dietary-fibre (g) • Vitamin A (µ g) • vitamin C (µ g) • iron (µ g) • thiam-
ine (µ g) • niacin (µ g) • vitamin b6 (µ g) • Folate (µ g) • and • Magnesium (µ g).
AllRecipe.com[54] did not provide the weight per serving for recipes. Among 55,314
collected recipes, only 40,345 recipes contained the health information. All 40,345 re-
cipes had an associated valid image. Following similar approach to section 3.4.1 we
parsed and stored AllRecipeDotCom corpus as (40, 345×27, 307 TF-iDF. Table 3.6 illus-
trates the distribution of AllRecipeDotCom recipes over WHO HealthScoring and FSA
HealthScoring.

Recipes

WHO score Count (Percentage)

0 59 (0.15)

1 494 (1.22)

2 1781 (4.41)

3 8931 (22.14)

4 18734 (46.43)

5 8995 (22.3)

6 1338 (3.32)

7 13 (0.03)

8 0 (0.00)

n =40,345

Recipes

FSA score Count (Percentage)
4 971 (2.41)
5 2609 (6.47)
6 3962 (9.82)
7 6957(17.22)
8 7958 (19.72)
9 3561 (8.82)
10 4848 (12.02)
11 3436 (8.52)
12 2737 (6.78)
13 1342 (3.32)
14 1533 (3.80)
15 158 (.39)
16 273 (0.68)

n =40,345

Table 3.6: Overall healthiness of AllRecipeDotCom recipes.
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3.5 Investigating the Underlying Thematic Structure
Within Food Data Using EnsTM based Lexical Se-
mantics Learning

To develop technical solutions for any domain, it is obvious to design for the system
intelligence on the target domain’s key data-points 1. Different data-points have dif-
ferent degrees of impact within different domains. Hence, (Intelligent Systems) IS also
require knowledge on such varying impacts to process data accordingly. While TF-IDF
supports a better understanding of a recipe, the knowledge produced is still limited
within the recipe. Though TF-iDF is undoubtedly a better parsing tool for recipes, it
still is a variation of term frequency-based format. Recipes are descriptions of a set of
complex and interdependent steps those process a group of ingredients. These steps
control the occurrence of words within the recipe. Any word representing a trivial in-
gredient or task can appear during multiple steps resulting in a higher frequency of
corresponding words. Hence, TF-iDF would still be subjected to many of the limita-
tions of frequency-based data formats. Furthermore, online recipe portals are typically
crowd-sourced, and different writing formats could imperil the frequency count-based
recipe interpretation. Also, TF-iDF transforms the structured-text based recipe cor-
pus into a recipe-term matrix but does not reduce the data dimension and processing
complexity. For example our 230,876 × 32,781 FoodDotCom TF-iDF matrix offers in-
teresting information but incurs computational load. At the same time, developing
user-modelling on 32,781 data-points (attributes) poses an even higher degree of data-
processing and design complexity.

3.5.1 Investigating Topic Modeling In the Food Domain

(Topic Modeling) TM is an alternative and widely investigated approach for semantic
data processing [419]. TM attempts to discover the underlying thematic structure
within a text corpus as derived from co-occurrences of words across the documents
[114]. In this work we have explored TM to uncover common food-features across
the recipe data-sets that could then be used to model user-preference and resolve
user-to-recipe relationships.

3.5.1.1 Topic Modelling

The output of the TM, often known as Topic Model, typically consists of k topics, each
represented by a ranked list of t strongly-associated terms. Each topic represents one
explicit concept determined by the contents of the member documents. A concept
can be an issue, a genre of fashion, art and literature, an idea, or a theme. In TM,
the documents that are discovered to be strongly connected to a topic are member
documents to the topic. TM determines an Association Score (AS) for each {document,
topic} pair. One document can have relevance to multiple themes. Consequently, it
will have associations to multiple topics. The list of t terms describes the concept of a

1Attributes those are used for user/item profiling and distance computation
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topic. TM is the (Machine Learning) ML approach of identifying dominant concepts
existing within a corpus. In other words, TM is the process of discovering a list of
topics and a ranked list of terms for each of those topics. These discovered topics are
the most important concepts in the corpus.

Unlike word-count based methods, TM process documents on lexical units. These lex-
ical units include words, n-grams, compound words and phrases, and sub-units of
words, such as affixes, tags, and abbreviations. In (Natural Language Processing) NLP
domain, the lexical units are commonly referred as terms. A considerable number
of research-works on TM have investigated the use of probabilistic methods, where a
topic is viewed as a probability distribution over words, with documents being mix-
tures of topics, thus permitting a topic model to be considered a generative model for
documents [379, 129, 122]. Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [270], a widely-
applied probabilistic TM approach, has proven to be most effective in discovering the
underlying topics in text corpora [205, 419, 114, 155, 418].

NMF is an unsupervised approach for reducing the dimensionality of non-negative
matrices. When working with a document-term matrix V, the goal of NMF is to ap-
proximate this matrix as the product of two non-negative approximate factors W and
H, each with r dimensions. These dimensions can be interpreted as r topics. The
number of topics r to generate is chosen beforehand. The values in H provide term
weights that represent a term’s significance within a topic. Term weights are then used
to identify a set of the t most dominant terms within a topic, which is often known as
topic descriptor. The values in W provide AS between documents and topics. One of
the advantages of NMF methods over other existing probabilistic methods like LDA
methods [379], is that fewer parameter choices are involved in the modeling process.

NMF based TM seemed appropriate for our research goal of identifying various concepts
that are strongly associated with human food-choice and lists of food-relevant attributes that
can be used to capture those concepts within preference-modeling.

3.5.1.2 Non-negative Matrix Factorization

Given a set of multivariate n-dimensional data vectors (e.g. our recipe corpus), the vec-
tors are placed in columns of an n×m matrix V. Where m is the size of the vocabulary
in the data set. This matrix is then approximately factorized into an n × r matrix W
and an r×m matrix H, as shown in equation 3.2. Usually r is chosen to be smaller than
n and m with an expectation that W and H will be smaller than the original matrix V.
This results in a compressed version of the original matrix. Figure 3.5 illustrates the
concept of NMF.

V ≈ W ×H (3.2)

Equation 3.2 could be rewritten as a column-wise translation function, as shown in
equation 3.3, where v and h are the corresponding columns of V and H. Figure 3.6
illustrates the concept of column-wise NMF.

v ∼ W × h (3.3)
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V

≈

W

×

H

Figure 3.5: Extracting compressed versions of the original matrix using NMF.

v

≈

W

×

h

Figure 3.6: Column-wise representation of NMF.

3.5.1.3 TM on Large Scale Food Corpus:

To inherit the findings of the NMF into the form of TM, W is treated as a topic-recipe
matrix and each row w of W is treated as a topic. The TM gives no indication of which
topics are more significant than others, instead, it gives a statistical quantification of
the spread of any topic over the corpus. To determine the more important topics, we
investigated W and ranked each topic based on the number of recipes for which the
topic has an AS greater than 0. The higher the number of recipes a topic is relevant to
the higher the rank. The cumulative sum of all ASs breaks the tie in case of an equal
number of relevant recipes. Following this ranking, W is sorted in descending order.
Within this sorted W, topics at the top are the most significant than the ones at bottom.
For example, a row at position qth is representative of a more dominant or higher-
occurrence topic than a row at position (q+ 1)th. Each column of W is representative
of a recipe, and each cell stores the AS between the corresponding {topic, recipe} pair.
The matrix H is treated as a topic-term matrix and each column h of H is treated as a
topic. Each row of H is representative of a term and each cell stores the AS between the
{topic, term} pair. The term-topic AS reveals the most significant or influential factors
within a topic. The ordered findings of TM generate knowledge on the distribution of
diverse themes or trends over the recipe corpus.

Table 3.7 summarizes the topic model, extracted from our 230,876 × 32,781 FoodDot-
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Com TF-iDF matrix by the NMF-based TM. The topic model consisting of the top ten
food topics and their corresponding most relevant terms. The finding of TM on the
recipe corpus suggests that each topic represents a genre of food (e.g. vegetarian,
dessert) or a food-relevant domain (e.g. health-conscious, easy-to-cook), and the dom-
inant terms are the most significant data-points within the genre or domain. The data-
points include ingredients, cuisine, cooking-techniques, festival, food-relevant verbs
and adjectives, and other metaTags.

Topics Top 10 features

Topic 1
beginner-cook, easy, inexpensive, kid-friendly, appetizer, eggs-dairy, holiday-event,
snack, served-cold, potluck

Topic 2
cheese, eggs-dairy, cheddar, parmesan, appetizer, tortilla, high-calcium, low-carb,
macaroni, lasagna

Topic 3
spinach, olive, feta, artichoke, vegetable, low-carb, pine, main-dish, vinaigrette,
phyllo

Topic 4
casserole, one-dish-meal, main-dish, sausage, cheddar,
noodle, macaroni, potluck, weeknight, less-than-half-hour

Topic 5 apple, dessert, low-protein, pies-and-tarts, walnut, oat, caramel, maple, pear, batter

Topic 6
dessert, cookies-and-brownies, for-large-groups, cocoa, holiday-event, pecan, al-
mond, bar-cookies, pudding, mixer

Topic 7
vegetable, side-dishes, zucchini, soups-stews, celery, cabbage, stove-top, asparagus,
mushrooms, green-yellow-beans

Topic 8
tortilla, cornstarch, cornmeal, salsa, cilantro, chowder, cornbread, jalapeno, chilies,
soups-stews

Topic 9
turkey, meat, poultry, main-dish,thanksgiving, turkey-breasts, sausage, celery, one-
dish-meal, lettuce, burgers, whole-turkey

Topic 10
low-cholesterol, low-protein, low-calorie, low-carb, easy, side-dishes, soups-stews,
appetizer, peach, cucumber

Table 3.7: Top 10 Topics from 1st run of generic TM on FoodDotCom corpus.

Implementing TM on our recipe corpus provided us with tools, topic-term AS and
topic-recipe AS, that can be used to determine a more condensed representation of the
recipe information space and generated intelligent annotation on each recipe. However,
before applying the optimization process, NMF is initialized by populating W and H
with random values, causing the possibility of commencing different solutions for the
two factors, W and H, during independent applications of NMF on the same input
matrix V. Table 3.8 summarizes the top ten topics from a different independent nthrun
of NMF-based TM on the recipe corpus. The most dominant topic in 1strun, Topic 1,
becomes less significant in the nthrun and appears at 7th position. Topic 3 and Topic 9
from 1strun do not appear in the most dominant ten topics of nth run. The ASs between
the topics and terms also gets affected by the dynamic pre-initialization of W and H.
For example, the terms parmesan and macaroni in Topic 2 in 1strun gets replaced by
terms mozzarella and wheat-spaghetti in the corresponding topic in nthrun, Topic 3.
And the 5th significant term easy in Topic 10 in 1strun becomes the most significant
term in the corresponding topic in nthrun, Topic 10.
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Topics Top 10 features

Topic 1 vegetable, soups-stews, zucchini, side-dishes, celery, cabbage, stove-top, asparagus,
mushrooms, served-hot

Topic 2 cheese, eggs-dairy, cheddar, mozzarella, appetizer, tortilla, high-calcium, low-carb,
wheat-spaghetti, lasagna

Topic 3 casserole, one-dish-meal, main-dish, sausage, cheddar, noodle, macaroni, potluck,
weeknight, less-than-half-hour

Topic 4 pork, meat, ham, main-dish, sausage, pork-chops, tenderloin, pork-loins, low-carb,
high-protein, pork-ribs, crock-pot-slow-cooker

Topic 5 apple, dessert, low-protein, pies-and-tarts, walnut, oat, caramel, maple, pear, batter

Topic 6 dessert, cookies-and-brownies, for-large-groups, cocoa, holiday-event, pecan, almond,
bar-cookies, pudding, mixer

Topic 7 beginner-cook, easy, inexpensive, kid-friendly, appetizer, eggs-dairy, holiday-event,
snack, served-cold, potluck

Topic 8 side-dishes, white-rice, brown-rice, chinese, basmati, long-grain, pea, one-dish-meal,
risotto, pilaf

Topic 9 tortilla, cornmeal, cornstarch, salsa, cilantro, chowder, cornbread, jalapeno, chilies,
soups-stews

Topic 10 easy, soups-stews, side-dishes, week-night, low-cholesterol, low-protein, low-calorie,
low-carb, appetizer, cucumber

Table 3.8: Top 10 Topics from nth run of generic TM on FoodDotCom corpus.

3.5.2 Addressing the Inconsistency in TP Outcomes
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Figure 3.7: Ensemble Topic Modeling
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To obtain a Topic Model with higher topic stability [115], we implemented EnsTM [114]
on our corpus. EnsTM is built on evidence by Topchy et al.’s work in [388] that en-
semble procedures encourage diversity and improve quality by integrating results
across multiple iterations of individual algorithms. In an ensemble approach, i num-
bers of Topic Models generated from i individual implementation of NMF are stacked
vertically, as shown in figure 3.7. The topic-term stack is essentially a matrix created
by stacking the transpose of each H, HT , generated in the corresponding run of inde-
pendent NMF on V, as shown in figure 3.7. This process of combining solutions from i
iterations of NMF is not necessarily order-dependent. In the topic-term stack, each row
corresponds to a topic from one of the base TMs, and each column is a term from the
original corpus. A cell at position [p, q] in the stack holds the weight of association for
a term p in relation to a single topic from one of the independent TMs. Finally, a more
cured Topic Model is generated by implementing NMF on the topic-term stack.

Topic
Descriptor List of 15 Features in Each Topic

Easy and Quick
Snacks

beginner-cook, easy, inexpensive, kid-friendly, appetizer, eggs-dairy, holiday-food,
pretzel, toddler-friendly, few-ingredients-recipe, served-cold, potluck, egg-free,
finger-food, served-hot

Easy Fish Mains
salmon, fish, saltwater-fish, seafood, main-dish, high-protein, spinach, low-carb,
vinaigrette, cream-cheese, halibut, dijon, asparagus, chickpeas, beginner-cook

Rice Dishes
rice, side-dishes, white-rice, soy, casserole, brown-rice, chinese, one-dish-meal, bas-
mati, long-grain, pea, risotto, pilaf, stir-fry, stove-top

Tropical Juice and
Desserts

pineapple, tropical-fruit, cherry, hawaiian, mango, maraschino, carrot, low-protein,
cornstarch, dessert, soy, pudding, marshmallow, easy, caribbean

Beef based Mains
beef, shredded-meat, ground-beef, main-dish, one-dish-meal, roast-beef, sirloin,
crock-pot-slow-cooker, meatloaf, casserole, meatball, scallion, noodle, breadcrumb,
easy

Vegetable Dishes
vegetable, carrot, saucepan, zucchini, spinach, soups-stews, tofu, cabbage, sunflower-
oil, asparagus, week-night, chickpeas, cauliflower, hard-boiled-egg, mushroom

Seafood Mains
seafood, soy-sauce, shellfish, tuna, appetizer, main-dish, wok, low-carb, leek, crab-
meat, olive, cod, high-protein, easy, cream-style

Turkey Mains
turkey, meat, cooking-wine, main-dish, couscous, thanksgiving, turkey-breasts, tor-
tilla, sausage, lettuce, cranberry, one-dish-meal, burger, gravy, casserole

Health Conscious
low-cholesterol, low-protein, low-calorie, low-carb, easy, side-dishes, soups-stews,
appetizer, smoothie, few-steps-recipe, cucumber, egg-free, savory-sauces, small-
appliance, salsa

Quick and Easy
bread

bread, quick-breads, loaf, wheat, rolls-biscuits, muffins, low-cholesterol, small-
appliance, for-large-groups, sourdough, batter, week-night, coffee-cakes, high-
calcium, easy

Table 3.9: Top 10 of the 30 topics and their corresponding terms.
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3.6 Identification of Significant Food-Features:

To extract a set of significant features from our recipe corpus, we proceeded with NMF
based EnsTM , incorporating the generation and integration of results produced by
100 individual runs of TM. This produced H, a Topic-Term Weight Matrix, where each
column is a topic representing a significant food trend and each row represents terms
prevalent in the recipe corpus. As described in the section 3.5.1.3, each cell Stopicj ,termi

in H is the AS between the corresponding {topic, term} pair. Within each topic, terms
with higher AS are nominated as the descriptor of the corresponding topic.

To achieve a diverse and novel feature set we selected the top 30 topics and top 15
terms within each of these topics. We followed Derek Greene et al.’s approach in [205]
for choosing the number of topics NT and terms-per-topic, t. t = 15 provided us with
the highest stability score [205] of 0.968. Table 3.9 summarizes the top ten dominant
food topics discovered as the EnsTM outcome on FoodDotCom corpus. The dominant
terms suggest that along with ingredients, variations of objects, concepts, and context
attributes are also significant to different food themes. Within the EnsTM outcome, we
observed certain terms, which are relevant to multiple trends and genres, ascertaining
within multiple topics. For example, the term one-dish-meal appeared in the topics Rice
Dishes, Beef based Mains, and Turkey Mains. Similarly, the term chickpeas appeared in the
topics Vegetable Dishes and Easy Fish Mains. Taking only the unique terms, the EnsTM
discovered the final set of 288 unique food-features representing diverse aspects of hu-
man eating habits like cooking-approach, ingredients, equipment, serving technique,
context and nutrient-content. Though most of the identified food-features (61.15%) are
ingredients {main-ingredients, seasonings, garnishings, and add-ins}, the feature set
also captured many other highly impactful attributes of people’s eating habits. Table
3.10 illustrates the spread of our final feature set over 7 broad categories.

Category % Various Features Corresponding to a Category

context 4.2
holiday-food, beginner-cook, week-night, inexpensive, 6-
people-or-more, potluck

cuisine 6.7 italian, hawaiian, tex-mex, chinese, cajun
equipment 2.4 saucepan, thermomix, wok, dutch-oven

cooking
process

3.12
few-steps-recipe, less-than-one-hour, fried, slow-cooked,
marinated, 4-hours-or-more

ingredient 61.15 poultry, feta, spaghetti, shredded-meat
dish type 15.2 risotto, lasagna, stew, appetizer, pot-roast
nutrition 3.01 high-calcium, low-cholesterol, egg-free, high-protein

Table 3.10: Proportion of different feature categories.

We implemented our EnsTM based feature identification on the AllRecipeDotCom cor-
pus; the process discovered 30 dominant food topics and 279 unique food-features. The
result demonstrates an 89.23% overlap between the FoodDotcome-features2 and the
AllRecipeDotCom-features3. Given such high overlap and FoodDotCom consisting of

2Features discovered from the FoodDotCom corpus
3Features discovered from the AllRecipeDotCom corpus
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approximately 5.7 times more recipes than AllRecipeDotCom, we proceeded with the
FoodDotCom topics and features as our final feature set (significant data-points) for
further investigation.

3.6.1 Generating Topic Label

To generate topic labels, for each topic, each researcher 4 independently created four
different tags based on the corresponding list of descriptors (dominant terms). Each
of the four tags is determined thoughtfully, aiming to address one of the following
categories • food type • context • taste and • cooking complexity. While creating
the tags, the independent meanings of each descriptor and the collective meanings
revealed by the clusters of descriptors in a topic were considered. Finally, for each
topic, the most frequent tag over both investigators was selected as the topic label.
We also consulted food domain experts to confirm the suitability of the topic labels.
The food topic labels aim to reveal the primary concept of the corresponding food
genres and domains. The complete list of 30 most dominant food topics and their
corresponding descriptors are listed in the Appendix: table A.1.

3.6.2 The Feature Significance

We consider each cell Stopicj ,termi
in the Topic-Term Weight Matrix as the significance

weight wi for each term termi. For terms appearing in multiple topics we calculated
wi as the cumulative sum of their Stopicj ,termi

over all the corresponding topics using
equation 3.4. Here k is the number of topics, having termi as a dominant term. posi,j
is a positional coefficient, defined based on termi’s position in a topic j. wi,j is the
significance score of termi in a topic j.

wi =

∑k
j=0 posi,j × wi,j

k
(3.4)

The significance score of each of the 288 food-features is considered as their corres-
ponding feature score. As shown in figure 3.8, features such as potatoes, bread, and
few-ingredient-recipe have a higher feature score than features, such as lentil and
cork-pot-slow-cooker. While some features, such as easy and few-ingredient-recipe
achieved a high feature score from being significant in multiple food topics, some
features, such as turkey, and beginner-cook reached similar scores by being domin-
ant within one particular topic. Feature score indicates the degree of importance of a
feature in the food domain. The observed high variance in the feature score can enable
designing models acknowledging the varying impact of different features on food-
choices. These 288 features are our identified higher-level food-features and their cor-
responding weights are the proposed feature significance weight, the feature scores.
The complete list of 288 features, their corresponding ranks, corresponding and feature
scores are listed in the Appendix: table A.2.

4The Ph.D. student and the primary supervisor are the researchers actively affiliated with the work
reported in this chapter.
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3.7 Feature-Vector: A Domain Specific Food Data
Representation Format

We tried to determine a well-structured recipe data representation that also carries
some knowledge on the relation between a recipe and various food-relevant domains.
In this section, we proposed a feature-vector based recipe data representation format.
Here we adopted a simple recipe-to-feature relationship by representing each recipe
as a vector of 288 features, as shown in the Recipe-to-Feature matrix in figure 3.9. For
each recipe, each feature value corresponds to its TF-iDF within the recipe. The trans-
formation of the recipe corpus into a recipe-to-feature matrix, as shown in figure 3.9,
reduces the bulk of food data, while still holding enough information to retrieve each
recipe. For example, representing the FoodDotCom corpus in the feature-vector format
reduced the size of the data from 2.7GB (original TF-iDF) to 254.2 MB (feature-vector).

Recipes P laintext

R1 Document1

R2 Document2

. ......

. ......

. ......

. ......

Rn−1 Documentn

Rn Documentn

EnsTM−−−−→

Recipe-to-Feature
Recipes f1 f2 f3 f4 . . . . . . f288

R1 0.11 0.0 0.04 0.0 . . . . . . 0.34

R2 0.1 0.8 0.42 0.0 . . . . . . 0.0

. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Rn−1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 . . . . . . 0.08

Rn 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . . . . . . 0.41

Figure 3.9: Recipe plain-text to feature-vector transformation.

The feature set is too small to accurately describe all components within a recipe. How-
ever, it reveals the relationships between the recipe and various food-trends, food-
practices, cooking-complexity, festivals, and nutritional-criteria. This makes the fea-
tures higher-level recipe attributes. In this new recipe representation format, each re-
cipe is represented with higher-level attribute instead of a component level attribute,
like ingredient, cuisine, or dish-type. Designing a recommender based on this data
format should allow researchers to target the significant contents more directly when
processing a recipe. The recommender model would compute predictions based on a
few important attributes instead of every component within the recipe. Unlike many
significant FRS [193, 100, 194], this approach also accounts for the fact that features like
ingredients, cooking tools and equipment and cost have different levels of significance
weight in a recipe.
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3.8 Higher-level Food-Feature based User-modelling

Because users will take the time to prepare, cook and eat their recommended recipes,
FRS must provide good recommendations from a cold-start scenario. A cold-start scen-
ario is the first interaction between a user and a system, where no user-preferences or
user-consumption data is available. Although many FRSs allow users to type-in in-
gredients [233, 94], or browse large lists of recipes [200] or food-types [357, 327, 389],
or provide detailed preference descriptions [258, 118] for building their user-profile,
making user-modelling at cold-start efficient, interactive, and fast is still a prevailing
research problem in FR domain. Using our understanding of food-features, we de-
veloped an interactive and intelligent user-modelling that can quickly acquire user-
preferences at cold-start.

Please browse all features and select the options you like.
Select at least 20 options

selected
26

3.10(a)

Please browse all features and select the options you don’t like.
Select at least 20 options

selected
21

3.10(b)

Figure 3.10: User interface for user preference acquisition on the food-features.

Examining the feature set, we ensured that each of the 288 lexical-units were commonly
known and conveyed distinct meanings. This eradicated the necessity of any post-
processing on the identified features before they could be deployed for user-modelling.
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However, studies have shown that using pure ML lexical semantics in user-modelling
can produce misinterpretation and confusion among users [93]. To address this issue
and establish common understanding of features among all users, we nominated one
image cue for each feature. The small number of features made it feasible to provide
image cues for each food-feature and develop an interactive user-interface for the user-
modelling. The low number of features also prevented the user’s experience from
becoming tedious during user-modelling.

We designed the intelligent user-modelling in two phases:

1. Capturing Likes During their initial interaction with an FRS, users are presented
with the set of 288 significant food-features in the order of their relevant feature
score, as shown in figure 3.10 (a). While presenting the features to users, the
user-interface displays both text and image for each feature. Users will be given
explicit instruction that the system is only collecting their like preferences in this
phase. Users can browse the features and select those they like or frequently con-
sume. To ensure meaningful user-modelling, users would be required to select at
least 20 features that they like or are interested in. The maximum number of fea-
tures that could be liked is capped at 50 for similar reasons. We also designed a
tracker running in the background for counting the number of features selected.
Within the user-interface, we implemented a count badge that notifies users of
the number of features they have selected so far. Clicking on a feature selects the
feature, and the corresponding feature thumline gets highlighted, as shown in fig-
ure 3.10 (a). However, if users change their minds, they can deselect previously
selected features by clicking on the highlighted thumblines. Users can scroll up
and down to explore the features, and when satisfied, they will have to confirm
their like preferences by clicking on a confirm button.

2. Capturing Dislikes Similar to capturing users’ like preference, users are shown
the 288 features, as shown in figure 3.10 (b). However, to capture dislike prefer-
ences, users are instructed to select features they dislike or actively avoid.

To build the user-to-feature matrix, the user-modelling will assign a score of +5 to liked
features, −5 to disliked features, and 0 to any feature that has not been selected by the
corresponding user. Unlike typical RS approaches, we assigned an extreme negative
value to disliked features. This was an important design decision and was done with a
view to producing insights beyond a user’s food preferences, by enabling any system
to implicitly capture important considerations, such as nutritional restrictions or foods
which users deliberately avoid.

To explore the full potential of the dominant food-features we adopted an editable user
model [93] within our intelligent user-modelling. The editable user model is practiced by
IS researchers to add transparency to adaptive systems. An adaptive system with an
open user model [93] shows the content of the user model to the user for the purposes of
transparency [93]. An editable user model allows users to browse through the content of
the model and add, update, or remove preferences, such as rate, dis/like and pin. This
provides a mechanism for the user to tune the personalization process. As a result, the
user feels more in control of system performance. The reduced number of data-points
made it possible to implement editable user-modelling for the Food domain. Users can
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browse the 288 features (image-thumblines) and update dis/likes on them, as shown
in figure 3.11, throughout the period they use an FRS.

Please browse all features and select or deselect options to add to your dislike profile.

corn,cornbread,cob,cream-style,linguine,orzo,pork-chops,loin,pork-loins,pork-ribs,.....
soy,cornstarch,mayonnaise,weeknight,thanksgiving,jalapeno,italian,mandarin,apricot,

Figure 3.11: User interface for updating user’ dislike preference.

3.9 Discussion

Identifying different food genres and the inter-connection between them can allow RS
to assist people in their food-choices, a complex and sophisticated human behavior.
This chapter focused on the use of EnsTM to extract meaningful features (lexical-units)
from different recipe corpus and asked if these extracted features are adequate to be deployed
as the core for interactive and intelligent FRS?. One of the significant reasons for selecting
TM (latent semantic indexing) was that it uses a spectral decomposition of documents
to identify a lower-dimensional representation that maintains the semantic properties of
the documents. Non negative matrix factorization and latent dirichlet allocation are
forms of dimension reduction that use models to find the co-occurrence patterns of
terms that correspond to semantic topics in a collection of documents [168]. Hence, the
descriptors for each topic in a topic model consist of the words present in the vocabu-
lary corresponding to the corpus, on which the TM is being performed. TM transforms
an enormous volume of data in word space into much smaller topic space [277]. As
we aim to use the reduced topic space information in defining data format and mod-
elling user-preferences, the topic descriptors being part of corpus vocabulary instead
of lexical units is essential. The output of TM being a set of words from the vocabu-
lary corresponding to the corpus makes TM a more suitable option for dimensionality
reduction of large-scale food corpora.
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3.10 Conclusion

This chapter proposes a universal feature extraction approach which can generate a
set of significant food-features from any recipe corpus. Following the NLP theories
of inspecting the underlying thematic structures and the semantic relations that occur
within the vocabulary in text corpora, we extracted topics and features that can be in-
fluential in people’s food decisions. To our best understanding, the discovered food
topics and features identified in this work represent dominant attributes, trends, and
domain-specific aspects in the food domain. The features have the added advantage
of being human understandable, allowing us to directly model user preferences. The
user-modelling strategy proposed in this chapter is named intelligent user-modelling
as the strategy asks users preference questions on only 288 data-point (features), takes
responses on even fewer, and aims to enable recommenders to predict users’ taste
from relatively little preference information. However, before proposing the food-
features, food topics, feature-vector based recipe data representation format, and in-
telligent user-modelling as substantial tools to support advanced applications of FRS,
the performance of these tools are needed to be experimented with in the real-world
applications. In the later chapters, we investigate whether these ML topics and features
can increase personalization and coverage at both cold-start and long-term use scenarios. We
also evaluate the performance of the feature-vector based recipe representation format
and the feature based intelligent user-modelling when supporting recommenders with
real users.
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CHAPTER

FOUR

Personalization at Cold-start

an Ensemble Topic Modelling Based Approach

Food choices are very personal; more importantly, the user will eat the item recommen-
ded to them. Hence, an (Food Recommender Systems) FRS must satisfy users even
from the cold-start scenario. In this chapter, we propose three novel ( Ensemble Topic
Modeling) EnsTM based recommendation models that cover users’ opinions on multi-
domain attributes and, consequently, provide better personalization, even at cold-start.
The core of all three models is food feature based item-profiling (the feature-vector based
recipe data representation format) and user-profiling (the feature based user-modelling).
In an online user study, the EnsTM based recommenders significantly outperformed
the state-of-the-art baseline regarding accuracy and coverage. Alongside excellent cov-
erage, they enabled an implicit understanding of users’ food-practices.

4.1 Introduction

The research presented in this chapter builds on the work described in chapter 3. The
motivation behind identifying significant food-features was to identify the data points
that are more important for (Food Recommendations) FR. In this work, we investigate
the potential of the identified food-features, the feature-vector based data represent-
ation format, and the intelligent user-modelling proposed in chapter 3. A cold-start
scenario is similar to the social situation of giving suggestions to a stranger with no
previous knowledge of their preference. However, even in a cold-start scenario at least
some level of personalization is obligatory in FR. One solution is to identify a concise
set of questions to be asked at cold-start to acquire maximum information on any user’s
preference. It is essential to keep the number of questions brief to maintain the user’s
attention and interest. Our intelligent user-modelling, designed and developed on 288
food-features, is a suitable candidate for capturing users’ taste at cold-start with less
user effort.

We designed three distinct EnsTM -based FRS: a Food Feature based Recommender
(FFbR), a Weighted Food Feature based Recommender (WFFbR), and a Food Feature
based Collaborative Filtering (FFbCF). These EnsTM based approaches learn users’
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preferences on machine-learned high-level food-features and predict their preference
on a recipe from those preferences. All three novel EnsTM variations support person-
alized recipe recommendations that implicitly capture and account for multi-domain
food preferences. Unlike many (Recommender System) RS approaches, such models
can compute preference targeting only the data-points that carry more information
about human food-choice.

We conducted a user study comparing EnsTM -based recommenders to a conventional
Content Based (CB) approach [323]. We collected users’ preferences on food-features
using the intelligent user-modelling introduced in section 3.8, where users provided
their likes and dislikes on a subset of the feature set. We found that knowledge of a
user’s preference on an average of 19% of the 288 features enabled the algorithms to
achieve high accuracy and coverage. To capture user preference for the CB baseline, we
implemented content based preference acquisition. The results show that all EnsTM -
based approaches significantly outperformed the CB approach. In contrast to prior
work, the EnsTM approach also effectively supported recommendations across diverse
social and cultural groups, even in a first recommendation scenario. Finally, the strong
adaptation of the concept of dislike across all three methods proved effective in impli-
citly identifying the user’s food-practices (e.g., vegetarian, ovo-vegetarian, and halal)
and filtering accordingly.

4.2 Problem Definition

Historically FR approaches focus on content based distance calculations, often only
considering the content ingredient [193, 100, 194, 401, 264, 118, 264, 215]. Freyne et
al. [193, 100, 194] described variations of an ingredient-based approach where they
collected user’s Preference Score (PS) on individual recipes and transformed this PS to
each ingredient present in the recipe. For new recipes, they inferred user’s PS as the
cumulative sum of their PS for each ingredient in the recipe. This formed the basis
of their novel Pearson’s correlation based Collaborative Filtering (CF) [100] approach,
where user-distance metrics [308] were used to identify potential neighbors based on
similar ratings on overlapping ingredients. This approach has been influential and
was applied by others including [215, 373, 175]. Ueda et al. in [401] has described
an interesting approach where a user’s PS for an ingredient was calculated from their
frequency of consumption of the ingredient. More advanced methods have emerged
for tackling different challenges. Teng et al. [385] used item-centric CF and applied an
ingredient-network to identify similar recipes. The ingredient-network was generated
based on co-occurrence of ingredients within recipes and menus. Kuo et al. [264]
proposed a weighted graph-based menu planning approach, where ingredients were
grouped into subsets and each subset was considered as single content. Harvey et al.
[215] incorporated TF-IDF weighting while transforming user’s PS on recipes into their
PS on ingredients and vice versa. This ensured higher weights on ingredients that are
frequently rated positively by the user, but not generally by all users. Their approach
addresses the item popularity [81] bias on the recommendation generation process.
However, while interesting, these approaches again focus purely on ingredients and
do not account for any context, health or cooking/preserving factors.
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Ge et al. [198] proposed a method that leverages tags and latent factors to recommend
recipes. Pinxteren et al. [409] adopted a different approach where they added custom
annotations to every recipe in their corpus, then asked users to rate individual recipes
and finally recommended recipes that shared annotations with those rated positively
by the user. This method was successful in addressing more food-choice factors, but the
annotation set was relatively small and specific to their recipe corpus. This limited their
FRS from automatically adapting to new user groups. Further notable work includes:
Gu et al. [207] case-based FRS based on user’s previous consumption cases; Sobecki
et al.’s [373] hybrid FRS incorporating fuzzy inference with stereotype demographic
filtering; and Bobadilla et al.’s [124] hybrid model incorporating meta-heuristic and
genetic algorithms. Elsweiler et al. [180] and Ueta et al.[402] discussed automatic meal
planning approach to support balanced nutrition. While effective in constrained con-
texts, these approaches are dependent on sufficient pre-existing user preference data
and are thus susceptible to failure in cold-start scenarios.

Most previous FR solutions focus on ingredients when generating recommendations.
While some of the existing work account for socio-cultural and contextual features,
these works are often limited to a specific food-corpuses and user-groups. Many state-
of-the-art FRS approaches also depend on pre-existing recipe ratings from the user. As
such, they have limited application in a cold-start scenario. There exists an unpreced-
ented number of food-items over the Internet. However, we did not observe any exist-
ing work directly involved in reducing the data complexity of large food corpora and
designing recommenders that can take advantage of higher-level data representations.

4.2.1 Contributions of This Work

• Three fine-grained recommendation algorithms that can enable

personalization and implicit discovery of user’s food-practice at

cold-start scenarios. Each of the proposed algorithms considers

users’ opinions on multi-domain food-features.

• An online user study to evaluate the performance of the proposed

models.

4.3 Dataset

In this work, we used the feature-vector of FoodDotCom corpus. The FoodDotCom
corpus is transformed into feature-vector format using the approach proposed in sec-
tion 3.7. For the user study, we used a subset of FoodDotCom corpus consisting of
92,250 recipes, each containing a valid image.

4.4 Recommender Strategies

In this section we propose 3 novel EnsTM based recommendation algorithms, each us-
ing the recipe-to-feature matrix to transform user’s positive/negative preference score
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on food-features to predict their preference on recipes. EnsTM based recommenda-
tion algorithms exploit the ability of the dominant food-features to broadcast users’
preference on them towards multitudinous recipes, food-themes and food-genres. The
proposed algorithms aim to compete with state-of-the-art FR strategies using only the
most significant features.

• Food Feature based Recommender (FFbR)

This strategy assigns a preference score P (ua, rn), for user ua on a target recipe rn
based on the cumulative sum of ua’s rating (dis/like) for all features fi(i=1,2,..,m)

present in rn. Where fi,ua is ua’s rating on a feature fi and m is the total number
features consisting rn.

P (ua, rn) =

(
m∑

fi∈rn,i=0

fi,ua

)′[0,5]

(4.1)

Where ′[min,max] denotes the normalization of the parameter to the range min-max.

FFbR treats all food-features equally, assuming each feature has an equal impact
on users’ preferences. Instead of taking an average of user’s preference on mem-
ber features we normalized the cumulative sum to a range {0 to 5} to favor recipes
with a higher number of liked features over others.

The variation of the number of features present in different recipes and the very
high standard deviation of the feature scores have the potential of generating a
wide and sporadic range for the values of predicted preferences. To address this
risk the predicted preference value, for all recipes, need to be normalized into a
pre-decided range or scale. As a 0 to 5 rating scale is amongst the most popular
user rating metrics, we decided to normalize predicted preference score to a 0 to
5 rating scale.

• Weighted Food Feature based Recommender (WFFbR)

Feature based recommenders already account for the most dominant attributes/-
factors within any recipe. However, to produce an even more fine-grained re-
commendation, WFFbR incorporates feature scores to account for the differing
impact of different food-features on users’ recipe preferences. It scales ua’s pref-
erence on a feature fi with fi’s corresponding significance score wi, introduced in
section 3.6.2 and calculated using equation 3.4. Finally, WFFbR predicts P (ua, rn)
as the normalized cumulative sum of user’s weighted/scaled preferences on all
m features within rn.

P (ua, rn) =

(
m∑

fi∈rn,i=0

fi,ua × wi

)′[0,5]

(4.2)

Where ′[min,max] denotes the normalization of the parameter to the range min-max.
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• Food Feature based Collaborative Filtering (FFbCF)

FFbCF applies the CF proposed by Freyne et al. [100] on the user-to-feature mat-
rix in order to increase knowledge on user’s preference and predict user’s prefer-
ence score on food-features, not been liked or disliked by the user. When user ua

first interacts with the FRS, the FFbCF identifies ua’s nearest neighbors based on
similar ratings on overlapping features. We implemented KNN clustering [167]
to identify the top k nearest neighbours of ua. For a new feature fb FFbCF predicts
ua’s preference fb,ua from all available fb,uj

, which is the preference on fb given by
ua’s neighbour uj(j=1,2,..,k). If for a certain feature there is no existing preference
from a neighbour uj , then fb,uj

is assigned a value of 0.

fb,ua =

∑k
j=0 fb,uj

k
(4.3)

With this more densely populated user-to-feature matrix FFbCF generates
P (ua, rn) using equation 4.1.

4.4.1 The Baseline Algorithm

To evaluate the proposed EnsTM based recommenders we compared against our
baseline, the generic CB, which is the core of many significant FRS [100, 193, 264, 215].
CB [100, 193] was proven the most suitable baseline for algorithms operating in a cold-
start scenario. CF approaches including [100, 193] depend on users’ existing preference
history (e.g., recipe, ingredient rating) which is not present in the cold-start scenario.

The major difference between the proposed algorithms and the CB baseline is that the
EnsTM approaches compute preference by only processing on a smaller set of data
elements (e.g., 288 food -features) while the CB [100, 193] needs a much wider range
of data (e.g., all ingredients). The EnsTM approaches exploit the high information gain
characteristic of food-features and process data at a different level to the CB. In [193]
the authors also mentioned assigning the same impact weight on all member attributes
(in their case ingredients). Unlike [193], our proposed WFFbR algorithm acknowledges
the variation in impact level on a recipe from its different member attributes. All three
EnsTM based algorithms also accomplish one of [193]’s major future goals, recipe/fea-
ture based data processing. In [100] the authors identify the focus on ingredients only and
unable of addressing multivariate attributes (e.g., cooking time, complexity, approach)
as key limitations of the CB approach, while the EnsTM based algorithms take these
multivariate attributes in account for predicting users’ preference.

• Content-Based(CB): CB predicts P (ua, rn) based on ua’s explicit preference on the
ingredients Ingi(i=1,2,..,m) comprising rn, where Ingi,ua is ua’s preference on Ingi
and m is the total number of ingredients in rn.

P (ua, rn) =

∑m
Ingi∈rn,i=0 Ingi,ua

m
(4.4)
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We developed an ingredient-based user-modelling, as shown in figure 4.1, for the
preference acquisition for the CB approach. The enormous number of existing
ingredients makes it impractical to develop image-guided and interactive user-
modelling similar to feature-based user-modelling, discussed in section 3.8.

4.5 Evaluation

To analyze the performance of our proposed FR strategies, we conducted an online
user study. We developed a fullstack web-application, CookIT, to support all neces-
sary attributes for evaluating four approaches: two EnsTM based recommenders; one
EnsTM based hybrid recommender; and a CB recommender. The user study aims to
evaluate whether any of the three EnsTM based models can effectively generate useful
recommendations.

4.5.1 The Experimental Setup

The course of action during the user study is divided into the following three major
steps

4.5.1.1 Signing Up: User-modelling at Cold-start

As part of the recruitment process, users must sign up and create an account within
our FRS. After responding to the relevant consent questions, users can proceed with
the signing-up. The consent questions are defined imposing UCD research regula-
tion and data protection policies [45, 53, 400, 46, 56] and the (General Data Protection
Regulation) GDPR [52, 40] on our data collection and storage. We adopted our food
feature-based intelligent user-modelling, proposed in section 3.8, to capture users’ taste
preferences. Figure 3.10 illustrates the user-interface for acquiring users’ dis/like pref-
erences on food-features.

We implemented ingredient based user-modelling for the CB baseline, allowing users
to insert what they like to eat explicitly. As shown in figure 4.1, CookIT tells users to
insert a list of the ingredients, which they like or frequently consume. To assist users dur-
ing content-based preference acquisition, we implemented interactive tools (e.g., auto-
complete and spelling suggestion). The maximum number of ingredients is not restric-
ted; however, the minimum number of ingredients must be 20. A numeric counter
tracks the number of ingredients typed notifies the user once they have passed the
minimum threshold. The average of number of reported feature preference per user
was 51 and ingredient preference per user was 24.

Following the taste-profiling and content-based preference acquisition, users are
shown an appointment scheduler. We implemented the scheduler to enable users to
choose a suitable time slot for the questionnaire event. The questionnaire event con-
sisted of the recommendation scenarios phase and the feedback questionnaires. When this
user study took place, we did not have the resources to host an FRS online that required
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Figure 4.1: User interface for content based preference acquisition.

high-performance computing services; hence the questionnaire event of the user-study
was designed to be implemented in-person. After selecting a time, users are requested
to create a password for the system. Implementing de-identification, we generated a
user-id and a participant-number for every participant. All preference and response
data are stored under this {user-id, participant-number} identification pair. The sys-
tem informs participants of their participant-numbers through email.

For taking part in the experiment’s recommendation scenario section, the participant
needs to use the participant number and password to log in to the system. On com-
pletion of successful recruitment, the system showed users the time and location for
their questionnaire event. Our user-modelling allowed users to update their prefer-
ences on the food feature by browsing the features and making changes to their choice,
as shown in fig 3.11. Users can update their taste-profile during the period between
sign-up and the questionnaire event.

4.5.1.2 The Recommendation Scenarios

The recommendation scenarios took place in-person, during the questionnaire event at
a time selected by the participant. During this phase, CookIT takes the user through
four recommendation scenarios: one for each of the three EnsTM based models, and
one for the CB baseline model. We designed CookIT with services that can host
counter-balanced user studes. The counter-balanced study ensures equal exposure to
all scenarios being evaluated against each other. We designed a Pill [2] based nav-
igation control to accommodate four distinct recommendation scenarios. Users are
presented with a series of Pills, each associated with an individual recommendation
algorithm. Clicking on a Pill loads the corresponding recommender and relevant user
interface. For every nth participant, CookIT presents the Pills in a unique sequence. In
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this study, we are evaluating four recommenders; hence for every the nth participant
nth CookIT organizes the four pills in one of the 4! possible combinations. During the
sign-up process, each user is assigned a display sequence for the recommenders; each
time a participant logs into the system they will experience recommendation scenarios
in the same order. CookIT retrieves the user’s display sequence and dynamically creates
the user interface for the recommendation pane and the Pills based navigation. Figure 4.2
illustrates Pill sequences for two different participants.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: Display sequence of recommendation scenarios for two different users.

Users are instructed to navigate the pills in a left-to-right manner. Clicking on each Pill
allows users to access recommendations generated from the relevant recommender.
We assigned each recommendation scenario a pseudo name to mitigate familiarity
bias, such as List Aqua, List Mint, List Kiwi, and List Berry. The first Pill and the cor-
responding recommender in participants’ display sequence are automatically activated
and users are displayed with the corresponding RecList. During each recommendation
scenario, the participant was shown a Recommendation Lists (RecLists) consisting of 7
recipes generated using corresponding algorithms.

To construct each RecList, for each user each recommender predicted user’s preference
on all 92,539 recipes based on their feature preferences. For each recommender, the
top 2,100 recipes with highest prediction score were divided into 7 equal-sized epochs
chronologically. Finally from each epoch one recipe was randomly selected to consist
a final list of 7 recommendations. This approach was inherited to foster diversity in
the recommendation. CookIT displays the top seven recipes in a vertical RecList, as
shown in figure 4.3 , ordered based on their corresponding prediction scores. Upon
clicking each recipe, CookIT displays the recipe content, as shown in figure 4.4. Users
were allowed to click and browse recipes in any order they wanted for as many times
as they liked.

• Visualizing Each Recipe When users click on a recipe-title, CookIT displays the
contents of the corresponding recipe, including • the title, • image, • cooking
time, • number of servings, • ingredients, and • instructions , as shown in figure
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4.4. The area displaying the recipe content and accommodating the acquisition
of user feedback is called the recipe view. At the top of the recipe view, CookIT
displays a feedback acquisition pane. The feedback pane provides guidelines on
how to rate and pin a recipe. Each pane collects feedback on the corresponding
recipe. The recipe view also contains a Nutrition button. This button displays
a detailed nutrient content of the recipe, as shown in figure 4.4. Clicking on a
different recipe updates the recipe view and feedback pane. Feedback panes,
recipes, and RecLists are connected via control variables.

Figure 4.3: RecList corresponding to the third Pill List Barry.

Within each list, participants were required to rate each individual recipe based on
how much they liked the recipe, as shown in figure 4.4. The rating was taken on a
5 star rating scale, where 0 and 5 represented didnot like at all and liked very much
respectively. Participants are also required to pin one recipe for each list, as shown in
figure 4.4. The pin action represents selecting a recipe for cooking. Within the system,
we implemented watch and log on all user activity {click, visit, browse, pin} on recipes.
Upon receiving at least one click on each of the seven recipes in the RecList, CookIT
notifies that the user can move on to the following recommendation scenario. CookIT
also has triggers implemented to trace rate and pin actions to remind participants of
the missed ones.
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Figure 4.4: User interface for recipe view and feedback pane.

Clicking on a different Phil clears the RecList, the recipe view, and the feedback pane.
Users are instructed to conduct a new search to access the new recommender. CookIT
saves the previous Phil’s recommendations and the user’s feedback on each recipe as
a session. When users are revisiting a previously accessed Pill, they can update the
rating or pin the recipes. When the user leaves a Pill, CookIt updates the session with
the most recent rates/pin.

To complete recommendation scenario and move on to feedback questionnaires, parti-
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cipants must rate all 28 recipes, seven in each recommendation scenario, and pin four
recipes, one for each of the recommendation scenarios. In cases where the participant
missed rating or pinning recipes in one or more scenarios, CookIT notifies them what
and in which list they missed. Within a list, the rating action dose not need to follow
any order.

4.5.1.3 Feedback Questionnaire on Utility Gained in each Recommendation
Scenario:

User Satisfaction Questionnaire

Following the four recommendation sessions, users were asked to rate each RecList
based on how satisfied they were with the collection of recipes? and did the list showed them
recipes, that they will consider cooking?. Participant were asked to rate each RecList as
one of the following: {1,very poor}, {2,poor}, {3, moderate}, {4,good} and {5,excellent}.
We implemented a categorical rating system to allow users to assign negative ratings,
expressing their level of distaste along with their level of satisfaction.

Please rate your level of satisfaction gained from each Recommendation List on a scale of 0 to 5.

Figure 4.5: User satisfaction questionnaire.

Users’ food-practice Questionnaire

Users were also asked to rate each RecList based on how aliened the recipes are to their
food practice? on a similar scale as satisfaction. Finally, as the last response in the sur-
vey, users had to select their food practice from a provided list, as shown in Figure4.6.
Its important to mention, the FRS did not have the food practice knowledge before or
during the recommendation generation period. Food practice data is only collected at
the end for the evaluation purpose.
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Figure 4.6: User food-practice questionnaire.

4.5.1.4 The User Group

We hosted the sign-up phase of the experiment on the internet under the ucd.ie [30]
domain. We conducted recruitment and user-modelling on the website. Participants
were recruited via social media groups within the UCD [30], such as institution email,
WhatsUp, and Slack groups. Participants were also recruited from online platforms,
such as Facebook[31], Twitter [17], and LinkedIn [16]. There were four requirements
for being eligible to participate in the survey:

• Participants need to be 18 years old or older.

• Participants need to be capable of attending the in-person

questionnaire event at the UCD campus.

• Participants need to be actively involved in preparing their food

(e.g., cooks twice a week or more)

• Participants need to be willing to give consent to the terms and

conditions of the survey.

In total, 68 participants signed up on the website and also took part in the questionnaire
event, from which only 50 users provided responses to every required field. However,
to ensure a total counterbalanced user study and equal exposure to each recommend-
ation scenario, we only accepted 48 out of 68 valid participants. Every 48/24 = 2 par-
ticipants were shown the four recommendation scenarios in a unique order. The final
user group is spread over an age-range of 21-to-65 and comprised of students and pro-
fessionals. 45% of our participants identified themselves as female and 55% as male.
The majority stated that they practice a healthy lifestyle, based on physical activity, as
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shown in figure 4.7. Participants’ physical activity level is a self reported attribute. All
participants were entered into a drawing for a 50¤ gift voucher.

Figure 4.7: The spread of the participants over different level of physical activity.

4.5.1.5 The Ethics Approval

This study has been reviewed by and received ethics permission from the Human Re-
search Ethics Committee, UCD [65]. The ethics permission details are accessible with
the Research Ethics Exemption Reference Number: LS-E-19-15-Khan-Coyle.

4.5.2 Results

4.5.2.1 Accuracy
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Figure 4.8: Cumulative preference score from each user.

The accuracy of the recommenders was evaluated based on participant ratings on re-
cipes. For each participant, the average rating across the seven-item list generated by
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each recommendation strategy was calculated. Figure 4.8 shows the mean score of
each algorithm across all users. The results showed, according to user rating the FFbR
strategy outperformed all other strategies including the baseline. Also the CB baseline
was the poorest performer.

The collected data, the user rating on each recipe in the seven-item RecList generated
by each recommendation strategy, was shown to be normally distributed through a
Shapiro-Wilk’s test (p > 0.05). We therefore used a repeated measures analysis of
variance (repeated measures ANOVA) to test for differences amongst the groups. As
the assumption of sphericity was violated ( Huynh-Feldt’s = 0.82), a Huynh-Feldt cor-
rection was applied to the ANOVA. The outcome, F(120.97,2.47) = 14.318, p < 0.001,
indicates a significant difference within the results. Again as the data was normally
distributed, follow up Bonferroni-corrected paired sample t-tests were then conducted
between the individual algorithms, with a null hypothesis in each case of no difference
in the mean ratings. We did not find a significant difference between participants’ rat-
ings across the EnsTM -based approaches, indicating that they all performed equally in
terms of accuracy. There was however a significant difference in participants’ ratings
between each of the EnsTM -based approaches and the CB baseline, with p < 0.001
(and the Bonferroni-corrected p < 0.05) in each case. This shows that each EnsTM -
based approach performed significantly better than the baseline CB approach.

4.5.2.2 Coverage

Here we consider the coverage achieved by each algorithm across all users, that is,
the percentage of {recipe, user} pairs for which the algorithm was able to generate a
prediction. In this regard the notable outlier is CB, which produced coverage of only
26.50%. FFbR and WFFbR both had user’s preferences for an average of 51 of our
288 features and both produced a coverage of 91.57%. FFbCF, with a more densely
populated user-to-feature matrix, provided 100% coverage, with predictions for all
{recipe, user} pairs, as shown in Figure4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Coverage produced from each recommendation algorithm.
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4.5.2.3 Implicitly Capturing People’s Food Practices

Another practical aspect of knowledge building for a FRS is the algorithm’s ability to
predict important aspects of a user’s food practices from available user information.
For example, while both vegetarians and vegans eat vegetables, eggs should only be
recommended to vegetarians. The accuracy of predicting food practice is calculated by
comparing every RecList generated from each algorithm, for each user with the corres-
ponding user’s food practice. The RecList is checked for the proportion of recipes that
violated the user’s food practice. For example, if 2 of the recipes in the 7-item RecList
provided to a vegetarian are non-vegetarian, then the RecList is only 72% correct. An
algorithm’s performance in identifying a certain food practice category is calculated as
the average percentage of success over all users in that category. As most of the meas-
uring scales adopted in this paper are 0 to 5, we normalized the performance/accuracy
score into a 0 to 5 scale.

CB
Figure 4.10: Accuracy in identifying user’s food practice.

Figure 4.10 illustrates the performance score achieved by each algorithm for adapting
to users’ food practices. In total there were 7 categories of food practices present among
our participant group. Figure 4.10 shows the CB baseline performed poorly in this
regard. In contrast FFbR, WFFbR implicitly identified user’s food practice and food-
restrictions 100% accurately, and reflected on individuals’ RecList. Here the feature-to-
recipe direct relationship extends the dislike property of the FRS as an effective identi-
fier tool. The reason FFbCF failed to predict food practice for some users is the collabor-
ative effect [210] of their neighbour’s food practice. None of the recommenders had any
prior knowledge of users’ food practice.

4.5.2.4 User Satisfaction

User satisfaction is determined by the the serendipity, unexpectedness, utility, novelty
and diversity of the recommendations [360]. The participants of our study were re-
quired to rate each of the 4 RecLists as one of the following: {1,very poor}, {2,poor},
{3, moderate}, {4,good} and {5,excellent}. Figure 4.11 illustrates the feedback for each
of the 4 different recommenders. FFbCF achieved the best 56.5% above moderate feed-
back (good, excellent), while CB achieved 76.73% moderate or below feedback (e.g.,
very poor, poor, moderate).
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Figure 4.11: Percentage of different level of user satisfaction on the four RecLists.

Shapiro Wilk’s test of normality on the collected user satisfaction data showed the data
to be Platykurticly distributed with negative kurtosis. The very small pval (1.14169e−9)
indicated the vanishingly small probability that the data was normally distributed.
Hence we used a non-parametric Friedman’s ANOVA to test for group differences.
The result X2

F (3) = 15.0294, p < 0.001 indicated significant differences. Follow up
Mann Whitney Wilcoxon tests, non-parametric multiple-comparisons tests, were then
conducted between the individual algorithms, with a null hypothesis in each case of no
difference in the satisfaction scores. We did not find a significant difference between
participants’ satisfaction scores across the EnsTM -based approaches, indicating that
they all performed equally well in terms of user satisfaction. However, statistically sig-
nificant differences in participants’ satisfaction score were observed between each of
the EnsTM -based approaches and the CB baseline, with (p < 0.001) in each case. This
suggests the satisfaction rating achieved by each EnsTM -based approach in compar-
ison with the CB baseline is statistically significant.

4.6 Discussion

The results showed that the EnsTM based approach performed significantly better
than a conventional CB approach. The feature based user-modelling and recommend-
ation generation resolve the limitation of user-group dependency and can deliver per-
sonalized FR for users from diverse nationalities, ethnicities, and socio-cultural groups.
All three variations of EnsTM based recommender allow for the generation of recom-
mendations without the need for existing user ratings, helping to address the cold-start
problem. Working with a reduced feature set also makes EnsTM recommenders com-
putationally efficient algorithms.

Another notable observation from the user study was the higher proportion of user
preference reporting in the feature-based user-modelling. On average, in the feature-
based user-modelling, users reported their preference on 51 features. In contrast, in
the content-based user-modelling, the users reported their preference on an average of
24 ingredients. However, our system provided more freedom to users while report-
ing their preference on content/ingredient as they could type-in precisely what they
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like and frequently consume. This explicit preference should have provided privilege to
the content/ingredient based recommender. But in the real-user scenario, the users-
preference information was increased in feature-based taste-profiling, possibly due to
the interactive user-modelling reducing the users’ efforts in providing their preference
data.

Finally, the subset of nutritional features (e.g., low-cholesterol, low-protein, low-
calorie, low-carb, egg-free) within our features set enables the proposed EnsTM ap-
proaches to capture users’ nutritional restrictions and requirements. For example a
user disliking the feature low-cholesterol can enable our proposed models to weight
high-cholesterol recipes (contains poultry with skin, whole milk and hydrogenated ve-
getable oils) negatively and better personalize the RecList for the user.

4.7 Conclusion

Depending on the scope of consumption and the socio-economic status of the con-
sumer, variables involved in peoples’ food choices are prioritized and negotiated. Over
time, people develop their own rules and strategies to simplify the negotiated pro-
cess. Delivering effective recommendations for food-relevant activities needs to ac-
count for the complexity of such negotiations. The results in this chapter provide evid-
ence that EnsTM based food feature identification enables intelligent user-modelling
and diverse recommenders, acknowledging user’s preferences on a wide range of food
factors. Each feature is representative of certain food trends, thus allowing them to
have associations with large numbers of recipes. This makes feature-based recipe re-
commendations more effective, with higher coverage and accuracy, as demonstrated in
the user study. The higher-level food feature based data representation demonstrates
competency by supporting accurate and satisfactory recommendations while perform-
ing in a reduced data capacity than a complete recipe content matrices, e.g., TF-IDF.
This demonstrates that the 288 food-features and their associated Feature Scores, pro-
posed in chapter 3, can efficiently support advanced personalized FR and achieve high
accuracy and coverage at cold-start. The machine knowledge produced by the {recipe,
topic} and {recipe, feature} matrix enables our proposed recommenders to generate
intelligent recommendations without depending on pre-existing user data. Further-
more, based on our evidence, we believe the image-guided user-modelling can enable
the pure machine-learned features to successfully support user-modelling and recom-
mendation generation. We proposed our machine-learned 288 food-features and their
corresponding Feature Score, the 30 food-topics, the feature-vector based recipe data
representation format, and the intelligent user-modelling as substantial FR resources.
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CHAPTER

FIVE

Investigating Higher Level Food Topics
and Food Features to Support

Progressive Learning of User
Preferences in Long-Term Use

Scenarios.

In this chapter, we investigate food-topic and food-feature based recommender mod-
els in a long-term or regular-use scenario. We designed and implemented multiple
variations of feature and/or topic based hybrid recipe recommenders, which can up-
date user-profile in real-time and predict preference for new recipes. When compared
against the current state-of-the-art our proposed hybrid recommenders performed sig-
nificantly better, providing higher accuracy and greater coverage.

5.1 Introduction

The success of the higher level food feature based recommender models and the
feature-vector based data representation format introduces a greater research scope.
The results, summarized in chapter 4, demonstrate that high accuracy and better user
satisfaction can be achieved while processing on a smaller set of dominant food attrib-
utes (the food features). This outcome is in contrast to the typical Food Recommenda-
tions (FR) approach of processing large but sparse word frequency matrices, often only
accounting for ingredients and food-based attributes (e.g., dish-type, cuisine). Our
novel EnsTM based feature extraction identifies attributes relevant to food (e.g., con-
text, cost, and techniques) not necessarily limited to food based factors (ingredients,
cuisine and food-type). This diverse yet small set of food features can successfully
determine peoples’ food choices and support complex personalized recommendation
models, as discovered in chapter 4. However, to have a meaningful impact on user’s
diets, (Food Recommender Systems) FRS should provide effective recommendations
on an ongoing basis. Online recommender systems have proved to be useful in as-
sisting users with the process of decision making and serving as a means to change
behavior in diverse domains [332]. To bring a noticeable change, an (Recommender
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System) RS must sustain user participation for an extended period. The primary oblig-
ation for long-term user engagement is to produce useful recommendations regularly.
To accomplish this, FRS requires continuous and progressive learning of users’ tastes
and tools to reflect the acquired taste-knowledge on future recommendations.

A long-term use scenario corresponds to a situation where the action of user and system
interaction takes place periodically over a long span of time. In this chapter, we pro-
pose seven topic and feature based personalized recipe recommenders that generate
system knowledge on user-preference variables (e.g., recipe, feature, topic) from every
instance of user-activity [239]. Our proposed higher-level feature and topic based re-
commenders can continuously learn user’s taste and can update the user-preference
matrices in real-time. The proposed algorithms can be implemented to interpret a
user’s activities on a recipe, such as rating, browsing time, pin, share, number of clicks,
and review, to determine the user’s opinion on the recipe. Building on the knowledge
of recipe-to-feature, recipe-to-topic, and topic-to-recipe associations, these algorithms
can use such learned recipe opinions to predict the user’s opinion on unknown recipes.
Each of the proposed algorithms enables FRS to update user-preference matrices [344],
e.g., user-to-feature, user-to-topic, and user-to-recipe, after every explicit user activity
within the system. The experiment discussed in this chapter considered users’ ratings,
an explicit user-activity [239] for evaluating the proposed algorithms.

To evaluate our hybrid recommenders, we conducted an offline study comparing them
to seminal baselines. We have implemented Freyne et al.’s [193]’s best performing
approaches: intelligentcb and hybridIngr and compared with our hybrid recommenders.
Both baselines have been influential and widely used in FRS research[215, 373, 175].
Six of the seven proposed hybrid approaches performed significantly better than these
baselines.

This piece of work aims to address our research question RQ 4 and produce tools, that
foster progressive system knowledge and simultaneously increase the utility experi-
enced by users.

5.2 Problem Definition

Cooking is becoming more popular than ever [383, 299]. Studies discovered that there
has been a significant increase in cooking interest among adults between the years
2003 to 2016, and in recent years, individuals are spending more time cooking regard-
less of their gender, ethnicity, and geographic location [383]. On average adults spend
somewhere between 10 to 64 minutes per day preparing, cooking, and cleaning food
[383, 299]. Such information indicate the possibility of users cooking and making a
food decision as frequently as every day, requiring the service of an FRS on a sim-
ilar frequency. To assist users in their regular eating activities with such frequent and
contentious service, diversity, serendipity, and novelty become mandatory for an FRS.
More importantly, not to recommend repetitive items become a further crucial con-
strain. In this regard, coverage is a significant resource for an FRS, enabling FRS to
generate more varying yet accurate recommendations. Coverage is a compound meas-
ure representing the proportion of recipe and user pairs within the FRS for which the
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FRS can predict a degree of preference. For a user, more user, recipe preference know-
ledge can enable better diversity, serendipity, and utility within personalized recom-
mendations. Coverage is determined by available user-data and tools for extending
the know preferences to new recipes. FRS needs strategies to log and interpret users’
activities within the system, to grow user-preference data, and simultaneously increase
coverage.

In a Web or Mobile application base FRS scenario, the user-preference information is
often available in the form of ratings on recipes. Hence, technologies are required to
extract users’ opinions on different food attributes from their existing recipe ratings.
However, due to the bulk volume of the online recipe corpuses, user-to-recipe rate
matrices are often highly sparse. To increase user-preference knowledge, FRS neces-
sities techniques to infer user’s taste from users-activities, such as pin, browse and
consume. It is essential to acknowledge, the interactions between a user and an FRS in
a long-term use scenario are periodic but brief. For example, each time a set of recipes
are recommended, the user possibly browses only some of the recipes rates even fewer
and finally selects one recipe for cooking. FRS necessities strategies to learn user’s taste
from these brief interactions. The fundamental strategy for interpreting user-activities
into user-preference is, extending the available knowledge of user’s opinions on few
recipes to a broader range of recipes. This chapter discusses our work on investigating
food topics and food features for progressive learning of users’ preferences in long-
term use scenarios. We implemented seven different feature and topic based hybrid
recommendation algorithms that increase user-preference knowledge interpreting the
user’s activity.

5.2.1 Contributions of This Work

• Variations of higher level food feature and food topic based hybrid

algorithm, enabling progressive learning of users’ taste in long-term

use scenarios.

5.3 Dataset

In this work, we used the data collected during the user study, described in chapter 4.
The dataset consisted of 1400 recipe ratings (28 ratings from each of the 50 users).

5.4 Methodology

In the following section, we propose different variants of food topic and food feature
based personalized recipe recommenders. Each of the variants aims to perform at dif-
ferent layers of recipe-to-recipe, user-to-recipe and recipe-to-context relationship. To
increase system knowledge and propagate known user, recipe pairs’ information onto
new unknown recipes, we employed the associations among recipes, features, and top-
ics. One way of transforming a user, ua’s, existing recipe ratings to a new unknown
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recipe is to assign ua’s preference on a known recipe rk to ua’s preference on all mem-
ber wedges (e.g., features, topics, ingredient) comprising rk. Later when a new recipe
rn appears predicting ua’s preference on rn from her/his preferences on individual
features or topics comprising rn. For this purpose, we have extended Freyne et al.’s
approach in [100], where they predicted ua’s preference on ingredient ingi as the aver-
age of ratings, ua has provided to recipes that contain ingi. We extended their concept
in the topic and feature based dimension to exploit the fact that each topic1 or feature
has correspondence to thousands of recipes henceforth, learning user-preference on
them can enormously increase system knowledge on {user, recipe} pairs. Figure 5.1
illustrates a metaphor of learning user-preference on topic or feature from past user
recipe-ratings. User’s preference on a topic Ti is predicted from recipes user have
rated in the past, which contain Ti. Users’ topic-preferences are later used for pre-
dicting their preference on new recipes. In a similar approach, as shown in Figure 5.1,
users’ known feature preferences can be transformed to their topic preferences using
corresponding Association Score (AS) and eventually to their recipe preference. The
{feature : topic}, {recipe : topic} and {feature : recipe} AS are crucial variables in the
context of propagating system knowledge on users’ preference.

Recipe1 Recipe2 Recipen−1 Recipen

T1 T2 T3 Tm−1 Tm

Recipeg−1 Recipeg Recipeg+1

Figure 5.1: Transforming user’s recipe-preferences to topic-preferences.

5.4.1 The AS Matrices:

Our EnsTM based feature extraction process generates three association matrices
namely, the Topic-to-Feature matrix, the Topic-to-Recipe matrix, and the Recipe-to-
Feature matrix, as shown in Figure 5.2. One of the significant outcomes of the EnsTM
process on the food corpus is, W, a Topic-Term Weight Matrix. Here we extract a sub-
set of W, WF containing only the rows those correspond to a food feature. WF is

1 The 30 topics and their corresponding 15 features, identified in chapter 3, are listed in the appendix section.
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Tf-IDf
W1 W2 W3 . . . W10,660 W(10,660+1) . . . W(40,000+)

R1 3 0 .7 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
R2 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
R3 0 0 0 . . . 0 5 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Rn 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0

EnsTM based TF-iDF to Feature-Vector conversion

Custom Feature Identification
and

Feature Score Calculation

V NMF

W1

W2

Wn

Topic-Term
matrix

NMF

Topic-to-Feature
f1 f2 . . . . f288

T1 0.79 0 . . . . .31

T2 0 0 . . . . 0

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . .

T30 0 0 . . . . .41

Recipe-to-Topic
T1 T2 T3 T4 . . . . T30

R1 0.11 0 0.04 0.0 . . . . .34

R2 0.1 .8 0.42 0.0 . . . . 0.0

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

Rn−1 0.0 . . 1.0 . . . . .08

Rn 0.0 0.0 . . . . . . .41

Recipe-to-Feature ( the feature vector)
f1 f2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . f288

R1 0.79 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .31

R2 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Rn−1 0.61 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .08

Rn 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .41

Figure 5.2: The process of Topic-to-Feature, Recipe-to-Topic and the Recipe-to-Feature
AS matrix generation.
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Topic-to-Feature Association Matrix, where each cell represents STb,fi , the AS between
Topic Tb and Feature fi. STb,fi denotes how influential fi is within Tb.

The other product of the EnsTM on the recipe corpus is, H, a
Topic-Document Weight Matrix. The Topic-to-Recipe Association Matrix, HT, is a
subset of H and contains only 30 columns. Each columns in HT, corresponds to one
of the 30 topics identified during the feature extraction step, introduced in section
3.6. Each cell STb,Ri

in HT, represents AS between Topic Tb and Recipe Ri. The
Recipe-to-Feature AS matrix is the feature-vector, introduced in section 3.7.

5.5 Recommendation Strategies

• rFr: This approach transforms existing user ratings on recipes to users’ ratings on
features. Then it predicts users’ preference on an unknown recipe from these fea-
ture preferences. For example, the user ua’s preference on an individual feature
fb, fb,ua , is identified as the averages of ua’s ratings on existing recipes containing
fb, as shown in equation 5.1.

fb,ua
=

n∑
rt∈R{ua,fb},fbϵrt,t=0

Rate
(
rt, ua

)
n

(5.1)

– R{ua,fb} is the set of recipes, that has a positive value for the

feature fb. Also for each recipe rt in R{ua,fb}, ua’a rating is

available.

– n = |R{ua,fb}| is the number of recipes in R{ua,Ingi}.

– Rate
(
rt, ua

)
is ua’s rating on the recipe rt.

– fb,ua is ua’s preference on an individual feature fb.

When a new recipe rnew appears, rFr predicted ua’s preference on rnew,
P (rnew, ua), using equation 4.1.

• rF CF r: After transforming users’ recipe ratings to feature preferences the
user-to-feature matrix could still be noticeably sparse. To address this problem,
rF CF r applies KNN-based CF after the feature-preference prediction step of
r F r. The CF predicts ua’s rating on features, which did not appeared in any re-
cipes ua has rated in past. KNN based neighbourhood identifying approach finds
potential neighbours for ua based on similar preference on overlapping features
in user-to-feature matrix. Using equation 7.3, rF CF r predicts ua’s preference
on an unknown feature fuk, fuk,ua , as average of all existing preferences on fuk
given by ua’s neighbours. This step reduced the sparsity of the user-to-feature
matrix. For a new recipe rnew it predicted P (rnew, ua) using equation 4.1 with the
more densely populated user-to-feature matrix.
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• rF CF W r: rFr and rF CF r treats all features equally and dose-not accounts
for the fact that, some features have more effect on users’ decisions than others.
After identifying users’ preferences on features from their existing recipe-ratings
using rFr, rF CF W r scales each predicted feature-preference with the corres-
ponding feature’s feature score, wb.

fw
b,ua

=

n∑
rt∈R{ua,fb},fbϵrt,t=0

Rate
(
rt, ua

)
n

× wb (5.2)

– fw
b,ua

is the weighted feature preference from user ua on feature fb.

– wb is the feature score of the feature fb.

– other parameters are same as section rFr.

rF CF W r predicts ua’s preference on a new recipe rnew with the scaled user-to-
feature preference matrix using equation 4.1.

• rTr: rTr transforms existing user ratings on recipes into users’ preferences on
topics in a similar approach as rFr. Here the recommender predicts ua’s prefer-
ence on a topic Tb as average of ua’s past ratings to recipes having Tb. When a new
recipe rnew appears it predicts P (rnew, ua) with user-to-topic matrix using equa-
tion 5.3. rTr modifies equation 4.1 by replacing features with topics, as shown in
equation 5.3.

P (ua, rt) =

(
m∑
i=0

Ti,ua

)′[0,5]

(5.3)

Where ′[min,max] denotes the normalization of the parameter to the range min-max.

• r T CF r: To produce a more densely populated user-to-topic matrix, r T CF r
applies KNN based CF after the topic-preference prediction step of rTr. The CF
predicts ua’s rating on topics, which did not appeared in any recipes ua has rated
in past. r T CF r predicts ua’s preference on new recipes with the more dense
user-to-topic matrix using same approach as rTr.

• F T r: In this approach, users’ preferences on topics was predicted from their
explicit preference on features. As part of the user-study discussed in chapter
4, participants rated varying numbers of features. Strategy F T r predicts ua’s
preference on a topic Tb, Tb,ua , as the average of ua’s rating on features having
a STb,fi greater than 0. The STb,fi

2 corresponds to the AS between topic Tb and
feature fi. During predicting ua’s topic preference, ua’s rating on each feature fi
is scaled by corresponding STb,fi , as shown in equation 5.4.

2The STb,fi is discussed in section 5.4.1.
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Tb,ua
=

n∑
fiϵTb,i=0

fi, ua × STb,fi

n
(5.4)

– F{Tb,fi,ua} is the set of features, that have a positive AS with the

topic Tb. Also for each feature fi in F{Tb,fi,ua}, ua’a rating is

available.

– n = |F{Tb,fi,ua}| is the number of feature in F{Tb,fi,ua}.

– STb,fi is the AS between Tb and fi.

– Tb,ua is user ua’s preference on the topic Tb

ua’s preference on new recipe rnew is predicted from these topic preferences using
same approach as rTr.

• F T CFr: To produce a more densely populated user-to-topic matrix,
F T CF r applies KNN based CF after the topic-preference prediction step of
F T r. F T CF r predicts ua’s preference on rnew with the more dance user-to-
topic matrix using same approach as rTr.

5.5.1 The Baseline Algorithms

To evaluate our proposed strategies, we have implemented [193]’s best performing
approaches: intelligentcb and hybridIngr as baselines. Both have been influential in FRS
research and applied by many significant research including [215, 373, 175]:

• rIr: rIr, which is [193]’s intelligentcb approach, predicts ua’s preference on an
ingredient Ingk as average of ua’s existing ratings on recipes, those have Ingk.

P (Ingk,ua
) =

n∑
Ingkϵri,i=0

ri, ua

n
(5.5)

– n is the number of recipes that consists of ingredient Ingk. And for

each recipe the rating from the user ua is available.

For a new recipe rnew, rIr predicts P (rnew, ua) as average of ua’s preference on
ingredients contained within rnew, using similar approach as equation 4.4.

• rI CF r: This is [193]’s hybridIngr approach. To produce a more densely popu-
lated user-to-ingredient matrix, rI CF r applies Pearson’s correlation based CF
after the ingredient-preference prediction step of rIr. The CF predicts ua’s rating
on ingredients, which did not appeared on any recipes ua has rated in past. With
the more dance user-to-ingredient matrix r I CF r predicts ua’s preference on
new recipe rnew using same approach as rIr.
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5.6 Evaluation

To evaluate our proposed methods, we conducted an off-line analysis using a dataset
consisting of a total of 1400 recipe-ratings {ua, ri, R(ri, ua)}, where uaand ri correspond
to a user and a recipe respectively. R(ri, ua) represents ua’s rating on ri. We gathered
ratings from 50 users, each giving rates on a set 28 recipes. The recipes were not ne-
cessarily the same for each user. Only 1 recipe appeared on 2 user’s rating list. Ratings
were collected in a scale of 0 to 5 representing “do not like at all” and “like very much”
respectively. For each recommender, we conducted a traditional K-fold cross valida-
tion analysis with k=5, which took 80% of the user-to-recipe matrix as Train-set and
applied the algorithm to predict P (ua, rn) for each {ua, rn} tuple in the the Test-set,
the rest 20% of the user-to-recipe matrix. The predicted {ua, rn, P (ua, rn)} is compared
against existing {ua, rn, R(ua, rn)}. This process repeats k=5 numbers of time. In each
fold recommenders were evaluated using the normalized MAE (nMAE) [221] and the
final performance score is defined as the cumulative average nMAE over all 5 folds.

state-of -artEnsTM based Recommenders

rFr rF CF r rF CF W r rTr r T CF r F T r F T CFr rIr rI CF r
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.259 0.253

0.301

0.241 0.242 0.241 0.242

0.308
0.293
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M

A
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Figure 5.3: The nMAE from different recommenders.

5.6.1 Results

Figure 5.3 shows nMAE obtained by each strategy. All 4 of our topic-based approaches
outperformed both baselines and feature-based recommenders. In comparison to our
best performing rTr and F T r which obtained an nMAE of 0.241, both hybrid topic-
based strategies r T CF r and F T CFr introduce noise in the user-topic preference
matrix during the CF step and produces an nMAE of 0.242 each. The poorest perform-
ance of our proposed 7 recommenders is rF CF W r, which produces an nMAE of
0.301, potentially being affected by the high standard-deviation in the feature scores.
While it successfully identified which recipes were more preferred by the user than others, it
did not generate rating values on a same scale. Alongside 4 topic-based recommend-
ers, 2 of our feature-based recommenders rFr and rF CF r, with nMAE 0.259 and
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0.253 respectively, performed better than both baselines, rIr and rI CF r, with nMAE
0.308 and 0.293 respectively.

Shapiro Wilk’s test of normality on the data, collected from Study 2, found that data for
several of the algorithms did not meet the criteria of a normal distribution. Following
this outcome, we conducted a non-parametric Friedman’s ANOVA to test for differ-
ences amongst the groups. Friedman’s ANOVA compared the nMAE of individual
participants in each approach over k=5 folds. The result X2

F (8) = 193.76, p < 0.001
indicated significant differences within results. Follow up Bonferroni corrected, non-
parametric multiple-comparisons tests were then conducted between the approaches,
with a null hypothesis in each case of no difference in the nMAE. Figure 5.4 illustrates
the full results of these pair-wise non-parametric multiple-comparisons.

EnsTM based Hybrid Recommenders State of the art
Feature based Topic based

rFr rF CF r rF CF W r rTr r T CF r F T r F T CF r rIr rI CF r

rFr 54 143 58 73 91 77 143 67

rF CF r 197 4 19 37 23 197 121

rF CF W r 201 216 234 220 0 76

rTr 15 33 16 201 125

r T CF r 18 4 216 140

F T r 14 234 158

F T CF r 220 144

rIr 78

rI CF r

The difference levels in multiple-comparison tests across conditions in Study 2, where red
indicates a significant finding. Based on a Bonferroni corrected p-value < 0.05, the critical
level for comparisons was 86.672. Differences greater then this are deemed significant.

Figure 5.4: The statistical analysis on the performance of each of the 9 recommenders.

No significant difference was found between the two baseline approaches. Amongst
the topic and feature-based approaches, we found a significant difference between the
rF CF W r and each of the other approaches with a Bonferroni corrected p value of
p < 0.05. The only other significant difference was between rFr and F T r algorithms.
Although this difference is marginal, this suggests that the topic-based F T r approach
outperforms feature-based approaches. No further significant differences were found
amongst the topic and feature based approaches. Results indicate that all 4 topic-based
recommenders and one of the feature-based recommenders rF CF r performed signi-
ficantly better than both baselines with a Bonferroni corrected p < 0.05. Another feature-
based recommender rFr performed significantly better than the rIr baseline but did
not show a significant difference with the second baseline. Overall the topic-based ap-
proaches consistently out performed the current state-of-the-art baseline. Amongst the
feature-based approaches, only rF CF r did so.
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5.7 Discussion

The rFr algorithm increases the information within the user-to-feature matrix by trans-
forming users’ preference on recipes to their preference on features. Following-up
identifies users’ preferences on a new recipe from the new user-feature matrix. The
models rF CF r and rF CF W r are different variants of rFr, where rF CF r in-
creases the density of the user-to-feature matrix by implementing CF. The rF CF W r
acknowledges the fact that users prioritize some features over others by incorporat-
ing the Feature Score within the recommendation computation. Exploiting the Fea-
ture Score (significance-weight) of different features can produce further insight into
user taste. There exist numerous food themes, which are interconnected at different
levels. Learning users’ preference for specific food themes or combinations can lead to
serendipitous recommendations while not compromising personalization. The model
rTr considers each food topic as a food theme and predicts users’ preference on topics
from users’ existing recipe ratings. In contrast, the model r T CF r thrives to achieve
a similar outcome as model rF CF r at the topic level. While different variants of the
model rTr try to increase information at the topic level by reasoning on available in-
formation at the recipe level, different variants of F T r try to make the most of the
explicit feature preference information at hand.

5.8 Conclusion

The research presented in this chapter aims to produce tools that foster progressive sys-
tem knowledge to increase recommendation utility. The topic and feature based per-
sonalized recipe recommenders proposed here thrive to increase system knowledge on
users-preference variables (e.g., recipe, feature, topic) from every instance of user activ-
ity (e.g., click, pin, browse, rate). The breakdown of users’ recipe and/or feature ratings
into topic-preference and feature-preference lead to higher accuracy and coverage, as
observed during the experiment. All topic-based approaches performing significantly
better than state-of-the-art encourages further research on topic-based recommenders
to seek their full potential. Overall, the results show that in most cases, topic and
feature-based approaches performed significantly better than the current state-of-the-
art. While model rF CF W r proved to be the weakest approach, other feature-based
approaches also outperformed the state-of-the-art. The ability to propagate existing
knowledge on user’s preference to higher level concepts, e.g., topic/features, allowed
our proposed hybrid recommenders to generate more accurate predictions.
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CHAPTER

SIX

Investigating Peoples’ Awareness of
Food Healthiness

The healthiness of food is personal and determined by one’s health attributes. At the
same time, different quantities of the same food-item can be healthy or unhealthy for
an individual. The ability to make healthy food-choices vastly depends on how accur-
ately an individual can identify whether or not a food-item is nutritious for them. To make a
successful assumption of the healthiness of a food-item, individuals require knowledge
on the macro-nutrients contained within the food. In this chapter, we summarized an
experiment investigating peoples’ awareness of the healthiness of commonly known
food-items. The user study, with 52 participants, showed looking at a food-image, people
often fail to conjecture the quantity of various macro-nutrients contained in the food-item.

6.1 Introduction

Sharing pictures of food, dining at home and restaurants, on social media has become
a popular trend over the past decade [151, 80, 174, 331] and significantly impacted
peoples’ food consumption [331, 103, 362, 286]. Social Media Platforms, such as Face-
book [31], Instagram [288], Twitter [17], Flicker [367] and Pinterest [50] along with
leading Recipe Portals, such as AllRecipe [54], FoodDotCom [71], BBCFoods [34], chef-
Coach [36] have become the main medium of sourcing and spreading food inspirations,
recipes and plating ideas. Social media friends and influencers often influence people’s
food consumption [103, 362, 279]. Previous research discovered that food-images influ-
ence one’s physical system responsible for dealing with hunger [178, 286], impacting
their gustatory cortices, consequently increasing or decreasing their desire for certain
foods [363]. While investigating the relationship between social media and people’s psy-
chological judgments regarding food, experts found the incentivized method of sharing
information and images on social media has an even greater influence on peoples’ food
decisions [362, 227, 331, 286]. Such discoveries encourage research interest on how nu-
tritionally informed are these online food decisions made by hundreds of thousands of
people every day. It seemed interesting to us to research whether people are capable
of making successful assumptions on food-items’ healthiness before making a food-
decision over the internet or they require assistance and nudging. We conducted a
user study, a one-to-one reachout survey, investigating the extent to which people succeed
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in predicting the proportion of various macro-nutrients and, consequently, the healthiness of a
food-item from its images. While we acknowledge that people make their assumptions on
food healthiness under the impression of diverse knowledge attributes [414, 121, 334],
it was encouraging to discover how aware people are about the actual proportion of different
macro-nutrient contents in commonly consumed food?.

The results showed that, on average, peoples’ judgment on the proportion of various
macro-nutrients in commonly consumed food is inaccurate. The survey participants’
aggregated performance is very poor in predicting the healthiness of popular food-
items from looking at images. The high (Mean Absolute Percentage Deviation)MAPE
(e.g., 458.01% for fat and 226132.99% for cholesterol) encourages farther research on
tools to help people make healthy food-decisions.

6.2 Problem Definition

While visual cues dominate peoples’ attention to a recipe, their understanding of the
healthiness of a recipe is more complex and multidimensional. Previous studies show
that the proportion of different food-units’ size within the image is a crucial visual
cue that dominates users’ assumption on the dish [134, 131]. Although The perception
of portion size is circumstantial and significantly affected by the scope in which the
item is presented [366], the recognition of different portion sizes is also strongly cor-
related to an individual’s past and recent memory [134]. However, the perception of
food healthiness is a further complex concept and is a crucial determinant in shaping
one’s eating habits [371, 185]. Throughout their adulthood, people prioritize and ne-
gotiate among different beliefs and concepts presented to them by family, society, and
diverse knowledge sources, such as books, scholarly papers, the internet, and health
and fitness influences [423, 414]. And over time, people develop their personal rules
and strategies for assessing food healthiness [164, 185]. Understanding peoples’ per-
spectives and experiences related to healthy eating is essential to design and develop
effective technologies to educate people on healthy eating.

Though people’s decisions on food-items are predominantly visually driven and of-
ten influenced by image features, there has not been adequate research investigating
peoples’ ability to assess the healthiness of food from its image. In this chapter, we de-
signed and conducted a user study to research the tools (knowledge and experience)
individuals possess and invest in an event of visually-driven food decisions to determ-
ine the healthiness of a food-item. The study investigates When observing a food-image,
can people make an informed judgment on the corresponding food item’s healthiness?.

6.2.1 Contributions of This Chapter

• A user study investigating how aware people are about the proportion of

various macro-nutrients within popular food-items?
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6.3 Study Design

We conducted a one-to-one reach-out survey to learn insights regarding our research
question. In the one-to-one reachout survey, participants are to engage with the exper-
imental setup (e.g., interview, questionnaire, and protocols)individually; hence user’s
responses do not get impressed from group experiences. We adopted the question-
naire instead of the interview as our survey method, considering the study aims to
observe and collect data on, in a no-intervention environment, what assumptions people
make about the macro-nutrients contained in a food from its image. We chose an open-ended
question [262] (e.g., how much cholesterol is contained in a medium-sized poached
egg?) base questionnaire as the survey seeks to ascertaining numeric quantities [262]
regarding our research question. Behavioral sciences experts suggest when numeric
quantities are expected as answers, open questions provide more reliable and valid
measurements over closed ones [184, 411]. In studies seeking to analyze the survey
population’s performance and/or opinion regarding any factor, questionnaires with
closed questions, accompanied by closed quantity categories [262] as options, can convey
information that may bias respondents’ answers and induce errors in the collected data
[348]. However, in similar studies, the open-ended questionnaire allows the researcher
to gain insight into all the opinions on a topic they are not familiar with.

1. What is the name or names of the food in the image above?

2. What are the ingredients contained in this food?

3. How many calories are contained in this serving ?

4. How much fat in grams is contained in this serving ?

5. How much carbs in grams is contained in this serving ?

6. How much protein in grams is contained in this serving ?

7. How much salt in grams is contained in this serving ?

8. How much cholesterol is contained in this serving ?

Table 6.1: A sample questionnaire.
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6.3.1 The Questionnaire

As shown in table 6.1, the questionnaire consisted of open-ended questions regarding
the top macro-nutrients in the WHO Nutrient Intake Goal Table [57], such as • calorie
• fat • carbohydrate • protein • salt and • cholesterol.Investigating both our food cor-
pora AllRecipe [3.4.1] and FoodDotCom [3.4.2], we discover the top 10 most popular
breakfast, lunch, dinner, side, dessert, and drink food-items.To mitigate the possibil-
ity of fatigue effect on later items in the questionnaire, we decided on a smaller set of
food-items, including two breakfasts, three lunch, two dinner, two sides, two desserts,
and two drinks, as shown in table 6.2. The final questionnaire consisted of questioned
regarding 13 commonly consumed food-items.

We designed the questionnaire to display participants a food-image followed by a list
of open-ended questions, as shown in the sample in table 6.1. Each picture projected
the approximate portion-size of the food. Most of the food-items were cooked or pro-
cessed; hence, the ingredients in the food were only partially visible. The questionnaire
did not provide any information regarding ingredients or any other contents in a food
item. Also, no markers referring to the portion-size and no guideline of the macro-
nutrients units were provided. We implemented a paper/print-medium based ques-
tionnaire and distributed among our participants. Participants were supplied with an
information sheet describing the course of action during the survey. The information
sheet also included a brief description of the purpose of the study and the importance of
the corresponding research.

We conducted an un-supervised survey. No intervention was introduced during the
survey period, and responses were not timed. The survey was completely anonymous.
No personal information, such as names, email, affiliation, age, and gender, which can
be used to identify an individual, was collected or recorded.

6.4 Study Participant

In total, 51 participants took part in our survey. There were two essential criteria every
participant had to satisfy to be eligible for the study. (1) The Individual lives in Dublin
during the survey period, and (2) The individual cooks at-least three times a week. As
the survey took place in Dublin and the questionnaire was implemented in the print
medium, we defined the first criteria to ensure we have access to the individual and
physically deliver and collect the questionnaire. The first criteria also confirmed that
the participant’s responses are not under the impression of certain context-variables,
such as traveling and work-trip. The second criteria were defined to recruit individuals
responsible for their own or family’s food decisions. In total, 68 participants took part
in our survey; only 51 participants provided responses to every field in the question-
naire and were considered our valid participants. For further investigation and data
analysis, we only considered the responses from the valid participants.
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The list of food-items selected for the study

Popular food-items in breakfast

2 Poached Eggs Full Irish Breakfast

Popular food-items in lunch

Beef Burger Standers Sandwich Toasted Panini

Popular food-items dinner

Irish Stew Corned Beef and Cabbage

Popular sides

A Pack of Crisp A Bowl of Chips
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Table 6.2 continued from previous page

The list of food-items selected for the study

Popular desserts

Three Scoops of Chocolate Ice-cream Apple Pie

Popular drinks

A Pint of Gunnies A Large Cup of Coffee with Milk

Table 6.2: Food-images used in the user study.

6.5 Results

The population responses demonstrated a poor performance regarding making as-
sumptions on nutritional properties in commonly consumed food from its images.
The population assumptions on each macro-nutrient’s quantity in each food-item are
widely spread, resulting in very high Stander Deviation (STD) [254], as shown in Table
6.3. Such high STD also introduces a high Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE) [254].
Table 6.3 summarizes the STD and the MAPE for the population responses and the
actual values of each macro-nutrient in each food-item. In Table 6.3, the Aggregated
represents the average value of all 51 responses on a certain maco-nutrient in a cer-
tain food-item, the STD represents how widely the responses are spread, and the MAPE
represents how far the population was putting their assumptions and how much relative error
was generated by this. Finally, the cumulative MAPE represents the collective error for
a macro-nutrient over all the 13 food-items.
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Figure 6.1: The distribution of population-responses on the quantity of macro-nutrient
calories, fat, cholesterol, carbs, salt and protein in the food-item two poached eggs.

In table 6.3, the extreme high values in the column cumulative MAPE (such as
226132.99% for cholesterol) demonstrate that people cannot predict a food-item’s
healthiness from their images. For the macro-nutrient salt, the MAPE ranged from
214.29% for Full Irish breakfast to 18500% for pint of Guinness, raising concerns re-
garding people’s knowledge of salt count in various food-items. Furthermore, the
MAPE for nutrient content protein ranged from 5.06% for hamburger to 1831.67% for
Icecream. Such outcomes rings alarm regarding how nutritionally informed are peoples’
food decisions? Figure 6.1 illustrates, for the food-item two poached eggs, how sparsely
the population responses are distributed from the actual value of different macro-
nutrients. We ignored 2% of the outliers in both directions for better visualization
while generating the box and whiskers plots. Figure 6.1 shows that the interquartile,
the numeric range densely populated with responses, is placed far from the true value
for macro-nutrient fat, cholesterol, and salt.
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In comparison to other macro-nutrients, the assumptions on calories were more close
to the true value. For eight out of the thirteen food-items, the MAPE for calories was
<30%. Though the Cumulative MAPE for the macro-nutrient calorie, 23.56%, is relat-
ively low than other macro-nutrients, the MAPE for calories in individual food-items
is wildly varying, ranging from 1.25% for panini to 95.8% for coffee with milk. Figure 6.2
shows that people’s performance on predicting calories was more unsatisfactory for
food-items like coffee, chips, sandwich, and Guinness. It is interesting to observe that,
though most of the assumption for calories for the food item coffee with milk was close
to the true value, few extreme wrong assumptions increased the MAPE to 95.8%. The
polygon graphs in Figure 6.2 illustrate the divergence between population-responses
and the actual number of calories in each of the thirteen food-items. In each graph, in
figure 6.2, the reference line in blue indicates the true value of the number of calories in
the food-item displayed to the survey population. The amber polygons represent the
divergence, from the true value, in both the higher and lower direction.

Among all six nutrient contents, the cholesterol received the highest MAPE. Parti-
cipants reported that they had rarely been exposed to any information regarding the
nutrient property cholesterol and 37% of the participants explicitly recorded that they
do not know what the measuring unit for cholesterol is. The participants also declared that,
for most food-items, they placed a random guess in the field cholesterol, leading to a
cumulative MAPE of 226132.995%.

6.6 Conclusion

The outcome of this study is worrying and urges for attention from FRS and nutri-
tion researchers. The results observed during the user study demonstrates the pos-
sibility that no nutritional information is involved in the food decisions, made over
online platforms. The observed MAPEs regarding calories (e.g., 1.2%, panini 31.62%,
two poached eggs and 95.8%, for coffee with milk) suggest that people have better
knowledge of calories in comparison to other macro-nutrients; however, they are not
accurate. Making wrong decisions regarding calorie intake can imperil diet-plans aim-
ing to address health crises like obesity and underweight. On the other hand, peoples’
poor judgment of nutrients like salt and cholesterol can compromise diet-plans aimed at
maintaining blood pressure and kidney related diseases. The research presented in this
chapter insists on developing IT solutions to provide people with tools to choose nu-
tritionally balanced food. The design and development of audiovisual indications of
food-healthiness and explicit consumption guidelines can be a good step in this dir-
ection. Developing various healthiness scales, following nutritionist’s guidelines, and
attaching these scales to food-items can encourage people to consider healthiness while
making a food decision.
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CHAPTER

SEVEN

Investigating Topic Modelling to
Determine Personalized Portion-Size

Recommendation

The most common (Nutrition aware Food Recommender System) nutri-FRS strategy
is (Daily Calorie Intake) based filtering. DCI-based filtering algorithms retrieve food-
items based on the match between users’ DCI and the number of calories in the food-items.
However such strategy discards any recipe that dose not fits in users DCI range and
prevents user from access those options. In this Chapter we propose a topic-modelling
based personalised portion-size recommender algorithm. Using a wide range of nutri-
tional guideline the portion-predictor calculates the appropriate portion for each recipe
allowing users to enjoy recipes which were previously not recommended to them.

7.1 Introduction

During the literature review, in chapter 2, we discovered that introducing health-bias
in the recommendation process is the core of any nutri-FRS strategy. Between two recipes
with the same prediction scores, health bias favors the healthier one. For comput-
ing user-to-recipe preference scores, Mouzhi et al. [199] considered the health prop-
erties (e.g., macro-nutrients, minerals, and association to diseases or cures) of a re-
cipe along with the ingredients within the recipe. They assigned greater weights on
health properties, which ultimately yielded a higher preference score for healthier re-
cipes. Tsuguya Ueta et al. in [402] identified the macro-nutrients and minerals that
best satisfy user’s health requirements and computed the recommendations only con-
sidering those. While being very promising and effective, both approaches worked
with few fundamental-health-conditions and limited recipes corpus. Jong-Hun Kim et al.
in [253] developed a calorie-to-diet table. The table stored calorie ranges and corres-
ponding age, height, and weight as cases. Under each calorie range, the table stored
a set of diet-plans recommended by nutritionists. When a new user arrives, their re-
commender retrieves similar cases from the table. Depending on the calorie range
the user falls into, their recommender suggests a diet-plan. While very interesting
their approach worked with an even smaller numbers of recipes. DCI-based filtering
algorithms performs better in this regards and has been adopted by many signific-
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ant works including [154, 253, 134, 154, 253, 134]. Peoples’ DCI is calculated using
their (Basal Metabolic Rate) BMR, then the nutri-FRS filters recipes based on this DCI.
Harris-Benedict equations [9] has been the most popular BMR calculation strategy and
adopted by many, including [180, 154, 422, 389, 212, 427, 382]. Yu-Liang Chi et al. in
[154], proposed a semantic-rule based approach, where they employed semantic rules
to determine users’ DCI from their BMR and physical activity level. Jean-Christophe
Buisson et al. in [134] employed heuristic search algorithm to find replacements of
member-recipes within the meal-plan, to force the meal-plan’s total calorie to be the
same as the predicted DCI. While BMR and DCI based filtering has seen the most
attention in the nutri-FRS domain, the degree of personalization achieved by these ap-
proaches is relatively deficient. Such nutri-FRS try to fit the recipes, meal-plans, or
diet-plans within users’ DCI while compromising users’ content and context prefer-
ences. Which can make users frustrated, and consequently, can reduce the acceptance
rate of recommendations.

Guiding users with the appropriate portion-size for recipes to maintain healthy calorie
intake can be a better solution. In this section, we propose a health-aware personal-
ized portion-size recommender. Here, we investigated EnsTP to predict the food-type
(e.g., main-course, snack, side and drink) of a recipe. And based on the food-type
and the user’s health factors (e.g., gender, weight, physical activity and obesity index)
the portion-size predictor determines the quantity of any recipe that is healthy for the
user. We incorporated a wide range of internationally accepted nutritional guidelines
including (National Health Service United Kingdom) NHS-UK one-you-eat-well Meal
Over The Day guideline [12], (World Health Organization) WHO adult body mass in-
dex risk factor classes [18], (National Collaborative on Childhood Obesity Research)
NCCOR quantification of the effect of energy imbalance on body-weight [13], WHO
Technical Report Series 724 [20], (Food and Agriculture Organization) FAO energy
requirement guideline [63], Report of a Joint FAO/WHO/UNU Expert Consultation,
1991 [11] and (National Research Council United States) NRC-US recommended diet-
ary allowances guideline [166]. Unlike existing approaches, our proposed portion-size
recommender checks for obesity and underweight risks and adopts the recommenda-
tion accordingly. We have applied the algorithm in real user-protocols during our later
works.

7.2 Problem Definition

The problem of personalized portion-size recommendation consists of two main chal-
lenges

1. Determining (Daily Recommended Calorie Intake) DRCI that is healthy for an

individual.

2. Identifying how this DRCI should be distributed among the Meals Over the

Day.

The strategy to calculate DRCI accurately is the basis for our personalized portion-size
recommendation. Along with an in-depth understanding of human calorie needs and
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expenditures, the DRCI calculation also requires knowledge of how different biological
and lifestyle variables contribute to those needs and expenditures. To ensure a high
standard of health-aware FR, we adopted a rigorous approach to predict the user’s
DRCI, which aims to guide users towards achieving and maintaining a healthier Body
Mass Index (BMI). In the following section, we propose a systematic approach to cal-
culate a health-aware DRCI based on an individual’s various health variables, such as
height, weight, age, gender, obesity-index, and level of physical activity.

The more challenging problem in recommending portion-size is, identifying the ap-
propriate quantity/portion of each recipe, in a massive recipe corpus, for each user. As
a standard practice of food consumption, depending on the varying type of the food-
item, such as main-course, snacks, sides, fruits, and drinks, people eat varying portions
[375, 414]. Hence, while recommending portion-size, to determine the correct quantity,
we first need to identify the food-type of the food-item in the recipe. Although over the
online platforms, recipes often contain annotations on the dish-type (e.g., soup, pasta,
and risotto), the dish-type information do not necessarily identify the food-type of a
recipe. To predict the food-type of a recipe, we investigated EnsTM based food-type
identification approach.

7.2.1 Contributions of This Chapter

• A topic modeling based health-aware personalized portion-size prediction

algorithm.

7.2.2 Calculating User’s Health-aware DRCI

The strategy to calculate DRCI accurately is the basis for our personalized portion-size
recommendation. Along with an in-depth understanding of human calorie needs and
expenditures, the DRCI calculation also requires knowledge of how different biological
and lifestyle variables contribute to those needs and expenditures. Our DRCI prediction
algorithm consists of 6 distinct steps.

• Step 1 Calculate users’ BMR from their height, weight, gender, and age.

• Step 2 Calculate users’ Daily Calorie Intake (DCI) based on how active they are in everyday
life?

• Step 3 Calculate user BMI.

• Step 4 Compering the user’s BMI and WHO-BMI risk factor [68, 18] identify if the user needs
adjustment on their DCI?

• Step5 If step 4 is true, identify the energy/calorie adjustment required within user’s DCI to
obtain a healthier Life.

• Step 6 Using step 2,4 and 5 calculate users health-aware DRCI.
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Following is a brief description of each step of the DRCI prediction algorithm.

Step 1 The BMR is the minimum energy or calorie expended by an individual each
day to comprehend the physical activity of independent living. The state-of-the-art
of BMR calculation is the novel Harris-Benedict equation [9]. However, to achieve a
higher degree of personalization in BMR calculation, we adopted a set of equations
proposed FAO ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF ADULTS [5]. The equations calculate
BMR using the age, weight, height, and gender coefficients proposed by WHO in tech-
nical report Series 724, 1985 [20]. The coefficients make the calculation fine-tuned to
corresponding age, weight, and gender groups. Table 7.1 organizes the equations un-
der gender and age categories.

Age range
(years)

Equation for BMR (cal) calculation
w1 ×W 2 + h3 ×H4 + a5

Male
10 -18 16.6×W + 77×H + 572

18-30 15.4×W − 27×H + 717

30-60 11.3×W + 16×H + 901

>60 8.8×W + 112×H − 1071

Female
10-18 7.4×W + 482×H + 217

18-30 13.3×W + 334×H + 35

30-60 8.7×W − 25×H + 865

>60 9.2×W + 637×H − 302

Table 7.1: List of BMR equations proposed by WHO Technical Report Series 724 [20].

Step 2 BMR only estimates the number of calories required to execute only the activ-
ities corresponding to independents living. The actual amount of energy exhausted by
one is defined by their level of physical activity per day [3]. We calculated a user ua’s
DCI, DCIua , using their BMR, BMRua , as shown in equation 7.1.

DCIua = BMRua × PhysicalActivityFactor (7.1)

The PhysicalActivityFactor is the activity coefficient that determines the final quant-
ity of calories essential for ua to consume everyday for maintaining the level of activity
involved in their everyday life. Unlike much significant health-aware FRS, we intend
to address the difference in energy requirement for a similar level of physical activ-
ity by individuals from different genders. Hence, we adopted the activity-coefficients
[166] proposed by the NRC-US, summarized in table 7.2.

Step 3 To guide users in healthier decision-making on calorie consumption, it is
essential to learn whether a user is currently suffering from obesity and underweight risk or

1WHO weight coefficient
2user’s weight
3WHO height coefficient
4user’s height
5WHO age coefficient
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not. To determine obesity status, we considered BMI, also known as Quetelet Index, a
WHO-defined measure for indicating nutritional status in adults [18]. We calculated
the user’s BMI using WHO-BMI equation [66].

Level of Activity Activity Coefficient

Sedentary

A sedentary lifestyle includes only the physical activity required for independent liv-
ing.

Male 1.3

Female 1.3

Moderately Active

Along with independent living activities, a moderately active lifestyle includes phys-
ical activities equivalent to walking approximately 1.5 to 3 miles per day at a speed of
3 to 4 miles per hour.

Male 1.7

Female 1.6

Very Active

A lifestyle that includes independent living activities and intense sports or exercises,
6-7 days per week.

Male 2.1

Female 2.9

Intensely Active

Along with independent living activities and intense daily exercises, the Intensely
Active lifestyle includes a profession involving physical labor or two days per week,
day-long, high-intensity sports, such as training, marathon, and triathlon.

Male 2.4

Female 2.2

Table 7.2: Factors for estimating daily energy allowances for various levels of physical-
activity. [166].

Step 4 Using the user’s BMI and the WHO Adult BMI Risk Factor Matrix [18],
we predicted their WHO BMI Risk class [18]. The risk classes inform whether or not
the user is susceptible to obesity and other comorbidities. Table 7.3 summarizes the
WHO defined BMI range for different risk classes, such as • Underweight, • Normal
Weight, • Overweight and • Obese. For users outside the risk class Normal Weight,
Sept 4 recommends an energy adjustment on the user’s previously calculated DCI.

Classification BMI (kg/m2 ) Risk of Comorbidities

Underweight <18.5 Low Risk (risk of other clinical problems)

Normal Weight 18.5-24.9 Risk Free

Overweight (pre-obese) 25.0-29.9 Mildly Increased Risk

Obese ≥ 30.0 Rink Range

Class III 30.0-34.9 Moderate

Class III 35.0-39.9 Severe

Class III ≥40.0 Very Severe

Table 7.3: WHO adult BMI risk factor classes [18].

Step 5 The general rule of thumb for energy adjustment for healthier calorie intake
has been, adding or subtracting 2MJ or 500cals from the DCI for individuals in Under-
weight and Overweight classes, respectively. Though this approach has been popular
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in nutri-FRS research [241, 389, 212], the generic 500cal change is not efficient in help-
ing individuals from all three obese classes. According to health experts, to observe
any significant change in BMI, an adult with a BMI of > 35 needs at least a change of
> 500cal in their calorie consumption per day. To calculate the required adjustment on
a user’s DCI, we adopted the 10 cal per pound per day [13] energy adjustment strategy
proposed by NCCOR.

EAdj
ua

= W p
ua
× 10 (7.2)

Following the NCCOR guideline, equation 7.2 calculates the quantity of energy adjust-
ment EAdj

ua
for user ua using W p

ua
. Here, W p

ua
is ua’s weight in pounds (lbs). This robust

energy adjustment strategy made it feasible to design and develop technology to assist
users from any underweight or obesity class.

Step 6 Finally, users’ health aware DCI, DCIh, is calculated from the DCI determ-
ined in Step 2 and the energy adjustment determined in Step 5. For a user ua, equation
7.3 calculates DCIh. Here, DCIhua

is ua’s DCIh, DCIua is ua’s DCI, and EAdj
ua

is ua’s
energy adjustment.

DCIhua
= DCIua ± EAdj

ua
(7.3)

For underweight users, EAdj
ua

is added to, and for overweight and obese users, EAdj
ua

is
taken from their DCI. This personalized and health-aware calorie intake recommenda-
tion, DCIhua

, is our proposed DRCI. The DRCI calculation approach aims to guide users
towards achieving and maintaining a healthier BMI.

7.3 EnsTM based Food-Type Identification

The more challenging problem in recommending portion-size is identifying the appro-
priate quantity/portion of each recipe, in a massive recipe corpus, for each user. As a standard
practice of food consumption, depending on the varying type of the food-item, such as
main-course, snacks, sides, fruits, and drinks, people eat varying portions [375, 414].
Hence, while recommending portion-size, to determine the correct quantity, we first
need to identify the food-type of the food-item in the recipe. Although over the on-
line platforms, recipes often contain annotations on the dish-type (e.g., soup, pasta,
and risotto), the dish-type information do not necessarily identify the food-type of a
recipe. To predict the food-type of a recipe, we investigated EnsTM based food-type
identification approach.

For identifying food-type we extended our EnsTM based food-topic identification
approach, proposed in [250]. We adopted the 30 food-topics { topic label, topic
descriptors} and the recipe-to-topic association matrix discovered in [250]. The topic
descriptor is a set of 15 most significant food-features within a food-topic [250]. Al-
though the food-topics represent the theme or the concept of corresponding food-
items, they do not explicitly identify the food-type. However, the knowledge of the
food theme can guide towards food-type identification.
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Topic Descriptor Food-type Topic Descriptor Food-type

Topic 1 Quick and Easy Snack snack Topic 16 Spicy and Umami curry meal

Topic 2 Easy Fish Mains meal Topic 17 Smoothies drink

Topic 3 Rice Dishes side Topic 18 Turkey Mains meal

Topic 4 Tropical Juice and Desserts drink Topic 19 Citrus based Food-preserves,
Drinks and Mains

meal

Topic 5 Beef based Mains meal Topic 20 Holiday pies snack

Topic 6 Vegetable Dishes meal Topic 21 Pork Mains meal

Topic 7 Seafood Mains meal Topic 22 Cheesy Dishes side

Topic 8 Chicken Mains meal Topic 23 Pasta Mains meal

Topic 9 Health Conscious side Topic 24 Soups and Stews side

Topic 10 Quick and Easy bread breakfast Topic 25 Floret Star-fries and Salads side

Topic 11 Banana based Desserts and Drinks breakfast Topic 26 Chinese Desserts snack

Topic 12 Sweet Desserts for Holidays snack Topic 27 Quiches meal

Topic 13 Pies and Tarts snack Topic 28 Corn based Mexican side

Topic 14 Savory Greek Mains meal Topic 29 Turkey Mains meal

Topic 15 Potato based Small Bites side Topic 30 Roman meal

Table 7.4: Food-type label for each topic.

We classified the 30 topics into five food-types, determined by NHS-UK [12]. While
determining the food-type or category of a food-topic, we considered both the topic
label and the topic descriptor. Table 7.4 shows the food-type assigned on each topic. The
term meal is an umbrella-term for food-types lunch, dinner, and main course. The
food-type side includes food those are usually consumed alongside foods of food-type
meal. And the food-type snack includes finger-foods, small-bites, fruits and vegetables,
and other nibbles. We initially nominated both food-type side and snack for the food
category breakfast. However, once identified as a side or snack, food-items are checked
against a breakfast vocabulary dictionary to separate breakfast food-items from other sides
and snacks. Finally, the type drinks include juice, tea, coffee, smoothie, protein shake,
and other liquid desserts. Our five significant food-types are listed below.

meala) sideb) snackc) drinkd) breakfaste)

For predicting the food-type of each recipe in a corpus, we use the recipe-to-topic as-
sociation matrix that gives the association score, AS, for each {recipe, topic} pair [250].
The score states how strongly a topic describes a recipe. However, each recipe can have
an association to multiple topics and consequently multiple food-types. To address this
issue and determine which food-type is the most dominant for each recipe, we defined
the food-type prediction approach. Our approach calculates the food-type of a recipe
from the food-type labels of the top 7 topics that have the highest AS with the current
recipe. The number of topics used in the prediction process, t=7, is defined as 6 ( 20%
of the total 30 topics) + 1( for dealing with ties).

We estimate the possibility of a recipe being a food-type FoodTypex as the food-type
sore, S(FoodTypex). The food-type sore S(FoodTypex) for food-type FoodTypex in a
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T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 . . . . . T28 T29 T30

R1 0.79 0 0.4 0.091 0.312 0.76 0.231 0.2 . . . . . 0 0 0.031

R2 0.009 0.341 0.604 0.105 0.354 0.003 0.4 0.281 . . . . . 0.108 0.201 0.109

R3 0.001 0.03 0 0 0.702 0 0.751 0.310 . . . . . 0.5 .001 .001

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

R92248 0 0.001 0.304 0.138 0.5 0 0.001 0.054 . . . . . 0.341 0.921 .4

R92249 0.001 0.034 0.004 0.513 0.45 0.8 0.091 0.018 . . . . . 0.109 0.0542 0.001

R92250 0 0 0.001 0.061 0.002 0.719 0.321 0.432 . . . . . 0.31 0.001 0.41

Table 7.5: A pseudo topic-to-recipe matrix.

recipe rt is determined based on the presence or absence of topics corresponding to
FoodTypex. If in a recipe rt one or more topics, in the top 7 topics, are of food-type
FoodTypex, the score S(FoodTypex) is calculated as the cumulative sum of the AS
between rt and the topics corresponding to FoodTypex. For example, in table 7.5, Topic
T2,T3,T5,T7,T8 and T29 are the most dominant topics in recipe R2. The food-type of R2 is
derived from the food-type of these seven topics. Equation 7.4 illustrates the food-type
score estimation approach for rt. Here, T is a topic that is of food-type FoodTypex, m is
the number of topic those are of food-type FoodTypex and AS(T,rt) is the AS between T
and rt. The food-type with the highest score is predicted as the food-type for rt.

S(FoodTypex) =
m∑
i=0

AS(T,rt) [m = 0, 1, 2, .., 7] (7.4)

7.4 Estimating Personalized Portion-size

The next step for predicting personalized portion-size recommendations is estimating
the healthy portion based on the user’s DRCI and the recipes’ food-type. For deciding
how the total calories per day to be distributed over different meals, we extended the portion
guidance proposed by the NHS-UK’s OneYou:EatWell project 6 [12]. Unlike our per-
sonalized DRCI, the OneYou:EatWell gives a generic calorie guideline of 2000 or 2500
calories per day; and the distribution of {400, 600, 600 and 400-to-900} calories over
the meals {breakfast, lunch, dinner and others(snacks and drinks)}, respectively [70]. We
adopted their meal to total calorie ratio and developed a distribution for users’ person-
alized DRCI. Table 7.6 lists our proposed DRCI percentages to be allocated to different
food-types.

User’s health-aware DRCI,DRCIua , is mapped on the DRCI to food-type matrix based
on the food-type of the current recipe cRt. Equation 7.5 estimates the P (cal, ua), the
proportion of DRCI the user ua should be consuming from the recipe cRt.

6NHS-UK governs the OneYou:EatWell, providing information to mess population on physical activ-
ity and healthy food consumption to address the obesity crisis in the UK.
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P
(
cal, ua

)
= DRCIua ×

%(FoodTypex, cRt)

100
(7.5)

We determine how many portions of cRt should be recommended toua, Q
(
cRt

)
, using,

• P(cal,ua), the predicted number of calories to be consumed from the recipe’s food-type.

• Cal(cRt), the number of calories in one portion of cRt.

Equation 7.6 generates the portion-size recommendation.

Q
(
cRt

)
=

P
(
cal, ua

)
Cal(cRt)

(7.6)

3 meals a day 2 meals a day

Food-type
% (approximate

percentage of calorie)
Food-type

% (approximate
percentage of calorie)

breakfast 20

lunch 30

dinner 30

meal 1 35-40

meal 2 40-45

drinks7 5-10 drinks 7 10-15

snack 10 snack 10

side 10-15 side 10-15

Table 7.6: Calorie distribution over different meal and snacks during the day.

7.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a robust personalized portion-size recommendation ap-
proach. Our portion-size recommender allows users to access recipes that do not fit
within their DCI and usually are filtered out by generic DCI-based filtering. The
EnsTM based food-type identification combined nutritionist’s guidelines on the calorie
distribution over various meals enabled us to take personalized-healthy-recommendation
to the next level. Advising users on appropriate portions of each food-item can help
them maintain a healthier calorie intake and sustain the healthy practice for the long-term.
We employed the portion-size recommendation to develop health-aware smart-nudges
and evaluated their performances in chapter 8.

7Drinks those contain calories e.g., smoothie, protein shakes,beers
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CHAPTER

EIGHT

Investigating Health Aware
Smart-Nudging With Machine

Learning to Promote Healthier Food
Choices

Over the past decade, artificial-intelligence and medical researchers became more in-
vested in researching tools that can guide and help people make healthy and thought-
ful decisions around food and diet. In many typical (Recommender System) RS do-
mains, smart nudges have been proven effective in shaping users’ consumption pat-
terns. In recent years, knowledgeable nudging and incentifying choices started get-
ting attention in the food domain as well. To develop smart nudging for promoting
healthier food choices, we combined Machine Learning and RS technology with food-
healthiness guidelines from recognized health organizations, such as the World Health
Organization, Food Standards Agency, and the National Health Service United King-
dom. In this chapter, we discuss our research on, persuasive visualization for making
users aware of the healthiness of the recommended recipes. Here, we propose three novel
nudging technology, the WHO-BubbleSlider, the FSA-ColorCoading, and the DRCI-
MLCP, that encourage users to choose healthier recipes. We also propose a Topic Mod-
eling based portion-size recommendation algorithm. To evaluate our proposed smart-
nudges, we conducted an online user study with 96 participants and 92250 recipes.
Results showed that, during the food decision-making process, appropriate healthi-
ness cues make users more likely to click, browse, and choose healthier recipes over
less healthy ones.

8.1 Introduction

Healthiness, nutritional balance, and sensible diets collectively contribute to a vast
volume of knowledge, and it is often challenging for people to comprehend this and
make an appropriate judgments for their food choices. Building healthier eating habits
and continuously following a sensible diet plan requires hard work and motivation.
People regularly make conscious decisions outside of their comfort zone. However,
people willing to make these difficult choices and looking to pursue healthier eating
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habits often struggle due to finding a lack of new, exciting and healthy food-ideas. As
(Food Recommender Systems) FRS can be implemented in cross-technology platforms
such as web, mobile, smart-watch, and ubiquitous mediums, they can become the ulti-
mate tool to assist users in identifying healthy recipes and deciding on more nutritious
options. While understanding users’ food preference, subjected to what-when-where,
is already a complex problem, recommending healthy-options aligned within users’
taste and pursuing users to choose healthier options endure an even higher degree of
complexity.

Previous studies discovered evidence of the effectiveness of behavior change interven-
tions at the individual, community, and population levels [171, 131, 83, 412]. Nudging,
a method of behavior change intervention, has proven to be an inexpensive approach
to impact human behaviors positively [74, 132, 171]. It is a type of choice architecture
technique that favors some items among all those competing for users’ attention. In
(Recommender System) RS domain, nudging is incentifying some options to help them
stand out within the recommendation list. Despite the fact that nudging is a new
concept in RS research, researchers have started to investigate gamification and audi-
ovisual incentives for nudging users towards desired behavioral changes [247]. For pro-
moting healthier food-choices, we have designed and developed three novel nudges
• WHO-Bubbleslider: A Bubble Slider Scale based on the (World Health Organiza-
tion) WHO nutrient intake goal [57] • FSA-ColorCoading: A Color Code Scale base
on the (Food Standard Agency) FSA nutrient intake guideline [64] and • DRCI-MLCP:
A machine-learned portion-size recommendation based on the WHO-BMI Risk factor
[18], the (Food and Agriculture Organization) FAO physical activity vector [63] the
(National Collaborative on Childhood Obesity Research) NCCOR calorie adjustment
guideline [13], and the (National Health Service United Kingdom) NHS-UK eat-well
guideline [12].

All three nudges are carefully designed following nutrient-intake guidelines proposed
by leading health organizations [66, 75, 58, 63, 61, 64, 20, 13]. Each of the nudging
techniques consists of assessing recipe healthiness and conveying the information pro-
duced from the assessment to the user. We developed nutri-visualization contents
(web-contents composed of text and graphics) to visualize the healthiness informa-
tion. To evaluate our proposed nudging techniques, we conducted a user study with
96 participants and 92250 recipes, comparing three recommendation scenarios with
each of the three proposed smart nudges and a recommendation scenarios without
nudging. Unlike other popular RS domains, (Food Recommendations) FR deals with
recommending items that are highly likely to be consumed physically [102], implying
the prerequisite of personalizing the computation of food healthiness to each user. For
generating personalized recommendations, we applied our best performing F T R re-
commender, a hybrid Feature and Topic based algorithm5. In one of our previous
work, described in chapter 5, F T R has proven to be the best performing person-
alization algorithm regarding prediction accuracy. We used food-feature based open
user-modeling, proposed in chapter 3, for modeling user’ taste profiles. For health
profiles, users reported their age, weight, height, and physical-activity-level. We cre-
ated health profiles using The (Daily Recommended Calorie Intake) DRCI algorithm
proposed in section 7.2.2. Our proposed equation takes into account various malnutri-
tion and obesity guidelines proposed by leading health organizations [66, 75, 58, 63].
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This enabled us to personalize the proposed nudges to users’ health requirements. The
personalized and health-aware characteristics make our proposed nudging strategies
smart-nudges. A demo of our proposed smart-nudges can be found at the YouTube
link [73].

Few previously existing FRS works, including Gary Sacks et al.’s work in [339], Simon
Howard et al. in [230] and Christoph Trattner et al. [396, 393], have evaluated large-
scale recipe copra using FSA [62] and WHO [57] nutritional guidelines. These works
have only proposed mechanism to asses recipe healthiness. However, not many of
these works produced nudging technologies to communicate the healthiness inform-
ation to users and attract their attention to healthier recipes. Alain Starke et al. in
[378] have investigates goal centric personalised health aware recommendation. In
this chapter, we propose visual nudging contents that not only aims to inform people
of a recipe’s healthiness but also to encourage users to choose the healthier option.
The user study assessed the nudging contents for understandability and persuasiveness.
Each nudging strategy is evaluated on its ability to attract users’ attention to healthier
recipes and successfully makes users choose healthier options. The results showed nutri-
visualization techniques help healthy recipes attract users’ attention over other op-
tions. We observed significant bias towards healthier recipes in users’ browsing-time
under the recommendation scenarios incorporating smart-nudging. Users reported
that the nutri-visualization contents made it easier to find healthier recipes.

8.2 Problem Definition

Food being directly connected to our physical and physiological health [121] make
health and nutrition both active and passive constraints for FRS research [390, 292].
Our perception of healthy food is developed from past life experiences and common
practices within one’s family, society, and ethnic and cultural groups [414, 121, 185].
Over time, scientific assessment and disclosure of food healthiness have experienced
evolutionary change. However, they often fail to overwrite traditional healthy eating
knowledge and sound advice [414, 121, 334]. Traditional knowledge on healthy eating
is acquired over many generations [333] and often consists of healthy eating beliefs
[414] and sound advice vectors [414]. A sound-advice-vector is a ladder of assumptions
regarding various food-items and different ways of consuming the food-items. Many
healthy eating beliefs, originated among families and cultural groups, have sustained
over multiple generations and climbed to the top of sound advice vector [414]. These
inherited beliefs on food-characteristics and eating styles become the principal source
of one’s perception of food healthiness [121, 224, 224]. Nutrition and Food Healthiness
Aware FRS (nutri-FRS) can help people take advantage of scientific advice on nutritious
food-items and adapt their healthy eating beliefs to the more recent discoveries in the
health and nutrition domain.

While previous research on nutri-FRS have been successful in producing tools to assist
people in finding healthy food, many of the current works are targeted to specific user
groups. For example, diabetic patients [110, 269, 146], patients with (Chronic Kidney
Disease) CKD [154, 91, 148, 413], patients with obesity [242], older adults in care facil-
ities [179, 384, 117, 146], toddlers [307, 128] and adolescents [191, 144]. In most cases,
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such nutri-FRS deal with carefully selected small sets of recipes and often compromise
personalization and diversity to achieve a higher match on calorie range and other nu-
trient criteria. Users are displayed recommendations that are less inclined with their
preference and more constrained by the health requirements, often not backed by any
explanation. The lack of explanation on why a recipe is considered healthy or how healthy
a recipe is can make users feel less in control of their food decisions, contributing to low
user satisfaction and increasing user drop-outs.

In this work, we aim to produce technologies that can guide users to the healthiness of
any recipe while at the same time creating positive bias towards healthier options. In
various (Recommender System) RS domains, smart-nudging techniques have proven
effective in this regard [74, 132, 171]. Smart-nudging is a choice architecture strategy
that includes displaying the recommendation to users followed by information regard-
ing each item to motivate and help the user towards suggested behavior [246, 132, 131].
The main difference between a nudge and an instruction is that the nudge does not for-
bid any options. Instead, nudge provides all options to the user along with thought-
fully designed changes in the environment. These changes anticipate altering the
user’s behavior or action in a predictable pattern. A smart nudge is a recommenda-
tion followed by specific information that can motivate and help the user select the
suggested behavior [246, 132, 131]. In the physical environment, nudging has been
proven effective in incentivising choices and producing a positive impact on peoples’
food decisions [412, 132, 290]. In an extensive literature review [132], Tamara Bucher
et al. found that 88% of the reviewed works achieved changes in participants’ food
choices in the same direction as the corresponding nudge. Such success in physical
environment encouraged a significant number of research works to investigate smart-
nudging in the field of food and lifestyle choices [132, 131, 415, 412].

Gathering knowledge on peoples’ food decision making system and the stimulus
factors that are influential on the system, we proceeded to research nutri-aware visual
nudging-contents to help people negotiate preferences during a food decision. In an
online scenario, a smart-nudge can be an audiovisual content that draws users’ atten-
tion to certain aspects of the recommended items, for example, an explanation of the
recommendation, badges, popularity scores or graphs on market performance. Provid-
ing visual explanations on the healthiness of each item in the RecList, our proposed FRS
strategies allow users to make their own food decisions. Studies have shown that
users gain more trust in the system under such conditions, leading to greater user-
satisfaction and long-term user engagement[93, 120]. Our proposed nutrition-aware
recommendation strategies give more control to users and try to educate them on
healthy eating rather than restricting their options to a confined set of recipes.

8.2.1 Contributions of This Chapter

• Three novel smart-nudging strategies to promote healthier food choices.

• A user study investigating whether personalized recommendations with

smart visual nudges can pursue users to choose healthy recipes over other

options.
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8.3 Dataset

For the work presented in this chapter, we used a subset of the FoodDotCom corpus
consisting of 92,250 recipes. Only those recipes were selected which have a valid image
and values for all eight nutrient contents: protein, carbohydrate, sugar, sodium, total
fat, saturated fat, dietary fibre, and cholesterol.

8.4 Proposed Smart Nudging Strategies

To lift the burden of processing complex and cross-domain nutrition information from
users, the nutri-FRS needs to learn the healthiness of each recipe in its corpus. Fur-
thermore, the nutri-FRS needs mediums that convey this knowledge to users without
requiring much effort from them. In the context of the internet, a recipe is a similar
content to news or articles, which encouraged us to investigate badge, keyword, and
graphical visualization-based persuasion techniques that have seen significant success
in persuasive news recommendation [196, 112, 287]. To convey the health-information
on recipes, we chose two well established persuasive (User Interface) UI contents, • an
obvious-widget [424, 133] • and a badge [156].

An obvious-widget is an UI content that aims to attract users’ attention during Multi-
modal Graphical Interaction (MGI)[170, 282, 309] between the user and an application
(app). MGI is a competitive user-interaction scenario where diverse multi-modal con-
tents strive to win attention, convey information, and receive responses. The typical
structure, location on a web page, and chromaticity of an obvious-widget makes the
widget indeed observed. To ensure maximum exposure of the obvious-widget, we ad-
opted the cognitive theory on visual search in human visual-hemifields (left and right),
proposed by Elena S Gorbunova et al. [204]. According to Elena S Gorbunova et al.,
human brain tend to comprehend the words on the right side of the screen faster than
those on the left. The results are the same across various platforms when graphical
contents accompany texts. Hence, we deployed our obvious-widget on the right-most
side of the screen/webPage. We also decided to adopt the design characteristic fixed
[133, 2] for our obvious-widget. The characteristic fixed prevent a UI content from be-
ing affected, (e.g., clipped, partially or entirely hidden, and opacity reduction) when
user scroll up-down or left-right. Our final design decision on the visual contents, cor-
responding to our nudging strategies, is a rectangular widget, with the characteristics
of obvious and fixed IU contents, to be implemented on the right side of the screen.
This widget will provide users with various healthiness information generated by the
nudging strategies.

The widget displays additional information about each item in RecList, intriguing
users’ health paradigms when searching for recipes and leading them to healthier de-
cisions. However, the widget-based nudging can only be effective if users visit both
healthy and less-healthy options. When the number of items in a RecList is not low
(supposedly ≥ 8), users give greater importance to the top items making them more
likely to be selected [127, 433]. RS researcher needs to design technology to spread
user’s attention over items that are not at the top of the list. We developed a calorie-
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based badge to address this issue and incentify the healthier options RecList. A badge
is an UI content generally used for emphasizing numerical or categorical characterist-
ics of objects it is attached to [156]. Badges are usually numerical or graphical and
have widely been used by popular applications, such as Facebook [31], LinkedIn [16]
and Amazon [55]. Social media applications most commonly use badges to emphasize
aspects including verified profiles, number of clicks, number of purchases, user rank,
and levels in games. For each of the three nudging strategy we designed corresponding
badge to be implemented on the RecList.

In the following section, we describe three novel visual smart-nudges that notify about
the healthiness of a recipe when the user exercises a recipe retrieval action. Each of
the visual nudges is designed to visualize domain-specific information and anticipate
becoming the visual language of food healthiness in the online recommendation envir-
onment.

8.4.1 Daily Recommended Calorie Intake based Machine
Learned Consumption-Portion (DRCI-MLCP)

The choice architecture techniques adopted in DRCI-MLCP smart-nudge aim to
provide users with personalized information on • if a food is suitable for them? and
• if yes, then how much? . The nudge attracts users’ attention to compare their DRCI
and the calorie contained within one portion of the recommended recipe. According
to Public Health England (PHE), making specific information available to the user can
help them make better choices regarding calorie intake [182]. The DRCI-MLCP visual
nudge is designed to guide users for healthy calorie intake.

The design and development of the DRCI-MLCP nudge can be divided into two major
complex problems:

1. Identifying the consumption portion-size, personalized to each user, for

each food-item.

2. Developing a visual nudge that can convey the food-healthiness information

and help users identify healthy recipes.

We determined the healthy portion-size of each recipe for each user using the portion-
size recommended proposed in section 7.4.

8.4.1.1 Designing the Visual Content for DRCI-MLCP Obvious-Widget

To display the suitable portion-size recommendation for each recipe we designed
DRCI-MLCP obvious-widget. The widget consisted of lexical and graphical contents,
as shown in figure 8.1(a). The widget is divided into four vertical sections, each provid-
ing distinct information.

Information Presented in Each of the Four Vertical Sections of DRCI-MLPC Obvious-
Widget.

• Top Notify users of their BMR and health aware DRCI.
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• 2nd from the Top Notify users of the number of calories in one portion of the cur-
rent recipe.

• 3rd from the Top The Portion-size and explanations (optional). The optional explan-
ation consists of explicit message on why the current recipe is not a good fit for the user.

• Bottom A short description of the source of the guidelines adopted in the portion-
size calculation. This section aims at gaining subconscious-trust [306] from user.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a) (e)

Figure 8.1: The DRCI-MLCP Obvious-widget.

As shown in figure 8.1, the recommended portion-size, Q
(
cRt

)
, is displayed at the

widget’s 3rd-from-the-Top section. To help users decide on recipes by providing them
more information regarding the recommendations, we check whether the recipe can
avail the best satisfaction. Assuming users want to consume at least one whole portion of the
recipe, we compare P (cal, ua) and Cal(cRt), as shown in equation 8.1. In the cases of one
portion having greater calories than our predicted P

(
cal, ua

)
, the DRCI-MLCP widget

still recommends the suitable fractional proportion to the user. However, the widget
provides an explanation on why the recipe is not suitable for them and why a portion-size of
less-than-one was recommended. We wrote a (Natural Language Processing) NLP script
that generates explicit instructions on how much of a food-item the user should consume, as
shown in figure 8.4.1 (b), (c), (d) and (e).

Cal(cRt) ≤ P
(
cal, ua

)
(8.1)
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For users who might want to eat larger portions, the DRCI-MLCP widget also sug-
gests searching for similar recipes with fewer calories. Unlike state-of-the-art nutri-FRS
strategies, the recipes, unfit to ua’s DRCI range, are still made available to ua. However,
ua is provided with information on why the recipe is not a best match for ua. The wid-
get also gives additional instructions, for example, “to divide the consumption into
multiple occasions and keep time gaps between consummation event, when multiple
portions are recommended for snacks and drinks”.

8.4.1.2 Designing the Visual Content for DRCI-MLCP Badge

1048 cal per

Figure 8.2: The DRCI-MLCP Badge.

To guide users from the beginning of a recipe search event we developed DRCI-MLCP
based badge, a CalBadge, as shown in figure 8.2. Here, we adopted a numerical badge
[156], notifying users about the number of calories in a single portion of a recommen-
ded recipe. If users have a pre-existing knowledge of their healthy calorie ranges, this
CalBadge will enable them to look out for suitable recipes since the early stage of the
browsing process. For example, if a user is looking for a meal with high-calories (e.g.,
≥ 700cal), they are likely to browse the 1st, 3rd and 7th recipes in the RecList, shown in
figure 8.2. Unlike most nutri-FRS, DRCI-MLCP widget dose not forbid options instead
provides information on why a recipe may or may not be healthy for the user. Leav-
ing the decisions entirely up to the users, the DRCI-MLCP widget encourages users
towards healthier choices. And the DRCI-MLCP badge guide users to recipes that are
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best match for them. It at aims reduce the number of clicks between the initiation of a
recipe search and a healthy recipe being found.

8.4.2 The WHO-HealthScore based nudge: WHO-BubbleSlider

In this nudging technology, we investigate food intake guidelines offered by WHO. In
cooperation with FAO, WHO has issued guidelines on a balanced-diet. The guideline
is described in terms of healthy ranges for various macro-nutrients that should be con-
sidered as intake goals. The list includes unique nutrients (e.g., protein and cholesterol)
and secondary nutrients (e.g., n-6 Polyunsaturated fatty acids). Table 8.1 summar-
izes the WHO intake goals for the 15 more significant macro-nutrients. Though the
guidelines on healthy-intake of various macro-nutrients, vitamins, and minerals are
available, people often struggle to comprehend that information and make an aware
judgment during an eating or cooking decision. We aim to develop a numeric healthi-
ness scale, WHO-HealthScore, and corresponding visual contents to help people eval-
uate recipes on the health standers proposed by WHO. For developing the healthi-
ness scale, we consider the seven major macro-nutrients, such as • protein, • carbo-
hydrate, • sugar, • sodium, • total fat, • saturated fat, and • dietary fiber . According
WHO, these seven macro-nutrients are more crucial for nutritional deficiency risks and
chronic non-deficiency diseases [75]. Since for decades cholesterol has been associated
with chronic diseases (e.g. Coronary Artery Disease) [314], we also included choles-
terol along with the seven major macro-nutrients.

Dietary-Factor /Macro-Nutrient
Goal (% Macro-Nutrient unless
otherwise stated)

Total fat 15 - 30%
Saturated Fatty Acids <10%
Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids 6 - 10%
n-6 Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids 5 - 8%
n-3 Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids 1 - 2%
Trans fatty acids <1%
Monounsaturated Fatty Acids
(Saturated fatty acids + Polyunsatur-
ated fatty acids + Trans fatty acids)

<50%

Total Carbohydrate
(The percentage of total energy available
after taking into account energy con-
sumed as protein and fat. Hence the
wide range.)

55 - 75%

Sugar ( including Monosaccharides and
Disaccharides)

<10%

Protein 10 - 15%
Cholesterol <300 mg per day
Sodium Chloride (sodium) <5g per day (<2 g per day)
Fruits and Vegetables ≥400 g per day
Total Dietary Fibres >25g
Non-starch Polysaccharides >3%

Table 8.1: WHO nutrient intake goals for proportion of macro nutrient in a 100gm of
food [57].
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Our novel WHO-HealthScore based nudge aims to help users evaluate their options on
WHO defined health standers. The design and development of the WHO-HealthScore
based nudge is divided into two significant problems.

1. Investigating approaches to define a standardized scale for

recipe-healthiness based on the WHO proposed guidelines.

2. Developing visual contents that help users understand the information

given to them and consequently identify a healthy recipe.

8.4.2.1 Investigating approaches to define a standardized scale to assess the
healthiness of recipes based on WHO proposed guideline

To convert the WHO-defined intake ranges into a continuous numeric scale, we adop-
ted a variation of one-hot coding, a similar approach investigated by Simon Howard
et al. in [230]. As shown in figure 8.3, in an array of eight bins, each macro-nutrient is
assigned a bin with one bit set to zero. If the corresponding nutrient’s proportion in a
recipe falls within the WHO healthy range, the digit is set to one. Each recipe is com-
pared against WHO healthy range for all eight macro-nutrients. Finally, the healthiness
of the recipe is determined by the sum of all eight bins. For a recipe, the possible range
for the sum of these eight bins is 0 ( no nutrient goals are fulfilled) to 8 (all nutrient
goals are fulfilled). This 0-to-8 is our WHO guideline based food healthiness scale, the
WHO-HealthScale. The healthiness score of a recipe on the WHO-HealthScale is their
WHO-HealthScore.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Protein Carbohydrate Sugar Sodium Total fat Saturated fat Dietary fiber Cholesterol

Figure 8.3: The eight macro-nutrient bins for each recipe.

To inform the user about the WHO-HealthScore of each item in the RecList, we de-
veloped an obvious-widget. For guiding users’ attention towards healthier recipes, we
designed and implemented the WHO-HealthScore badge on the RecList.

8.4.2.2 Designing the Visual Content for the WHO-HealthScore based Obvious-
widget: the WHO-BubbleSlider Obvious-widget

To transform this WHO-HealthScore into a visual nudge, we designed a graphical
nudging content, a WHO-BubbleSlider, as shown in figure 8.4. The nudging strategy
is a vertical scale accompanied by a bubble notifying a recipe’s position on the scale.
Such scales are called bubble-slider-scale. The core of this nudging content is the ver-
tical scale, with 0, at the bottom representing very unhealthy recipes, and 8, at the top
representing very healthy recipes. The 0-8 range corresponds to WHO-HealthScale.
Within this WHO-BubbleSlider, a gray bubble is dynamically placed along the vertical
scale at the position of the WHO-HealthScore of a corresponding recipe. The gray
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bubble is designed along the vertical scale to draw users’ attention and explicitly in-
form the corresponding recipe’s healthiness.

Along with the numeric declaration of the healthiness of a recipe, the BubbleSlider
nudge strives to encourage a visual understanding of the recipe-healthiness guidance.
For example, the higher the bubble is on the scale, the healthier a recipe. When brows-
ing from one recipe to another, the change in the vertical position of the bubble gives a
visual impression similar to sliding [2]. Which gives the additional advantage of visual
comparison of healthiness of two consecutive recipes in a user’s browsing flow.

Figure 8.4: The WHO-BubbleSlider Obvious-widget

In this nudging strategy, to convey the recipe-healthiness information we implemented
the WHO-BubbleSlider nudge as a fixed and obvious widget at the rightmost corner of
the screen. The WHO-BubbleSlider obvious-widget consists of three vertical sections,
separated by horizontal-lines and varying backgrounds.

Information Presented in Each of the three Vertical Sections of WHO-BubbleSlider Widget.

• Top A short note on the WHO-BubbleSlider scale to help first-time users understand the
scale. (Long-term users are more likely to develop knowledge on different attributes of any smart application.)

• 2nd from Top The WHO-BubbleSlider scale to visualize the healthiness of the correspond-
ing recipe.

• Bottom A short description of the source of the healthiness calculation guidelines. This
section aims at gaining subconscious-trust [306] from user.
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8.4.2.3 WHO-HealthScore Badge

We also developed a numeric badge, WHO-HealthBadge, to attract users’ attention
towards healthier options within the RecLlist. The WHO-HealthBadges, attached to
each item in the RecList, displays the WHO-HealthScore of the corresponding recipe,
as shown in figure 8.5. The aim is to warn users about the healthiness of the recipe and
assist them from the beginning of the recommendation process.

Figure 8.5: The WHO-HealthBadge

8.4.3 The FSA-HealthScore based Nudge: FSA-ColorCoding

For the third and final nudging technology, the FSA-ColorCoding, we followed the
FSA guidelines on nutritional balance in healthy food [64]. The FSA nutritional bal-
ance guideline corresponds to a relatively smaller number of macro-nutrients, such as
• sugar, • sodium, • total fat, and • saturated fat [64]. In this work, we refer to the set of
these four macro-nutrients as FSA-4. For each macro-nutrient in FSA-4, FSA proposed
three different healthiness ranges, such as healthy: LOW, moderate: MEDIUM, and
unhealthy: HIGH, as shown in table 8.2. For example, according to FSA guidelines,
as shown in table 8.2, a recipe rt with a total fat of ≤ 3% is a healthy recipe concern-
ing only total fat. The FSA guideline also determined a traffic light food labeling scale
for their healthiness ranges, such as green (healthy), amber (moderate), and red (un-
healthy) [62, 64]. According to the FSA guideline, the recipe rt is a green recipe with
respect to total fat. While the color-based explanation is much easier to comprehend
and is used worldwide on food-packaging, it is still challenging for many to evaluate
recipes explicitly for each macro-nutrient in FSA-4 and make a healthy judgment.

To determine a standardized healthiness assessment inspired by the FSA guideline and
inform users of the overall healthiness of recipes, we developed FSA-ColorCoding.
The FSA-ColorCoding informs the overall healthiness of a recipe based on all four
macro-nutrients in FSA-4. We designed the nudging content for FSA-ColorCoding
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in the form of a colored disk. The design and development of the FSA-ColorCoding
nudge can be divided in two major problems:

1. Investigating approaches to define a standardized scale for

recipe-healthiness based on the FSA proposed guidelines.

2. Developing visual contents that help users understand the information

given to them and consequently identify a healthy recipe.

8.4.3.1 Investigating approaches to define a standardized scale to assess the
healthiness of recipes based on the FSA proposed guidelines

The FSA-HealthScore

The FSA proposed three ranges (e.g., green, amber and red) for the FSA-4, success-
fully cover all the recipes in our corpus. However, a bulk proportion of recipes falls
in the FSA-defined red range for one or more macro-nutrients, making a significantly
large number of recipes unhealthy. This issue raised the possibility of having many red
recipes in the RecList Which cam make users feel lacking of options. Nudging techno-
logy does not restrict less healthy recipes; instead displays a notification on the lack of
health in the recipe and leaves the decision up to users. However, as red is the least
healthy range, showing many red recipes to users can cause depletion of their trust
in the FRS. To differentiate between the unhealthy and very-unhealthy recipes and po-
tentially find a least-healthy range much farther from the medium-range, we split the
FSA-defined range red into two. The splitting generated two new customized ranges,
such as High: unhealthy and VERY-HIGH: very-unhealthy. Further classifying FSA red
range, can give users a better chance of differentiating between comparatively health-
ier recipes. We assigned the color red to the new unhealthy and the color brown to new
very-unhealthy ranges. The span for the FSA-defined ranges green and amber remains
unchanged.

Macro-Nutrient LOW MEDIUM HIGH

Green Amber Red

Total Fat ≤ 3 % >3 % to ≤ 17.5 % >17.5 %

Saturated Fat ≤ 1.5 % >1.5 % to ≤ 5.0 % >5.0 %

(Total) Sugars ≤ 5.0 % >5.0 % to ≤ 22.5 % >22.5 %

Salt ≤ 0.3 % >0.3 % to ≤ 1.5 % >1.5%

Table 8.2: FSA guidelines on proportion of FSA-4 macro-nutrients in 100gm of food [64].

We identified the span for the 4th range brown using equation 8.2. In equation 8.2, for
a macro-nutrient mci, HIGHFSA(mci) is the minimum value for the FSA defined least-
healthy range {high:unhealthy} and V eryHIGHopt(mci) is the minimum value for the
new least-healthy range {very high: very unhealthy}).

V eryHIGHopt(mci) = HIGHFSA(mci)× 1.5 (8.2)
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Macro-Nutrient LOW MEDIUM HIGH VERY HIGH

Green Amber Red Brown

Total Fat ≤ 3 % >3 % to ≤ 17.5 % >17.5 % to ≤ 26.25 % >26.25 %

Saturated Fat ≤ 1.5 % >1.5 % to ≤ 5.0 % >5.0 % to ≤ 7.5 % >7.5 %

(Total) Sugars ≤ 5.0 % >5.0 % to ≤ 22.5 % >22.5 % to ≤ 33.75 % >33.75 %

Salt ≤ 0.3 % >0.3 % to ≤ 1.5 % >1.5 % to ≤ 2.25 % >2.25 %

Table 8.3: The proposed optimization on nutrient-level classes.

Table 8.3 summarizes the new four healthiness ranges, such as green, amber, red and
brown, for the FSA-4. To convert the FSA-inspired macro-nutrient guidelines ( health-
iness ranges) into a standardized scale, we adopted Gary Sacks et al.’s work in [339].
We assigned an integer value to each range, such as healthy=1, medium-healthy=2,
unhealthy=3, and very-unhealthy=4. The sum of each macro-nutrient’s numeric score
accumulates in a final range of 4 (very healthy recipe) to 16 (very unhealthy recipe).
This 4-to-16 is our proposed FSA-HealthScale. Each recipe is checked against table
8.3, and scores are assigned based on the quantity of each of FSA-4 macro-nutrients. A
macro-nutrient mci’s score for a recipe rt is determined based on the range that matches
the quantity of mci in rt. The sum of the scores for each macro-nutrient in FSA-4 is the
FSA-HealthScore of rt. Table 3.5 shows the spread of the our dataset over the FSA-
HealthScore.

The FSA guideline also suggests the healthy range for daily intake of dietary fiber. As
part of our FSA-HealthScore, we generated a separate boolean scale for dietary fiber,
the fibreScore. If the quantity of dietary fiber in a recipe satisfies the FSA healthy-range,
the fibreScore is 1 and 0 otherwise.

The FSA-ColorCode

We divided the numeric scale 4-to-16 into four epochs: healthy (4-6), moderately-
healthy (7-9), unhealthy (10-12), and very-unhealthy (13-16). The epochs were carefully
designed to keep our healthy and medium-healthy ranges aligned with the FSA healthy
and moderate ranges; only recipes in the FSA unhealthy-range to be differentiated into
unhealthy and very unhealthy recipes. We assigned a color code to each epoch :

1. Healthy (4-7) = Green

2. Moderately-healthy (8-11) = Amber

3. Unhealthy (12-14) = Red

4. Very-unhealthy (15-16) = Brown

This |Green→ Amber→ Red→ Brown| scale corresponding to the categorical
scale |healthy→medium-healthy→ unhealthy→ very-unhealthy| is our FSA-
ColorScale. The FSA-HealthScore of a recipe determines the color of the recipe on the
FSA-ColorScale. For example, any recipe with an FSA-HealthScore between 8 and 11
is given a FSA-ColorCode of Amber on the FSA-ColorScale. To inform the user about
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the FSA-ColorCode of each item in the RecList, we developed an FSA-ColorCoading
obvious-widget, as shown in figure 8.6 (a) and (b). For guiding users’ attention towards
healthier recipes, we designed and implemented the FSA-ColorBadge, as shown in fig-
ure 8.7 (a) and (b).

To transform the FSA-ColorCode into a visual nudge, we designed a colored disk, the
FSA-disk. As shown in figure 8.6, FSA-disk takes the color of corresponding recipe’s
FSA-ColorCode. To represent the boolean fiberScale, we designed a blue ribbon, fiber-
Ribbon, around the FSA-disk. The ribbon is displayed if the dietary fiber score is 1 and
hidden otherwise. This FSA-disk and the fiberRibbon is the core of FSA-ColorCoding
nudge. The FSA-ColorCoding obvious-widget consists of three vertical sections, sep-
arated by horizontal-lines and varying backgrounds.

Information Presented in Each of the Three Vertical Sections of FSA-ColorCoding Obvious-
widget.

• Top The FSA-disk (a color filled circle) with the dietary fiber ribbon around it.

• 2nd from Top Indications on the meaning of different colors in the ColorCoding scale to
help first-time users understand the scale. ( Long-term users are more likely to develop
knowledge on different attributes of any smart application.)

• Bottom A short description of the source of the healthiness calculation guidelines. This
section aims at gaining subconscious-trust [306] from user.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.6: The FSA-ColorCoding Obvious-widget.
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8.4.3.2 Designing the Visual Content for FSA-ColorCoading Obvious-Widget

This nudging strategy aims to establish a color based recipe-healthiness language that
describes recipes using five colors, e.g., green, amber, red, brown and blue, and help
user make informed judgement.

8.4.3.3 Designing the Visual Content for The FSA-ColorBadge

Christmas treat
Pineapple Coconut Cream Pie

Green Curry with Coconut Cream

Coconut Rice Nigerian Style

Peanuty Apple Toast

Crunchy Chilly Coconut Shrimp

Coconut and Cherry Puree Black-Forest Cake

Coconuty Thai Vegetable Soup

Cheesy Cilantro Broccoli Salad

Salmon Broccoli Bake

Vegetarian Crock Pot Unbeef Stew

Stir Fried Crab with Broccoli and Ginger

Broccoli, Anchovies and Croutons Chili-Salad

Stir Fried Crab with Broccoli and Ginger

Creamy Gumbo Risotto

Tofu Broccoli Encaladillas

(a) (b)

Figure 8.7: The FSA-ColorCoding healthiness badge.

We also developed FSA-ColorBadge, a color badge, to attract users’ attention towards
healthier options within the RecLlist. The FSA-ColorBadge, attached to each recipe
in the RecList, displays the FSA-ColorCode of the corresponding recipe, as shown in
figure 8.7 (a) and (b). The colored or badge-annotated RecList helps users to reach
a suitable recipe in less time. The global association the color green to the concept
goodness [305] creates high incentives for recipes presented with a green badge.

8.5 Evaluation

To analyze the performance of our proposed health-aware nudging techniques, we
conducted an online user study. We developed a full-stack website called CookIT, with
all necessary attributes for evaluating recommendation scenarios under the impres-
sion of our novel nudges. The system takes the user through the experiences of four
recommendation scenarios: one for each of the three health nudging strategies, along
with one baseline scenario. The baseline scenario is a pure recommendation scenario
with no nudging or choice architecture attribute. To encourage users in healthier food
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choices, recommending healthy recipes, which users also like, is essential. Taking this
into account, we evaluated the nudging strategies in combination with a personalized
recipe recommender. We applied our hybrid feature and topic based algorithm F T R.
The user study aims to evaluate whether any of the three smart-nudges effectively mo-
tivate users to choose healthier options by making informed recommendations.

Figure 8.8: The consent form.

8.5.1 The Experimental Setup:

The course of action during the user study is divided into three major sections.

8.5.1.1 Signing Up: User Modeling

The user study requires users to create an account within the system to take part in the
experiment. The process begins with displaying users information-sheets to inform
them on the data collection and storage strategies, and the possible future uses of the
collected data. Following the information sheets, users are requested for consent on
various attributes corresponding to the user study, as shown in figure 8.8. The consent
questions are defined imposing UCD research regulation and data protection policies
[45, 53, 400, 56, 46] and the GDPR [52, 40].

As the proposed smart nudges are personalized to users’ health variables (e.g. age and
obesity risk class), the evaluation requires capturing information regarding these vari-
ables. We implemented an interactive input pane to capture users’ health information.
The input pane supports both the type-in and slider input options, as shown in figure
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8.9. Users are requested to provide their age, weight, height, and gender. They also
had to identify how active they are in their everyday life. Table 7.2 summarizes a brief
description of the four levels of being physically active: • Sedentary • Moderately
Active • Vary Active and • Intensely active. After capturing users’ health informa-
tion CookIT generates users’ health-profile including BMR, BMI, DRCI, and Risk class,
following section 7.2.2.

Age 18 100

Weight(in Kg) 01 150

Height(in cm) 01 224

Other

Female

Male
Moderately Active

Very Active
Intensely Active

Next

Sedentary

Gender How would you describe your daily activity level?

Figure 8.9: User interface for the health profiling.

To capture user’s taste-preference, we adopted our food feature-based intelligent user-
modelling,proposed in chapter 3. The approach display’s users a list of food features in
the order of their significance-score and users are asked to select features that they like
and dislike. Following this preference reading, users taste-profile, user-to-feature and
user to-topic matrices, are determined. After capturing a user’s consent, health variables
and feature preference, the system generates a user-id and a participant-number for
every participant. To implement de-identification, all preference and response data are
stored under this {user-id, participant-number} identification pair. The system informs
participants of their participant-numbers through email. To log into the system and
take part in the experiment, the participant needs to use their participant number and
password.

8.5.1.2 The Recommendation Scenarios

We designed a Pill-based navigation control [2] to accommodate four distinct recom-
mendation scenarios, as shown in figure 4.2. We designed Pills-controlled complete
counter-balanced user study. Users are presented with a series of Pills, each associated
with an individual recommendation scenario. Each recommendation scenario is as-
signed a pseudo name to mitigate familiarity bias, such as • List Aqua, • List Mint,
• List Kiwi, and • List Berry. Clicking on a Pill loads the corresponding recommender
and relevant user interface (recipe view, obvious widget and badge). For every nth
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participant, CookIT presents the Pills in a unique sequence. In this study, we are eval-
uating four recommenders; hence for every the nth participant CookIT organizes the
four pills in one of the 4! possible combinations. During the sign-up process, each par-
ticipant is assigned a display sequence for the recommendation scenarios. Every time a
participant logs into the system they experience the recommendation scenarios in the
exact order as their display sequence.

Figure 8.10: Visualizing customized nudging content on each recipe.

Users are instructed to navigate the pills in a left-to-right manner. Clicking on each
Pill allows users to access recommendations corresponding to the nudging strategy.
When visiting a Pill (e.g., List Berry), participants are guided to conduct a recipe search,
as shown in figure 4.2. In response to the user’s query, CookIT generates a seven-
item Reclist using the F T r recommender. Across all four recommendation scenarios,
recipes are displayed in the order of their predicted preference score. However, based
on the nudging technology attached to the Pill, the corresponding badge is added to
the RecList. For the no-nudge scenario, no badge is added.

Upon clicking each recipe, CookIT displays the recipe content, as shown in figure 8.10.
For each recommendation scenario designated to a smart-nudge approach, along with
the recipe contents (e.g., instructions and image) corresponding persuasive visual con-
tents were also displayed. For the no-nudge scenario only the recipe contents were
displayed. Users were allowed to click and browse recipes in any order they wanted
for as many times as they liked. Figure 8.10 illustrate the recommendation scenario
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corresponding to the smart-nudge FSA-ColorCoding.

Figure 8.11: User interface for collecting users response on a recommended recipe.

Within each list, participants were required to rate each individual recipe based on
how much they liked the recipe, as shown in figure 8.11. The rating was taken on a
5 star rating scale, where 0 and 5 represented did not like at all and liked very much,
respectively. Participants are also required to pin one recipe for each list. Here, the
activity pin is considered as intention to consume. To complete the section recommenda-
tion scenarios and move on to the section feedback questionnaire, participants must rate all
28 recipes, seven in each recommendation scenario, and pin four recipes, one for each
of the recommendation scenarios. To support diverse evaluation strategies, CookIt
watch and log user activities, such as click, visit, browse and pin. In cases where the
participant missed rating or pinning recipes in one or more scenarios, CookIT notifies
them what and in which list they missed.

8.5.1.3 Feedback Questionnaire on Utility Gained in each Nudging Scenario:

In this section, participants are required to complete a questionnaire on different per-
formance criterion for all four recommendation scenarios. User are requested to rate
each recommendation scenario on a 5 star rating scale, where {1,2,3,4,5} represen-
ted {very poor, poor, moderate, good, very good}, respectively. We implemented cat-
egorical rating system to allow user assign negative rating expressing their level of
distaste along with their level of satisfaction. The three nudging widgets and one
empty-widget ( representing the no-nudging scenario) are displayed side by side to
help participants compare while responding, as shown in figure 8.12. If required, the
participants can revisit the recommendation scenarios and browse the corresponding
recipes for further comparison. Participants’ search results for each scenario, along
with their provided ratings, are stored as sessions. When the participant revisits a re-
commendation scenario, CookIT loads the corresponding session (RecList, rates and
pins) from the database. During revisit, the user can not change the ratings or update
the pinned recipe. Participants are required to respond to all 16 fields, four for each of
the recommendation scenarios.

The four criteria on which participants evaluate each recommendation scenario are:

1. Helpfulness or effectiveness: Is the guideline able to help you find a healthy recipe?

2. Ease of understandability: Was the guideline easy to understand?

3. Persuasiveness: Would the guideline encourage you to choose a healthy recipe?

4. Suitability for long-term use: Will you consider to use the guideline for a longer period?
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Section A : Please rate each of the following food healthiness guidelines on a scale of 0 to 5.

Was the guideline able to help you
find a healthy recipe?

Was the guideline easy to understand?

Would the guideline encourage
you to choose a healthy recipe?

Will you consider to use the guideline
for a longer period?

Figure 8.12: Questionnaire on multiple performance variables of recommender models.

8.5.2 The User Group

The web-system, CookIT, was hosted on the internet under the ucd.ie [30] domain. We
conducted a completely remote and online study. Participants were recruited via so-
cial media groups within the UCD [30], such as institution email, WhatsUp, and Slack
groups. Participants were also recruited from online platforms, such as Facebook[31],
Twitter [17], and LinkedIn [16]. There were three requirements for being eligible to
participate in the survey:

• Participants need to be 18 years old or older.

• Participants need to be actively involved in preparing their food (e.g.,

cooks twice a week or more)

• Participants need to be willing to give consent to the terms and

conditions of the survey.

In total 137 participants signed up on the website and took part in the survey; from
which only 91 users provided responses to every required field. However, to ensure
a total counterbalanced user study and equal exposure to each recommendation scen-
ario, we only accepted 72 out of 91 valid participants. Every 72/24 = 3 participants
were shown the four recommendation scenarios in a unique order. The final user group
is spread over an age-range of 24-to-71 and includes students and professionals. 56%
of our participants identified themselves as female and 44% as male. The participation
was completely voluntary, and there was no remuneration for the participation.
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8.5.3 The Ethics Approval

This study has been reviewed by and received ethics permission from the Human Re-
search Ethics Committee, UCD [65]. The ethics permission details are accessible with
the Research Ethics Exemption Reference Number: LS-E-20-41-Khan-Coyle.

8.6 Results

8.6.1 Are the Health Nudges Effective at All?

The health aware smart-nudge technologies proposed in this chapter aim to encourage
users to prefer healthier options over others. We adopted Rank based Performance
Metrics (RPM) [225, 349] to inspect the performance of these smart-nudges in leading
users to choose healthier options when available. RPM has been a popular performance
metric for evaluating the distance between the predictions and users’ true preferences
[225, 349, 289, 301]. RPM enable evaluating systems that impose encouragement on
some items over others within the RecList. We adopted the following two RPM to test
the effectiveness of the proposed nudging technologies.

• RPM 1 The Rank Correlation.

• RPM 2 The Normalized Distance-based Performance Measure.

As our proposed nudging aims to promote healthy options over relatively less healthy
ones, we determined the system assigned ranks based on recipe healthiness. For user-
assigned rank we considered participant’s explicit rating on each recipe. Before invest-
igating the competency of the nudging strategies based on these user-ratings, we look
into the data to examine can the data support drawing reliable conclusions[222].

Shapiro Wilk’s normality test [338] on the user-rating data, collected in each of the
four recommendation scenarios, conferred the data to be platykurticly distributed with
negative kurtosis. A pval of (p ≤ 1.88907e−11) produced in each case indicates the
low possibility of Type1 error (e.g., rejecting a correct Ho: the data is normally dis-
tributed). Considering this outcome, we applied a non-parametric Friedman’s test
for repeated-measures1 [353] to test for differences amongst the groups. The res-
ult (X2

F(3) = 62.0628, pval < 0.00001) indicates significant differences among data,
from the four scenarios, at a confidence level of p = 0.001. Follow-up two-tailed Mann
Whitney Wilcoxon tests [302], a non-parametric multiple-comparisons test, were con-
ducted between each pair among the four scenarios. In each case, the test has the
same null hypothesis: no statistically significant difference between the user rates from
the two different scenarios. The results demonstrated statistically significant differ-
ences in participants’ recipe ratings between each of the personalized recommend-
ation scenarios with smart-nudging strategy and the baseline personalized recom-
mendation scenario without any nudging, at a confidence level of (p = 0.001) in

1Friedman’s test for repeated-measures is designed to compare the rank-ordering [219, 361] of data
from three or more experiments where the same set of individuals (or matched subjects) participates in
each experiment, which is the case in our user study.
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each case. We also observed a significant difference between the ratings in the
WHO-Bubbleslider nudging scenario and both DRCI-MLCP and FSA-ColorCoding
nudging scenarios, with a critical Z value [119] of (Zc = 6.84834, pval < 0.00001)
and (Zc = 7.33956, pval < 0.00001), respectively, at a confidence level of (p = 0.001).
However, there was no significant difference between users’ recipe ratings in DRCI-
MLCP and FSA-ColorCoding nudging scenarios, at a confidence level of (p = 0.001).
The result demonstrated statistical significance in the majority of the cases, hence con-
sidered capable of supporting reliable conclusions.

8.6.1.1 RPM 1: The Rank Correlation

A rank correlation [300] measures the degree of similarity between two ranking ap-
proaches and can be used to assess the alignment of the relation between them. The
rank correlation coefficient informs how positive or negatively two models are aligned. Here
we evaluated the performance of each recommendation scenario based on the correla-
tion between the system-predicted rank for a recipe rt, P (R, rt), and the user-assigned
rank for rt, U(R, rt). Here we adopted Pearson’s Product-Moment Correlation Coeffi-
cient (PPMCC) [300]. A perfect score of +1 represents a perfect linear relationship; that
is, the system predicted every rank correctly for each user. A score of −1 represents,
the system predicted every rank wrong and in the opposite direction. The score of 0
for a system is equivalent to random retrieval.

The PPMCC measures a possible two-way linear association between two variables.
In this case the variables are • how healthy is a recipe rt • how much the user like
rt. It is important to note that, here the system assigned rank is not the orders recipes
are presented to the users, instead it is the order the system is trying to make the user
notice and like the recipes. All four recommendation scenarios operate on the same
recommendation algorithm and recipes in the RecList are displayed in the order of
their prediction scores. This display decision was adopted to avoid positional bias and
give the baseline recommendation scenario (no-nudging) an equal chance to compete.
The rank correlation investigates the effectiveness of the smart-nudges in implicitly pursuing
users to like healthier recipes.

To test whether the smart-nudges are overfitted to any specific healthiness guideline,
we investigated PPMCC evaluation with system-assigned ranks determined based on
both the WHO-HealthScore and FSA-HealthScore.

Rank Correlation between User-assigned Ranks with WHO-HealthScore based System-
assigned Ranks:

• System-assigned Rank

The higher the WHO-HealthScore of a recipe, the higher the rank assigned by the sys-
tem. The WHO-HealthScale ranges from 0-to-8, while the user rate is read on a 1-to-5
scale. Hence, we normalized the who-HealthScore of the seven recipes, in the RecList,
into a 1-to-5 range. Recipes are sorted in descending order of their normalized WHO-
HealthScore. The position of rt, in this new descending sorted RecList, is the system
predicted rank, P (R, rt), for rt.
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• User-assigned Rank

The seven recipes, in the RecList corresponding to each recommendation scenarios, are
sorted in the descending order of the user-rates on recipes. The position of rt in the
sorted list is the user-assigned rank U(R, rt) for rt. To preserve a user’s ratings from
being affected by the ranking process, we assigned the same rank for recipes, on which
the user cast the same rate. We adopted a ceiling approach for deciding on the rank of
the recipes with the same user-rating.

Figure 8.13 illustrates the correlation between the WHO-HealthScore based system-
assigned ranking and the user-assigned ranking. The high positive PPMCC
in recommendation scenarios, under the impression of smart-nudges, such as
DRCI-MLCP nudge(+0.769841), WHO-BubbleSlider nudge (+0.74752), and FSA-
ColorCoding nudge (+0.707679), suggest that all three nudging scenarios produced
a significant positive effect on users’ preference towards healthier recipes. That is,
under the influence of smart-nudges recipes with high WHO-HealthScore achieved
higher preference from users. The DRCI-MLCP nudging strategy, with the highest
positive PPMCC of +0.769841, is proven to be the most effective in motivating users to
choose healthier recipes. In contrast, the no-nudging scenario, with the lowest PPMCC
of +0.067956, demonstrates no positive or negative trend between the recipe healthi-
ness and user preference. As shown in figure 8.13(b), the high density of positive miss
predictions in the recommendation scenario with the smart-nudge FSA-ColorCoding,
suggests that the nudging strategy is more successful in de-incentfying less-healthy re-
cipes than incentfying healthy recipes. For the DRCI-MLCP and WHO-BubbleSlider
nudging, no such trends were observed in the missed predictions.

(a) WHO-BubbleSlider based nudging

PPMCC=0.747520

(b) FSA-ColorCoding based nudging

PPMCC=0.707679

(c) DRCI-MLCP based nudging

PPMCC=0.769841

(d) no nudging

PPMCC=0.067956

Figure 8.13: Correlation between the WHO-HealthScore based system predicted ranks
and the user assigned ranks in all four recommendation scenarios.
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Rank Correlation between User-assigned Ranks with FSA-HealthScore based System-
assigned Ranks Here, determined the FSA-HealthScore based system assigned ranks
in similar approach as WHO-HealthScore based system assigned ranks. The user-
assigned ranks are the same as in the previous section. Figure 8.14 illustrates the cor-
relation between FSA-HealthScore based system-assigned ranking and user-assigned
ranking. The high positive PPMCC in recommendation scenarios, under the im-
pression of smart-nudges, such as DRCI-MLCP nudge(+0.654762), FSA-ColorCoding
nudge (+0.638889), and WHO-BubbleSlider nudge (+0.504008), suggest that all three
nudging scenarios produced a significant positive effect on users’ preference towards
healthier recipes. The DRCI-MLCP nudging strategy, with the highest positive PPMCC
of +0.654762, is proven to be the most effective in motivating users to choose healthier
recipes. In contrast, the no-nudging scenario, with the lowest PPMCC of +0.183036,
demonstrates no positive or negative trend between the recipe healthiness and user
preference.

DRCI-MLCP based nudging

(a) WHO-BubbleSlider based nudging

PPMCC=0.594008

(b) FSA-ColorCoding based nudging

PPMCC=0.638889

(c) DRCI-MLCP based nudging

PPMCC=0.654762

(d) no nudging

PPMCC=0.183036

Figure 8.14: Correlation between the FSA-HealthScoring based system predicted rank
and the user assigned rank in all four recommendation scenarios.

8.6.1.2 RCM2: Normalized Distance-based Performance Measure (NDPM)

NDPM estimates performance based on the relative position of items in the RecList in-
stead of focusing on their exact order [431, 318]. For example, suppose an FRS predicts
recipe rt to be more liked by a user ua than a recipe rc; and ua assigns a higher rating
to rt than rc. NDPM determines the prediction as a success, regardless of the number
of other recipes ua has rated higher than rt and lower than rc. A perfect NPDM score
of 0 suggests that the system correctly predicts the user-rating based order of each re-
cipe pair within the RecList. In contrast, the lowest NPDM score of 1 demonstrates the
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system failed to predict the user assigned order for each recipe pair, in the RecList.

WHO-BubbleSlider FSA-ColorCoding DRCI-MLCP no-nudge
0

0.2

0.4
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Figure 8.15: NPDM generated by four recommendation scenarios.

As the nudging strategies aim to encourage healthier recipes, the system determines
the order of two recipes based on their healthiness scores. During the PPMCC based
evaluation all four scenarios produced similar results while comparing against both
WHO-HealthScore and FSA-HealthScore. Hence, here on we will consider WHO-
HealthScore as the basis of system assigned ranks. Figure 8.15 illustrates the NPDM
based performance evaluation of all four recommendation scenarios. The results show
the WHO-BubbleSlider nudging, with the lowest NPDM score of (+0.1329), performs
best to predict users’ relative preferences for recipes within the RecList. That is, WHO-
BubbleSlider performed strongly in encouraging users to like the healthier option
between two recipes. The DRCI-MLCP and FSA-ColorCoding also received very low
NDPM of 0.1336 and 0.1442, respectively. The low NPDM score of all three nudging
strategies concludes that there remains a bias towards healthier recipes in recommend-
ation scenarios with smart-nudging contents. The most inadequate performance from
the no-nudge scenario, with an NDPM score of (+0.4630), indicates that the lack of
nudging contents provides low encouragement towards healthy options.

8.6.2 Did the Health-Aware Smart-Nudges Influenced users’ De-
cision Making?

Nudging aims to attract users’ attention towards specific items in an environment or
scope where all items are personalized to the user’s preference. In this section, we
evaluate, whether any of the proposed smart-nudges produce an impact on users’ behavior and
decision making.

Cumulative First Click Rate (CFCR)

The First Click Rate (FCR), a category of Click Through Rate (CTR) matrices, estimates
the performance in guiding users’ attention towards certain items. The FCR metric
focuses on which item or item-type receives the highest number of first clicks from
users. FCR is a more appropriate metric of evaluating persuasive recommendations. The
CFCR is the cumulative some of FCR over a range of positions, or a set of items, or
items with certain features. The CFCR ranges from 0 to 1. The higher the CFCR, the
more effective an RS is in persuading users towards the anticipated behavioral change. In
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this work, we determined CFCR as the cumulative sum of FRC on recipes with higher
WHO-HealthScore, such as 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. CFCR asses the impact generated by the
nutri-aware badges. Here, we examine which recommendation scenarios can sluice
most first clicks towards healthier recipes. Figure 8.17 illustrates the CFCR for all four
recommendation scenarios.

WHO-BubbleSlider
FSA-ColorCoding

no nudging
DRCI-MLCP

Figure 8.16: Under different recommendation scenarios how the FCR varies on recipes
with different WHO-HealthScores.

All three recommendation scenarios with a nudging badge produce a CFCR of≥ 0.6901
and outperform the no-nudge scenario in leading users’ attention to healthier recipes.
In the DRCI-MLCP nudging scenario, the highest number of participants, > 73%, cast
their first-click on recipes with high WHO-HealthScore (4-8). The no-nudge scenario
performed the poorest, producing a CFCR of (+0.3521), indicating 64% of first-clicks
were cast on recipes with low WHO-HealthScore (e.g., 0-3).

WHO-BubbleSlider FSA-ColorCoding DRCI-MLCP no-nudge
0
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Figure 8.17: Performance of different nudging scenarios and the no-nudge baseline
based on CFCR.

Figure 8.16 illustrates, how the first clicks are distributed over recipes with differ-
ent WHO-HealthScores in all four recommendation scenarios. Although the WHO-
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BubbleSlider nudging scenario gained lower CFCR than the DRCI-MLCP scenario, it
obtained more first-clicks on recipes with the high WHO-HealthScore 6. As shown
in figure 8.16, the WHO-BubbleSlider nudging generated 100%, 28%, and 100% more
first-clicks on recipes with WHO-HealthScore 6 compared to FSA-ColorCoding, DRCI-
MLCP, and no-nudging scenarios, respectively. CFCR shows the nudging strategies
are effective in persuading users to visit healthier recipes first.

The Gained Utility in each Recommendation Scenario: Cumulative Consump-
tion Rate
Utility of recommendation strategy corresponds to relevance, usefulness, gained value,
and user satisfaction [351, 221]. Utility can be defined as as an order of preference of
consumption [221] and consumption is a further explicit measure for usefulness of re-
commendations [208, 255]. In this work we consider pinning as intention to consume;
hence, pinned recipes as useful recommendation. During the survey, each user pined
one recipe in each recommendation scenario. Figure 8.19 illustrates, the distribution
of the pinned recipes over the WHO-HealthScale. Here, we consider pinning a recipe
(consumption) as the HIT. The utility of the recommendation scenarios are assessed as
the Cumulative HIT Rate (CHITR). The ratio of recommendation cases to consumed items
gives the HIT Rate of the item. The CHITR is determined as the cumulative sum of
HITs on a range of items. As this evaluation aims to assess how effective each recom-
mendation scenario is in convincing users to consume healthier recipes, we consider
only the recipes, with high Who-HealthScore. The CHITR is determined by pins on re-
cipes with higher WHO-HealthScore (4-8). For example, in n recommendation cases, if
m times users pinned recipes with a WHO-HealthScore of 4, then the HIT rate of such
recipes is m

n
. The CHITR is determined as the sum of HIT rates on recipes with a high

WHO-HealthScore, such as 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.
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Figure 8.18: Performance of different nudging scenarios and the no-nudge baseline
based on CHITR.

As shown in figure 8.18, all three recommendation scenarios with nudging contents
produce a CHITR of≥ 0.7222 consequently outperform the no nudging scenario in pur-
suing users to consume recipes that are in the healthier half of the WHO-HealthScale
(4-8). The DRCI-MLCP nudging scenario with a CHITR of 0.8472 produced the highest
incline towards consummations of recipes with higher healthiness scores, as shown in
figure 8.18. Although the WHO-BubbleSlider nudging scenario gained lower CHITR
than the DRCI-MLCP scenario, it obtained more pins on recipes with the high WHO-
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HealthScore (e.g., 5, 6), as shown in figure 8.19. The CHITR metric suggests that the
DRCI-MLCP nudging produces a significant consumption flow for healthier recipes
while WHO-HealthScore leads users to the most healthy recipe in the list.

WHO-BubbleSlider
FSA-ColorCoding

no nudging
DRCI-MLCP

Figure 8.19: The total number of pin gained by different recommendation scenario over
WHO-HealthScale.

8.6.3 User Satisfaction: How Good are the Recommendations?

In recent years, user satisfaction score is becoming a more popular metric for evaluat-
ing the performance of recommender models and the services offered in an RS [351].
User satisfaction is a compound concept experienced by the user from the serendip-
ity, unexpectedness, utility, novelty, and usefulness offered in the recommendations
[360]. It also encorporates the understandably, interactiveness, explanation and adapt-
iveness of the process of recommendation. In simple words, user satisfaction-focused
evaluates the degree of the gain regarding various experience variables. To evaluate the
smart-nudges on user satisfaction, we decided on four experience variables: • Effect-
iveness, • Ease of Understanding, • Persuasiveness, and • Suitability for Long-term
Use. Based on how satisfied they are, participants evaluated each recommendation
scenario, on a 5-star-scale, for each of the four variables, as shown in figure 8.12.

Effectiveness

Effectiveness corresponds to the purpose of the RS. Given that the research presented in
this work is keen on helping users discover healthy recipes, we defined effectiveness
as how helpful a nudging strategy is while finding a healthy recipe. Participants assigned
ratings based on are there tools that differentiate healthier options from less healthy ones? and
are the healthy options in a RecList aligned to user’s taste preference?. Figure 8.20 illustrates the
stacked bar chart [218] of participants’ feedback on how useful they found each recom-
mendation scenario for finding healthy recipes. Each horizontal bar corresponds to a
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recommendation scenario, and each color corresponds to a level of performance. The
colored sections, stacked against each other within a bar, represent what proportion of
the total survey population labeled the scenario as the performance level corresponding
to their color.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

no-nudge

DRCI-MLCP

FSA-ColorCoding

WHO-HealthScore

very poor poor moderate good excellent

Figure 8.20: User satisfaction measure: Effectiveness

Participants found the nudging strategy Who-BubbleSlider to be the most helpful (ef-
fective) for finding healthy recipes, as shown in figure 8.20. The WHO-BubbleSlider
nudge received good or excellent feedback from 63.91% of the participants. The FSA-
ColorCoding and the DRCI-MLCP nudging strategies also received good or excellent
feedback from 59.71% and 48.6% of the participants, respectively. The participants
rated the no-nudging scenario as the least helpful. 72.22% of the participant evaluated
the no-nudge scenario as very poor for effectiveness. The fact possibly influences this
feedback, that the no-nudging scenario did not provide any visual guidance towards
healthier recipes. The results insist on the necessity of recommendations with health-
aware smart-nudges.

Ease of Understanding

Ease of Understanding is determined based on participants’ feedback on the level of ef-
fort required from the participant to understand and interpret the visual cues on recipe health-
iness. Participants rated each recommendation scenario based on Are the numeric or color
scale consistent over different recipes? and are the healthiness guidelines conceptually and grammatic-
ally correct? and How much effort dose it requires to figure out what information the visual contents
are trying to communicate?.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

no-nudge

DRCI-MLCP

FSA-ColorCoding

WHO-HealthScore

very poor poor moderate good excellent

Figure 8.21: User satisfaction measure : Understandably

Figure 8.21 illustrates the user feedback on ease of understanding of each recommenda-
tion scenario. The FSA-ColorCoading smart-nudge is determined as the most easy-to-
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understand nudging strategy, with 81.93% of the survey population rating the smart-
nudge good or excellent for understandablity. The WHO-BubbleSlider nudging strategy
is proven to be the second most easy-to-understand visual influence-contents. 55.56%
of the survey population evaluated the no-nudge scenario as very poor. Which makes
the no-nudge scenario as the poorest performer regarding understandability.
Persuasiveness

The experience variable persuasivenessestimates the degree of encouragement, on con-
suming healthy recipes, introduced by the healthiness cues. For this variable, par-
ticipants evaluated each recommendation scenario on a 5-star-scale. The number
of stars correspond to the following degrees of gain: {1, strong no}, {2, no},
{3, somewhat}, {4, strong} and {5, very strong }. The nudging strategy FSA-
ColorCoding demonstrated as most actively encouraging for healthy recipes, as shown
in figure 8.22. The FSA-ColorCoding nudge received strongly or very strongly persuas-
ive feedback from 65.28% of the participants, followed by the WHO-BubbleSlider and
the DRCI-MLCP nudging strategies also receiving at least strongly or very strongly per-
suasive feedback from 62.5% and 40.27% of the participants, respectively. The par-
ticipants rated the no-nudging scenario as the least persuasive regarding promoting
healthy recipes, and 83.33 % of the survey population evaluated the no-nudge scenario
as not persuasive at all.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

no-nudge
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WHO-HealthScore

strong no no somewhat strongl very strong

Figure 8.22: User satisfaction measure: Persuasiveness

Suitability for Long-term Use

The variable Suitability for Long-term Use enables participants to evaluate an RS based
on whether the system offers sufficient utility and assistance to support the user as
a long-term diet assistance application. This variable represents a composite opin-
ion from the user on overall understandability, persuasiveness, effectiveness, diversity,
novelty, and interestingness. For this variable, participants also evaluated each re-
commendation scenario on a scale same as persuasiveness. According to the parti-
cipants’ feedback, the DRCI-MLCP nudge is the most suitable nudging strategy for
long-term use, as shown in figure 8.23. The recommendation scenario with DRCI-
MLCP nudge received yes or strong yes feedback from 65.28% of the participants, fol-
lowed by the WHO-BubbleSlider and the FSA-ColorCoding nudging strategies also
receiving at least yes or strong yes feedback from 58.33% and 51.39% of the participants,
respectively. The participants experienced the no-nudging scenario as the least suit-
able for long-term use, and 79.16 % of the survey population evaluated the no-nudge
scenario as strongly not suitable for long-term use.
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Figure 8.23: User satisfaction measure: Suitability for long-term use

The distribution of the varying feedback based on the four experience variable exhibits
that no one nudging scenario outperforms every other regarding all four variables.
Instead, each nudging scenario has its advantage and disadvantages. However, section
8.6.3 demonstrates that in all the three proposed nudging strategy users experienced a
higher degree of assistance and encouragement to find and consume healthier recipes.

8.7 Discussion

Under both system ranking approaches, all three recommendation scenarios with
smart nudging outperform the no-nudge baseline producing better agreement with
the user-assigned rankings. The nudging scenario DRCI-MLCP has proven to be the
most effective strategy with the highest PPMCC of (+0.654762) and (+0.769841) in
both FSA-HealthScale and WHO-HealthScale base system-rankings respectively. All
three nudging methods demonstrated a higher positive correlation to the user-assigned
rankings, which provides evidence in support of the hypothesis that food-healthiness
nudges can make users like healthier recipes more. The DRCI-MLCP nudging performs
best in this regard. With the highest CFCR (0.7323) and CHITR (0.8472), the DRCI-
MLCP nudging also proved to be best performing strategy in attracting users’ attention
to healthy recipes and convincing them to consume healthier recipes, respectively. Users
also found the DRCI-MLCP based nudging the most suitable for long-term use, as de-
scribed in section 8.6.3. However, among the three nudging strategies, participants
experienced the DRCI-MLCP nudging as the most difficult to understand. 30.56% of
the survey population defined the nudging contents as difficult or very difficult to under-
stand, as shown in figure 8.21. These results encourage further research on the design
of the DRCI-MLCP nudge.

The CFCR metric suggests the DRCI-MLCP nudging gains the highest exposure for
relatively healthier recipes, while the WHO-Bubblesilder directs users to the most
healthy recipe in the RecList. At the same time, the WHO-BubbleSlider nudging scen-
ario gained lower CHITR than the DRCI-MLCP scenario but it obtained more pins on
recipes with high WHO-HealthScores, as shown in figure 8.19. Such results suggest
that the WHO-HealthScore strongly favours the most healthy recipes in the Reclist.
This nudging-strategy can ensure that the user notices the healthy options available
to them. Users also found the WHO-BubbleSlider nudge the most helpful. According
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to the participants’ feedback the WHO-BubbleSlider nudging is the most effective tool
in assisting them to differentiate healthier options from less healthy ones, as shown in
figure 8.20. Though the FSA-ColorCoding based nudging contents did not outperform
WHO-BubbleSlider and DRCI-MLCP based nudging, FSA-ColorCoding is proven to
be the most easy to understand and persuasive nudging strategy, as shown in figures
8.21 and 8.22. The FSA-ColorCoding Disk outperformed both WHO-BubbleSlider and
DRCI-MLCP on the count of understandably and persuasiveness, with 81.93% and
65.28% (good or above) users responses, respectively.

The low NPDM score (≤0.1442) and high PPMCC (≥0.707679) of all three nudging
strategies, as shown in figures 8.13 and 8.15, concludes that there remains a bias to-
wards healthier recipes in recommendation scenarios with smart-nudging contents.
The low CFCR (0.3521) of no-nudge scenarios indicates that healthy recipes are not in-
centivized in generic personalized recommendations. The CHITR (0.5278) in no-nudge
scenarios indicates that there is noticeable possibility that a user may choose a healthy
recipe to consume without being influenced by health aware nudges. However, the
very high CHITR of all three nudges demonstrates a much greater chance under the
influence of healthiness nudges. All three nudging technologies outperformed the no-
nudging baseline on effectiveness, understandability, persuasion, and suitability.

8.8 Conclusion

Eating-habits and food-choices are personal and have a significant impact on our long-
term health and quality of life. Eating-habits often develop from past life experiences
and current socio-economic state; which makes it challenging to introduce significant
changes in one’s eating-habits. However, the scope of the recommendation can have
an influence on peoples’ decisions. Recommending food-items, that are aligned with
the users’ taste, along with persuasive visual motivations towards healthier options
can make a significant change in how a user decides on their meal. The work reported
in this chapter combines the advanced FR model with the theory of choice architec-
ture to develop technology assisting users to get into a healthier eating-habit. The
research outcome demonstrates that the combination of ML and smart-health-nudging
can make users keen on healthier food choices. The PPMCCs of all four recommend-
ation scenarios prove that when nudging contents are displayed with personalized
recommendations, a user’s rating on a recipe positively correlates to the healthiness
of the recipe. In terms of attracting users’ attention to the healthier options within the
RecList, in comparison to the no-nudge scenario, all three nudging strategies produced
a higher CFCR on healthier recipes. The evidence presented in this chapter leads us to
conclude that the user experiences more support and encouragement for healthy eating
when personalized recommendations are presented with health-aware smart-nudging
services. Also, these smart-nudging technologies can successfully introduce changes
in users’ food-decisions.
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CHAPTER

NINE

Conclusion

This thesis describes the research done and resources produced during Mansura Afifa
Khan’s doctoral research. In this project, we explored the complexity of (Food Recom-
mendations) FR and proposed solutions to some of the key challenges in the domain.
Nevertheless, there remains enormous scope for future research contributions in this
area. This chapter discusses some potential research directions that can take full ad-
vantage of knowledge produced during this doctoral research. Here we also briefly
summarize the contribution of this research project. This chapter concludes this thesis.

9.1 Overall Discussion on the Results Attained in this
Thesis

This research project aims to generate FR technology helping users attain healthier eat-
ing habits. The project investigates technologies that can support personalized and
practically valid results since the cold-start. One of the main challenges in personaliz-
ing results in cold-start is the lack of food-domain specific intelligent user-modelling
techniques. To design technology for fast and easy user-modelling, reducing the di-
mension of food-data is essential. While there exist various dimensionality reduction
approaches, intelligent computation of FR needs to identify the most significant di-
mensions. It is essential for FR to know which attributes are more influential on users’
food decisions as well as those that can help to better understand users’ preferences.
Using EnsTM we identified 288 significant food-features. Our proposed food-features
consist of agent contents from a diverse range of food-relevant domains. We also iden-
tified 30 dominant themes that directly or indirectly dominate peoples’ taste and other
practical considerations.

Assuming that the 288 food-features were the most crucial attributes across all food-
relevant activities, we designed a reduced data representation format for the food-data.
In our feature-vector food-data format, each recipe is parsed and stored as a vector
of our 288 food-features. We also designed and developed an intelligent and editable
user-modelling strategy. The user-model is built on the assumption that, by asking only
288 preference questions and getting responses on even less, it is possible to generate
personalized results. Instead of ingredient-level (10,000+ data points) and attribute-
label (32,000+ data points) preference computing, we are processing the personalized
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FR problem at a feature level (288 data points), a significant reduction in dimension.

The research described in chapter 3 identified multi-domain attributes that define
peoples’ eating-habits and chapter 4 introduces methods that can compute recom-
mendations based on users’ preference on only those significant attributes. The user
study, in chapter 4, investigated whether it is possible to achieve personalization while con-
sidering only the reduced set of food-features. In this chapter, we introduce three high-level
food-feature based models, such as, FFbR, WFFbR and FFbCF. Our proposed models
outperformed the (Case Base) CB baseline proving that the knowledge of the more im-
pactful attributes outperformed explicit ingredient-preference based computing. The
FFbR approach performed best in recommending users preferable recipes, as shown
in figure 4.8. However, all three food-feature based recommenders produced better
personalization than the CB approach. The results show that higher personalization is
not constrained by the data volume. Intelligent dimensionality reduction and knowledge
discovery can provide better performance while processing recommendations at a re-
duced data dimension. More importantly, these performances can be attained at a
cold-start scenarios.

The user study showed the feature-based preference acquisition and recommendation
computing not only generates accurate suggestions but also give better coverage, satis-
faction and implicit discovery of users’ food-practices. The food-features have a vary-
ing relationship with recipes, cuisines, contexts, and eating styles. Hence, learning like
and dislike responses on the food-features enabled the feature-based models to discover
users’ food-practices. As food-practices are determined by social and family customs,
religion, ethnicity, and health restrictions, adapting FR to users’ food-practices is fun-
damental for useful recommendations. Implicitly determining user’s food practices is
a significant breakthrough in the direction of intelligent FRS. The results observed in
chapter 4, indicate the potential of smart computing for FR.

In chapter 5 we proposed seven food-topic and food-feature based hybrid recommend-
ers that extend users’ existing preferences on feature, topic, and recipes to determine
their preference on unknown recipes. The fundamental aim of this chapter is to identify
techniques for reducing the sparsity of the user-preference matrix. Unlike existing
works, here we used three preference matrices (user-to-topic, user-to-feature, and user-
to-feature) to increase the volume of data-in-hand. Incorporating users’ preference on
data-points from different levels of food-data (e.g., topic level, feature level, and con-
tent level) enabled our proposed recommenders to gain excellent accuracy. In the off-
line experiment described in chapter 5, six of the seven proposed methods achieved an
nMAE of ≤.259, as shown in figure 5.3.

Three of the the progressive preference learning models introduced in chapter 5,
r F CFr, rF CF W r and r T CF r, increase the density of the user-to-feature and
user-to-topic matrices, respectively, by implementing CF. The rF CF W r also ac-
knowledges the fact that users prioritize some features over others by incorporating
the feature-score within the recommendation computation. F T r and F T CFr try to
incorporate users’ topic and feature preference to gain a more fine-tuned personaliza-
tion. F T r being one of the best performing models, as shown in figure 5.3, proves that
transforming user’ feature-preferences to topic-preferences for predicting their recipe-
preference can generate high personalization and useful recommendation. Both best per-
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forming models, F T R and rTr, process data at topic level. As each topic has a distinct
AS with each recipe, users’ topic-preference can produce high information gain.

Investigating participants’ predicted topic-preferences also revealed interesting prefer-
ence patterns. For example, all of the participants with a high predicted preference for
“vegetable dishes” also had a high predicted preference for “quick and easy bread”.
Such patterns can be useful for making intelligent recommendations. The research
described in chapter 5 aims to generate strategies for learning users’ preferences in
real-time in long-term use scenarios. The proposed progressive preference learning al-
gorithms rFr, rF CF r, rF CF W r, rTr, F T r, r T CF r, and F T CFr can update
preference-matrices upon receiving every user-activity. The results in chapter 5 show
our proposed methods have the potential to support better performance in long-term
use scenarios by providing personalized results.

The baselines, CB [100], intelligentcb [193] and hybridIngr [193], used in the experiments
in chapter 4 and chapter 5, have been influential in FR research. More recent works in-
cluding [215, 373, 175, 401] adopted variations of the ingredient based CB proposed in
[100]. Morgan Harvey et al. in [215] used frequency of an ingredient in users’ highly-
rated recipes to determine their ingredient preference. Later, they predicted recipe
preference using a similar approach to [100] and [193]. Ueda et al. in [401] predicted
a user’s preference for an ingredientIngi from the user’s frequency of consumption
of Ingi. They used ingredient-based CB similar to [100] to predict recipe-preference.
Other works like [426, 399] directly adopted the ingredient based CB proposed in [100].
Hence this baseline seemed a suitable baseline for our experiment. The user studies in
both chapters are designed to evaluate the potential of intelligent recommenders pro-
cessing FR on a much-reduced data dimension. Hence, comparing them with a content
level model, performing at a more dense data dimension, seemed suitable. However,
it would be interesting to see how food-feature and topic-based recommenders per-
formers in comparison to more recent models such as [140, 180, 378].

Before researching technology to help users recognize and consume healthy food, it
is important to understand how healthy peoples’ food decisions are. In chapter 6 we de-
scribe our research on whether or not people use nutritional-information while making food-
decisions. Throughout their life, people make rules and strategies to determine the cost
and benefit of food-items and decide every meal through a rational evaluation. In this
work, we investigate what resources people have to evaluate food-items based on their nu-
tritional contents and whether there are enough health-related rules and strategies available
to help them make nutri-aware food-decisions. The results of the experiment show that
on average people have very little knowledge of the nutrient-contents of food-items.
The results were particularly surprising as the food-items used in the experiment were
the most commonly consumed food-items. For common food-items like two poached
eggs, peoples’ responses having such high MAPE ({calories, 31.62%}, {fat, 51.8%} and
{cabohydrade, 674.17%}), is surprising and worrying. The results discovered in this
chapter encouraged us to investigate the potential of smart-nudging to help users in
choosing healthier recipes.

Historically, the BRM/DCI based filtering has been one of the most popular approaches
for health-aware FR. However, these approaches limit users’ access to a smaller set of
recipes that fits their BMR/DCI range. This can often result in recommending recipes
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that are not aligned to users’ preferences. Instead of forbidding users from eating a re-
cipe, suggesting the appropriate portion-size of that recipe can be a better approach to
healthy recommendations. Chapter 7 proposed a EnsTM based personalized portion-
size recommender. Unlike most existing works, we conduct a robust DRCI calculation
approach that acknowledges a wider range of many gender, age and physical activity
factors along with various health-risk factors. Based on this DRCI, we calculate the
portion-size, equivalent to the number of calories user the user should consume from
the food item. This portion-size recommendation is a step towards conversational FRS.
This algorithm can facilitate smart-FRS, allowing users to negotiate their portion-size
by asking for ingredient replacements.

In chapter 8, we propose three novel health-aware nudging strategies that aim to help
users find and consume healthy recipes. The smart-nudging strategies take advantage
of the feature-based user-modelling, feature-based personalized recommender model,
and the EnsTM based personalized portion-size recommender to encourage users to
pursue healthier eating-habits. The research presented in this chapter explains the pro-
cess of generating three novel tools that can explain the complex nutrient information
to users in a more understandable format using nudging contents. While the sliding
bubble on the vertical WhoBubbleSlider scale gives users a visual indication of increase
and decrease in healthiness among two consecutive recipes, the FSAColorCoding tries
to explain healthiness by taking advantage of the global conceptual association of green
and red to good and bad, respectively. The four colors, in the FSAColorCoding, aim
to influence users’ decision making by informing them about the healthiness of the
recipe. Finally, the DRCI helps the user by explicit text messages suggesting how
much of a food-item is appropriate for them. Although according to both CFCR and
CHITR, DRCI-MLCP performed the best in persuading users to consume healthier re-
cipes, users found DRCI-MLCP nudging contents challenging to understand. These
results encourage further research on the design of the DRCI-MLCP nudge.

The main goal of this research was to produce technology that can increase the effi-
ciency of FRS and help users find new food ideas and inspirations that are aligned
with their preferences and needs. In this thesis, we proposed a significant approach
to identify which food-features define peoples’ food-decisions. We showed it is pos-
sible to generate personalized and satisfying recommendations while only computing
feature-preference. We also demonstrated that topic and feature level user-preferences
can produce better personalization. Finally, we discovered that people are not aware
of the nutritional contents in their everyday food. To address this issue, we developed
smart-nudging contents to guide users in pursuing a healthy diet. The contribution of
this thesis included the discovery of food-features, the feature based user-modelling,
feature vector based food data format, feature and topic based recommender mod-
els, EnsTM based portion-size recommender, and smart-nudging technology to inform
users about the healthiness of the recommended recipes and encourage them to choose
the healthier ones.
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9.2 Possible Directions for Future Work

The discovery of taste-attributes, the efficient recommender models, the reduced data
representation format, intelligent user-modelling, and the smart-nudging strategies
can instigate many salient research directions.

Investigating Topic-networks

One immediate research direction can be investigating other intelligent means of reas-
oning on recipe preference when feature and/or topic preference are known and vice
versa. Learning users’ preferences on various combinations of food features can im-
prove novelty. It would also be interesting to investigate the underlying topic-network
within a recipe corpus. A topic-network is the weighted connected graph that repres-
ents the cohesion and concurrence among different food topics. Understanding the
topic-network could result in greater serendipity, novelty, and utility in FR. One po-
tential outcome from this research can be knowledge of which foods complement each
other and can be used together during meal planning.

Feature and Topic based Diet Guidelines and Grocery Recommendations

Another potential extension of our research can be in weekly meal planning and hence,
the creation of grocery lists. It is feasible to form grocery-list recommendations by
matching users’ taste and health profiles with recipe corpora using feature/topic based
models; then extracting ingredients from the nominated recipes. However, producing
concise lists requires optimization strategies to reduce the cost and number of items.
Essential to this procedure is the knowledge of which ingredients can substitute for
each other in recipes. The topic-network mentioned in the previous section is likely
to be a useful approach in this regard. However, more research would be required to
provide optimal ingredient substitution. It is increasingly the norm for supermarket
chains to have apps and APIs that provide access to their socks, sales, and deals. Such
APIs can be incorporated into meal-planning apps to provide the cheapest grocery lists
both within and between stores.

Further, advanced research direction can include incorporating smart-home techno-
logy to monitor which ingredients the user has at home. This can provide instant
feedback on what they do and do not need to purchase. Hanshenal Gu et al.’s ap-
proach, proposed in [207], for monitoring the number of various items in the fridge
using RFID-based object detection can be a place to start. The PointyBox [76] from
Google can also be investigated to design and develop an item scanner in food press
and pantries. The application to (Food Recommender Systems) FRS is obvious, with
advanced meal-planning apps able to optimize over both the ingredients in stock at
the store and those present in the fridge.

Feature and Topic based Group Recommendation

Whether with friends or family, most people eat as part of a group. A highly import-
ant research direction is to understand the food preferences of groups; consequently,
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develop compound FR computation strategies to assist users living in a shared-food
environment. While group recommendation technologies have been successfully de-
ployed in various domains, such as digital-streaming and e-commerce [98, 153, 105],
it can be challenging to achieve practical group recommendations in the food domain.
In both the mentioned domains, a user’s individual activities, such as browsing and
consuming items, are all conducted and logged within the system. This makes it easy
to investigate the system and isolate individual preferences. In contrast, food-related
decisions in families are normally made by adults and influenced by various contexts
outside the system. Nonetheless, the intelligent user-modelling proposed in this thesis
can enable fast and effective user-modelling for families with compound accounts. As
the interactive like/dislike based preference acquisition method requires little time and
effort, it will encourage family members to provide personalized feedback within their
accounts. Yen-Liang Chen et al.’s interactions-among-group-members based CF for group
recommendation [153] and Linas Baltrunas et al.’s rank- aggregation based CF for group
recommendation [105] can be potential resources in this regard. However, their pro-
posed approaches would require modification to adapt to the food domain.

Incorporating Deep Learning to Identify Dominant Features

Though our EnsTM based Food Feature Identification (FFI) is efficient in enabling in-
telligent user-modelling and advanced recommenders, it is important to investigate
the potential of other Machine Learning (ML) approaches to discover features from
large recipe corpora. It would be interesting to investigate whether different ML ap-
proaches can reveal varying relationships among features, topics, and recipes that can
then benefit recommenders to target diverse aspects of human eating habits and food
decisions.

There are many obvious and immediate applications of this work that can contribute
to different health and diet science branches. Our novel food features and food topics
based algorithms can act as the base for research, creating lightweight applications to
target more specific domain problems. For example, nutritionists and dietitians can
use FRS applications to generate and maintain diet-plans for their patients. Such sys-
tems can also enable these medical practitioners to frequently watch their patients’ food
consumption and provide direct advice by adding and removing items from a patient’s
food-plan. These diet applications may also allow dietitians to change various scales
on macro-nutrients and portion sizes. The large food corpora can allow ample room
for personalization, and the smart-health-nudging contents can be tweaked by medical
practitioners based on patients’ needs. For these reasons, the research conducted dur-
ing this doctoral project can be beneficial to people suffering from diseases that require
nutritionist’s intervention and diet directions, such as CKD, diabetes phenylketon-
uria, homocystinuria, cystinuria, hypoglycemia, galactosemia, and ornithine transcar-
bamylase deficiency. The work in this thesis serves to illustrate how to combine FR
with practical aspects of health science and may be useful to people creating similar
systems.
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9.3 A Summary of the Significant Contributions of this
Thesis

Recommending food is challenging as food choice is multifaceted, contextual, dy-
namic, multilevel, integrated, and diverse [372, 371]. Eating habit and healthy eating
beliefs are defined by a dynamic range of factors including: past life experience, demo-
graphic {e.g., age, gender, ethnicity}, context {e.g., time, season, place, holiday}, so-
cial and religious practices, socio-economic status {living arrangement, profession,
life experience}, resource { availability of a ingredient, availability of cheap cooked-
meal} and health issues {e.g., diabetics, allergies} [370, 164, 423, 185]. Which makes
FR subjected to higher degree of personalization and consequently produces major pre-
requisite of technologies to explicitly and autonomously capture user-preference, context
and health data. Unlike other potential (Recommender System) RS domains, the inter-
action between user and FRS is not a one-shot event instead it is a rather continuous
process. This imposes diversity and surprise as a major constraint on computing for
FR. Finally, the massive span of food domain itself is a challenge for FRS researchers.
Finally, the massive span of the food domain itself is a challenge for FRS researchers.
During the doctoral research summarized in this thesis, many of these challenges were
identified, and corresponding solutions were investigated.

The aim of this project was to create tools that improve the way people access food in-
formation and to promote healthier food choices. By conducting a systematic literature
review on 105 peer-reviewed FR articles, we accumulated knowledge on the personal,
social, and contextual factors that influence people’s understanding of healthy eating
and their food decisions. We also discovered the value and challenges in generating
personalized, context-aware and health-aware FR for both cold-start and long-term use
scenarios. Chapter 2 presents our work investigating state-of-the-art FR research that
tries to address these challenges. In the concise summary of the discovered knowledge,
articles proposing new food recommenders are classified under different filtering cat-
egories. We then discuss how these food recommenders perform compared to each other. The
knowledge learned satisfies the research question RQ 11. The literature review illus-
trates the current research focuses in the FR domain and the trend of research interest
from RS and health domain researchers.

During the literature review, we discovered there was a lack of publicly available
large-scale recipe corpuses. Crawling crowdsourced recipes from distinguished re-
cipe portals, we generated two large-scale recipe corpuses, e.g., FoodDotCom [3.4.1]
and AllRecipeDotCOM [3.4.2]. To address the research question RQ 22, we invest-
igated various approaches to discover which multi-domain attributes directly impact
people’s food decisions. The EnsTM proved to be most successful for learning attrib-
utes ( topics and features), which can successfully support user-modelling and recom-
mendation generation in the food domain. Chapter 3 summarizes the EnsTM based
FFI approach. The 288 dominant food features and the 30 main food topics, repres-
enting various significant food-related components and concepts, are among the most
significant contributions of the thesis. These food features and topics are at the core

1What are the major challenges in the domain of context-aware, health-aware, and personalized FR?
2Which multi-domain attributes define people’s food-choice?
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of our thesis and much of our later work was based on them. Building on the dis-
covered food features is developed a food-feature-based data representation format
that reduces the data volume while successfully supporting recipe identification and
retrieval. We also introduced a novel image-guided pure machine-learned lexical se-
mantic based user-modelling in chapter 3. The number of features being considerably
few made it feasible to design the user-modelling as interactive and open, granting
users edit access.

Following the discovery of dominant food features, we developed feature level recom-
menders to explore solutions for research question RQ 33. In chapter 4, we propose
three novel feature based personalized, health-aware, and context-aware recommend-
ation algorithms. These recommenders compute FR on food features, representing
multi-domain attributes, such as ingredients, food-type, broader food-category, cook-
ing appliances, context, and health. While performing with real users, the proposed
feature based models with the intelligent user-modelling outperform a CB baseline
with CB user-modelling. Along with high accuracy and coverage, the feature based
models also implicitly discovers users’ food practice. The success of EnsTM based
(feature based) recommenders and user-modelling in cold-start scenarios inspired us
to investigate whether they can be useful for resolving the research question RQ 44. We
developed seven hybrid food feature and food topic based models that try to increase
user-preference information by interpreting users’ activities.When compared to state-
of-the-art, Six out of the seven proposed models outperformed the state-of-the-art.
Chapter 5 summarizes the seven hybrid EnsTM based models.

The research vision of this doctoral project envisaged developing technologies to pro-
mote healthier eating habits. Such inspiration formed our research question RQ 55 and
RQ 66. Before investigating strategies for computing health FR, it was essential to study
the factors that determine people’s perception of healthy food and healthy eating style. We
looked into how people develop their own rules for separating healthy and unhealthy foods
evaluating sound beliefs [414] and new scientific discoveries. Before researching strategies
on guiding users to healthier food choices, it was also important to investigate whether
there is a need for such technologies. To determine whether people can successfully
identify healthy recipes online, we conducted a user study. The result, summarized in
chapter 5, showed that people have insufficient knowledge of various macro-nutrients
in various food items; even in commonly consumed ones. This discovery inspired
our research in technologies, supporting informative nudging in FR to gain change in
users’ food decisions.

As nudging in a real-life-eating-environment has been proven to be significantly ef-
fective for introducing change in people’s food consumption, we pursued the research
direction of smart-health-nudging in FR. We conducted a comprehensive investigation
on relevant literature to better understand how to determine a user’s calorie requirement

3Can pure machine learned lexical semantic based feature extraction support user-modelling and recommend-
ers for context-aware, health-aware, and personalized FR at cold-start scenarios?

4What strategies can give FRS the ability to parse user-activity and progressively learn user preferences in
long-term use scenarios?

5To what extent the food decisions made over diverse online platforms are nutrition aware?
6How Machine Learning and smart-nudging can be used to incentify healthy food-choices in an online or

digital recommendation scope?
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and distribute those over daily meals. After a thorough investigation, we created our DRCI
algorithm [7.2.2]. We developed EnsTM based food-type identification [7.3] strategy
and combined it with scientific portion distribution guidelines to determine person-
alized recipe portion sizes for each user. We developed three novel nudging tech-
nologies, DRCI-MLCP, WHO-BubbleSlider and FSA-ColorCoading, to attract users’
attention towards more nutritious food items. When performing with real users, all
three nudging strategies generated better utility (health) in comparison to no-nudge
recommendations. This piece of research demonstrates that when guidance exists on re-
cipe healthiness, people browse and consume healthier recipes. It also proves that carefully
designed nudging can induce positive change in users’ eating habits.

Food is possibly the most frequent as well as the most personal phenomenon in day-to-
day life. Food decision is a complex decision composed of common practice, availability
of resources, and mood. Effective recommendation in this space requires approaches
that take into account this complexity. Recommending healthy recipes has been the
most interesting problem in the domain of FR. People looking to adopt healthier di-
ets often struggle as a result of failing to find new and interesting recipes that are
also healthy. Health and nutrition are vast domains, and it is challenging for people
to identify whether a recipe is good for them. While personalized FR is already a
complex problem constrained by cross-domain factors [249], helping users to identify
and choose healthy recipes is a problem of even greater complexity. We provide evid-
ence that EnsTM based food-feature identification enables intelligent user-modelling
and diverse recommenders, acknowledging users’ preferences on a wide range of food
attributes. The advantage of feature and topic based FR is that it provides high accur-
acy, coverage, and utility in cold-start and long-term use scenarios while performing
preference-acquisition and FR computation on a small number of data-points. Our re-
search introduces the possibility of investigating diverse FR software, assisting people
in planning better diets, and also carrying on those plans. Finally, given the good
performance of the food feature and food topic based FR, we are enthusiastic about
exploring feature and topic networks, alternative ingredients and appliance recom-
mendation, and NLP strategies [157] for recipe modification to accommodate the al-
ternatives.
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APPENDIX

A

Complete Set of Food Features and
Food Topics

The Discovered Food Topics

The following table provides the complete list 30 most dominant food topics and their
corresponding topic-descriptors. This important piece of domain knowledge can help
future researcher further investigate relationships between different food themes, food-
practice and eating style.

Topic-Descriptor List of 15 features in each topic

Quick and Easy

Snacks

beginner-cook, easy, inexpensive, kid-friendly, appetizer, eggs-dairy,

holiday-food, pretzel, toddler-friendly, few-ingredients-recipe, served-

cold, potluck, egg-free, finger-food, served-hot

Easy Fish Mains

salmon, fish, saltwater-fish, seafood, main-dish, high-protein, spinach,

low-carb, vinaigrette, cream-cheese, halibut, dijon, asparagus, chick-

peas, beginner-cook

Rice Dishes
rice, side-dishes, white-rice, soy, casserole, brown-rice, chinese, one-

dish-meal, basmati, long-grain, pea, risotto, pilaf, stir-fry, stove-top

Tropical Juice and

Desserts

pineapple, tropical-fruit, cherry, hawaiian, mango, maraschino, car-

rot, low-protein, cornstarch, dessert, soy, pudding, marshmallow, easy,

caribbean

Beef based Mains

beef, shredded-meat, ground-beef, main-dish, one-dish-meal, roast-

beef, sirloin, crock-pot-slow-cooker, meatloaf, casserole, meatball, scal-

lion, noodle, breadcrumb, easy

Vegetable Dishes

vegetable, carrot, saucepan, zucchini, spinach, soups-stews, tofu, cab-

bage, sunflower-oil, asparagus, week-night, chickpeas, cauliflower,

hard-boiled-egg, mushroom
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Table A.1 continued from previous page

Topic-Discriptor lis of 15 features in eact topic

Seafood Mains
seafood, soy-sauce, shellfish, tuna, appetizer, main-dish, wok, low-

carb, leek, crabmeat, olive, cod, high-protein, easy, cream-style

Chicken Mains

chicken, poultry, meat, chicken-breasts, main-dish, low-carb, one-dish-

meal, high-protein, chicken-thighs-legs, cajun, shredded-meat, marin-

ated, wing, whole-chicken, soups-stews

Health Conscious

low-cholesterol, low-protein, low-calorie, low-carb, easy, side-dishes,

soups-stews, appetizer, smoothie, few-steps-recipe, cucumber, egg-

free, savory-sauces, small-appliance, salsa

Quick and Easy

bread

bread, quick-breads, loaf, wheat, rolls-biscuits, muffins, low-

cholesterol, small-appliance, for-large-groups, sourdough, batter,

week-night, coffee-cakes, high-calcium, easy

Banana based

Desserts and

Drinks

banana, tropical-fruit, frozen-desserts, quick-breads, smoothie, yogurt,

muffins, thermomix, walnut, blueberry, pudding, krispies, wheat,

oamc-freezer-make-ahead, batter

Sweet Desserts for

Holidays

springform, cookies, brownie, for-large-groups, cocoa, almond, easter,

pine, scone, cupcake, pudding, phyllo, flour, christmas, pancake

Pies and Tarts

apple, dessert, peanut-butter, electric-equipments, pies-and-tarts, cran-

berry, walnut, caramel, oatmeal, applesauce, pecan, maple-syrup, pear,

batter, peach

Savory Greek

Mains

tomato, olive, tuna, cilantro, green-yellow-beans, salsa, lettuce, feta,

sun-dried-tomato/capcicum, avocado, jalapeno, tortilla, main-dish, cu-

cumber, soups-stews

Potato based

Small Bites

potato, pot-roast, shallot, vegetable, casserole, russet, yam, olive, mash,

sweet-potatoes, cheddar, chowder, yukon, dutch-oven, european

Spicy and Umami

curry

coconut, indian, almond, oat, tilapia, pecan, mango, caribbean, south-

west-pacific, cilantro, australian, macadamia, lemongrass, spicy, lentil

Smoothie

blender, blueberry, strawberry, raspberry, spinach, dessert, yogurt,

smoothie, cheesecake, low-protein, cornstarch, served-cold, carrot,

small-appliance, rhubarb

Turkey Mains

turkey, meat, cooking-wine, main-dish, couscous, thanksgiving,

turkey-breasts, tortilla, sausage, lettuce, cranberry, one-dish-meal, bur-

ger, gravy, casserole

Citrus based

Food-preserves,

Drinks and Mains

orange, citrus, cranberry, marmalade, mandarin, almond, coffee, tea,

fish, easy, grapefruit, apricot, served-cold, eel, raspberry
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Table A.1 continued from previous page

Topic-Discriptor lis of 15 features in eact topic

Holiday pies

pumpkin, granola, thanksgiving, christmas, macaroon, pies-and-tarts,

cranberry, 4-hours-or-more, cheesecake, heirloom-historical, muffins,

maple-syrup-syrup, halloween, dessert, walnut

Pork Mains

pork, meat, main-dish, kielbasa, pork-chops, tenderloin, fried, pork-

loins, andouille, pork-sausage, patty, high-protein, pork-ribs, crock-

pot-slow-cooker, shredded-meat

Cheesy Dishes

cheese, eggs-dairy, cheddar, parmesan, appetizer, mozzarella, casser-

ole, tortilla, high-calcium, spinach, macaroni, cheesecake, low-carb,

feta, mayonnaise

Pasta Mains

pasta, enchilada, penne, parmesan, macaroni, pasta-shells, one-dish-

meal, noodle, elbow-macaroni, lasagna, olive, fettuccine, linguine,

orzo, goat-cheese

Chilis and

Tex-Mex Mains

north-american, american, southern-united-states, midwestern,

southwestern-united-states, refrigerate, velveeta, northeastern-united-

states, kid-friendly, week-night, stove-top, served-hot, potluck,

tex-mex, creole

Soups and Stews

ham, carrot, celery, meat, soups-stews, slow-cooked, vegetable, bun,

casserole, bisques-cream-soups, main-dish, lamb, dijon, bouillon, one-

dish-meal

Floret Star-fries

and Salads

broccoli, casserole, floret, cauliflower, artichoke, vegetable, oamc-

freezer-make-ahead, salad-dressings, stir-fry, side-dishes, less-than-

one-hour, main-dish, noodle, chive, half-an-hour-or-less

Chinese Desserts

peanut, toothpick, snack, florentine, jello, 6-people-or-more, marshmal-

low, chinese, kid-friendly, semi-sweet, pitted-fruit, tidbit, yolk, wheat,

biscuit

Quiches
bacon, black-bean, mayonnaise, lettuce, side-dishes, cheddar, chowder,

cabbage, german, celery, eggs-dairy, meat, canadian, quiche, low-carb

Corn based

Mexican

tortilla, cornstarch, cornmeal, casserole, salsa, chowder, cornbread, cil-

antro, jalapeno, chilies, corn-cob, sweet-corn, popcorn, soups-stews,

roma-tomato

Roman

italian, beef-sausage, european, olive, parmesan, mozzarella, pork-

sausage, spaghetti, chorizo, pepperoni, lasagna, german, marinara,

eggplant, romantic

Table A.1: Our proposed 30 food topics and their corresponding features.
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The Discovered Food Features
The following table provides the complete list 288 higher level food feature and their
corresponding significance scores. This important piece of domain knowledge can help
future researcher build diverse models for personalised FR.

Food Features Score Food Features Score
1 potato 14.362069 40 beginner-cook 5.488806
2 apple 13.79528 41 side-dishes 5.231464
3 north-american 12.0389 42 appetizer 5.222205
4 cream-cheese 11.821811 43 salmon 5.143355
5 bread 11.699253 44 flour 4.749719
6 vegetable 10.996101 45 holiday-food 4.749719
7 pasta 10.849531 46 shredded-meat 4.749719
8 chicken 10.804556 47 inexpensive 4.446793
9 strawberry 10.723209 48 pecan 4.442823
10 meat 10.477688 49 coconut 4.366728
11 rice 10.177403 50 european 4.215773
12 easy 9.831432 51 couscous 4.215773
13 lamb 9.548587 52 almond 4.147268
14 low-cholesterol 9.240281 53 carrot 4.147152
15 turkey 9.157757 54 chinese 4.030218
16 sausage 8.976528 55 cheesecake 4.024694
17 low-protein 8.929404 56 poultry 3.896198
18 few-steps-recipe 8.841438 57 parmesan 3.892398
19 spinach 8.643583 58 kid-friendly 3.843477
20 italian 8.60374 59 eggs-dairy 3.757723
21 beef 8.486125 60 6-people-or-more 3.730353
22 pork 8.336182 61 tortilla 3.627301

23
few-ingredients-
recipe

8.240281 62 thermomix 3.623242

24 olive 8.002019 63 soy 3.604854
25 american 7.68757 64 casserole 3.360432
26 dessert 7.573292 65 spaghetti 3.314883
27 bacon 7.382606 66 celery 3.016669
28 orange 7.360175 67 dutch-oven 3.016669
29 low-calorie 7.353263 68 one-dish-meal 2.927408
30 cheese 7.329809 69 southern-united-states 2.889487
31 low-carb 7.312706 70 cornstarch 2.871511
32 main-dish 7.103199 71 4-hours-or-more 2.871025
33 pumpkin 6.821192 72 ham 2.784014
34 pineapple 6.725133 73 for-large-groups 2.730353
35 banana 6.453121 74 pudding 2.703543
36 broccoli 6.436149 75 cheddar 2.678994
37 tomato 6.342502 76 shellfish 2.568609
38 seafood 6.153733 77 cookies 2.350928
39 pot-roast 6.104662 78 quick-breads 2.345372
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Table A.2 continued from previous page
Food Features Score Food Features Score

79 mayonnaise 2.339408 121 week-night 1.278498
80 batter 2.321358 122 smoothie 1.26019
81 cilantro 2.311739 123 canadian 1.234878
82 loaf 2.308872 124 potluck 1.234643
83 blueberry 2.209107 125 cauliflower 1.234331
84 soups-stews 2.163027 126 peach 1.22883

85 stove-top 2.09093 127
southwestern-united-
states

1.227617

86 walnut 2.081632 128 high-protein 1.220557
87 tuna 2.074781 129 served-cold 1.184274
88 cranberry 2.067826 130 chowder 1.159507
89 oat 2.054038 131 jalapeno 1.093152
90 cornmeal 2.048698 132 lasagna 1.088478
91 noodle 2.044637 133 chilies 1.079288
92 saltwater-fish 1.982266 134 feta 1.078591
93 cherry 1.981287 135 easter 1.030218
94 fried 1.977097 136 cucumber 1.001857

95 salsa 1.903099 137
northeastern-united-
states

0.97633

96 zucchini 1.901097 138 meatball 0.971725
97 tropical-fruit 1.891417 139 caramel 0.963371
98 wheat 1.867726 140 small-appliance 0.956805
99 ground-beef 1.858344 141 citrus 0.941359
100 snack 1.753237 142 floret 0.892859
101 mozzarella 1.697631 143 asparagus 0.892092
102 cocoa 1.624354 144 lettuce 0.877768
103 soy-sauce 1.604854 145 mushroom 0.877768
104 yogurt 1.594046 146 black-bean 0.864448
105 raspberry 1.574849 147 toddler-friendly 0.843029
106 halloween 1.545626 148 cornbread 0.819618
107 pies-and-tarts 1.545452 149 rolls-biscuits 0.787588
108 thanksgiving 1.544505 150 semi-sweet 0.781269
109 macaroni 1.471258 151 blender 0.780179
110 served-hot 1.435575 152 coffee 0.728427
111 chicken-breasts 1.381479 153 pork-chops 0.72505
112 penne 1.354249 154 muffins 0.721968
113 cabbage 1.339262 155 avocado 0.721687
114 pea 1.330161 156 brownie 0.704069
115 spicy 1.330161 157 marshmallow 0.698455
116 pork-sausage 1.325628 158 white-rice 0.696727
117 midwestern 1.321991 159 crock-pot-slow-cooker 0.670064
118 cajun 1.311711 160 tenderloin 0.670045
119 breadcrumb 1.311711 161 burger 0.669205
120 marinated 1.311711 162 crabmeat 0.668054
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Table A.2 continued from previous page
Food Features Score Food Features Score

163 oatmeal 0.663555 203 jello 0.396764
164 yolk 0.655869 204 basmati 0.394325
165 meatloaf 0.626366 205 yam 0.390667

166
less-than-one-
hour

0.613904 206 marmalade 0.387835

167 applesauce 0.608851 207 green-yellow-beans 0.387643
168 artichoke 0.608326 208 krispies 0.385051
169 christmas 0.605536 209 refrigerate 0.380592
170 mandarin 0.59838 210 maraschino 0.380461
171 gravy 0.586639 211 russet 0.380197
172 salad-dressings 0.57974 212 half-an-hour-or-less 0.37617
173 caribbean 0.579646 213 heirloom-historical 0.374941

174
electric-
equipments

0.578071 214 long-grain 0.370592

175 stir-fry 0.572228 215 saucepan 0.369229
176 sirloin 0.568317 216 chorizo 0.368299
177 creole 0.55869 217 apricot 0.363172
178 tex-mex 0.55242 218 chive 0.361917
179 springform 0.551506 219 scone 0.344697
180 enchilada 0.533131 220 tilapia 0.343204
181 fettuccine 0.527867 221 halibut 0.34145
182 corn-cob 0.526534 222 coffee-cakes 0.338805
183 egg-free 0.521491 223 leek 0.335456
184 roast-beef 0.520548 224 sourdough 0.335242
185 finger-food 0.519524 225 pancake 0.330352
186 south-west-pacific 0.514211 226 pasta-shells 0.323514

187 linguine 0.514095 227
Oamc-freezer-make-
ahead

0.322861

188 elbow-macaroni 0.511393 228 frozen-desserts 0.321353
189 lentil 0.496858 229 tofu 0.311482
190 pork-loins 0.479025 230 wing 0.306354
191 cream-style 0.47165 231 chicken-thighs-legs 0.305726
192 high-calcium 0.462162 232 maple-syrup 0.300001
193 biscuit 0.454654 233 mango 0.296702
194 bouillon 0.453387 234 pear 0.295809
195 popcorn 0.451717 235 pork-ribs 0.294374
196 bun 0.45092 236 turkey-breasts 0.293301

197 cod 0.450057 237
sun-dried-
tomato/capcicum

0.287935

198 brown-rice 0.445826 238 risotto 0.283939
199 cupcake 0.435952 239 peanut 0.276883
200 orzo 0.416089 240 sweet-potatoes 0.275496
201 mash 0.41401 241 dijon 0.272817
202 rhubarb 0.408209 242 cooking-wine 0.259838
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Table A.2 continued from previous page
Food Features Score Food Features Score

243 tea 0.253697 266 pitted-fruit 0.16011
244 eggplant 0.253436 267 phyllo 0.158501
245 savory-sauces 0.252775 268 pretzel 0.155914
246 beef-sausage 0.252613 269 peanut-butter 0.14867
247 velveeta 0.251287 270 chickpeas 0.136766
248 pine 0.243381 271 indian 0.135839
249 pilaf 0.239341 272 vinaigrette 0.135681
250 yukon 0.239233 273 romantic 0.130089
251 wok 0.235656 274 eel 0.127697
252 hawaiian 0.226122 275 florentine 0.12425
253 scallion 0.218769 276 grapefruit 0.115052
254 whole-chicken 0.215275 277 german 0.100998
255 pepperoni 0.212349 278 sunflower-oil 0.091915
256 marinara 0.208353 279 quiche 0.083068
257 goat-cheese 0.204938 280 macaroon 0.082117
258 kielbasa 0.202927 281 bisques-cream-soups 0.079897
259 toothpick 0.20155 282 hard-boiled-egg 0.073099
260 roma-tomato 0.187157 283 slow-cooked 0.0722
261 patty 0.183553 284 lemongrass 0.064495
262 sweet-corn 0.175496 285 macadamia 0.062136
263 shallot 0.173072 286 australian 0.050763
264 andouille 0.168988 287 granola 0.045518
265 tidbit 0.166894 288 fish 0.009461

Table A.2: List of significant food features and their corresponding significance scores
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APPENDIX

B

Supporting Resources

Categorizing Knowledge Discovery Research Works in FRS Domain

Table B.1 lists research works making significant contributions in user profiling, food
logging, taste interpretation and understanding food decision making.

Contribution
Investigating Human Eating habits and Food decisions

Investigating Crowdsourced Food-data for Trends and Patterns

Food Logging and Consumption Tracking

Investigating Effect of Demographic Factors on Popularity of Food-items and Cooking Equipment

User Modelling, UI Design, Ubiquitous Models and Frameworks for FR

Investigating Image Processing in FR

Investigating Ingredients, Taste and Nutritional proprieties of Food

Investigating state-of-the-art FR research

Investigating the Effect of Visual Cognition and Food Features on Users Food Choices

Authors Dataset
[252, 253] Jonghun Kim and

Kyung-Yong Chung - ✓

[295] Weiqing Min, Shuqiang
Jiang et al. Yummly.com ✓ ✓ ✓

[147] Jingjing Chen and
Chong-wah Ngo

IREO-Food-172,
Xinshipu,

GoCooking,
Meishi

✓ ✓

[200] Mouzhi Ge, Francesco Ricci
and David Massimo - ✓

[409] Youri van Pinxteren, Gijs
Geleijnse and Paul Kamsteeg Smulweb.com ✓ ✓ ✓

[193, 194] Jill Freyne and Shlomo
Berkovsky

CSIRO Total
Wellbeing ✓ ✓

[393, 397, 265] Christoph Trattner,
Markus Rokicki and Eelco Herder Allrecipe.com ✓ ✓

[394, 392] Christoph Trattner and
David Elsweiler - ✓
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Table B.1 Continued from Previous Page

Authors Dataset

[181, 337, 395, 398] David
Elsweiler and Christoph Trattner Allrecipe.com ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[214] Morgan Harvey, Bernd
Ludwig and David Elsweile Allrecipe.com ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[413] Vladimir Villarreal, Jesus
Fontecha et al. - ✓

[212] Morgan Harvey and David
Elsweiler - ✓

[417, 293] Huayang Wang et al. Yelp, Dianping ✓ ✓

[385] Chun-Yuen Teng, Yu-Ru Lin
and Lada A. Adamic et al. Allrecipes.com ✓ ✓

[357] Adel Taweel, Lina Barakat
and Simon Miles - ✓

[384] De M. Choudhury, S.
Sharma and E. Kiciman Instagram ✓ ✓ ✓

[319] Andrea G. Parkerand
Rebecca E. Grinter quizine.com ✓ ✓

[80] Sofiane Abbar, Yelena Mejova
and Ingmar Weber twitter ✓

[333, 334] Svetlana
Ristovski-Slijepcevic, Gwen

Chapman and Brenda Beagan
- ✓

[185, 372, 370, 423, 371, 164]
Jeffery Sobal, Carole Bisogni et al. - ✓

[414] Mariya Vizireanu and
Daniel Hruschka - ✓

[414] Mariya Vizireanu and
Daniel Hruschka - ✓

[352] Adnan Shehzad, Nauman
Zafar et al. - ✓

[386] Thomas Theodoridis,
Vassilioset Solachidis et al. - ✓

[316]Timur Osadchiy and Ivan
Poliakov et al. - ✓

[297] Weiqing Min and Shuqiang
Jiang et al. - ✓

[82]Shahabeddin Abhari and Reza
Safdari et al. - ✓

[391] Thi Ngoc Trang Tran et al. - ✓

[132] Tamara Bucher and Clare
Collins et al. - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[412] Riccardo Vecchio and Carla
Cavallo - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[131] Valerie JV RBroers and De
Breucker et al. - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[171] Rachel Davis and Rona
Campbell et al. - ✓ ✓

[387] Edison Thomaz - ✓

[165] Felicia Cordeiro and Daniel
A. Epstein et al. - ✓
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Authors Dataset

[148] Jei-Fuu Chen, Ling-LingWu
et al. - ✓

[313] Hyungik Oh, Jonathan
Nguyen et al. - ✓

[190, 186, 144, 279, 191] Hannah
Forster et al. - ✓

[128]Carol Boushey, Amelia
Harray et al. - ✓

[227]Christopher Holmberg, and
John E Chaplin et al. - ✓ ✓ ✓

[235] Elnaz Jahani Heravi, Hamed
Habibi Aghdam

UECFood-256,
ImageNet ✓

[240] Hao Jiang and Wenjie Wang
et al. - ✓

[150, 151] Jing-jing Chen,
Chong-Wah Ngo et al.

Food-172, UEC
Food-100 ✓

[359] Nuno Silva and David
Ribeiro et al. epirecipes.com ✓ ✓

[430] Jie Zeng, Yukiko I. Nakano
et al. Rakuten ✓ ✓ ✓

[294, 296]Weiqing Min, Bing-Kun
Bao et al. Yummly.com ✓

[161]Chia-Fang Chung, Qiaosi
Wang et al. - ✓

[252] Jonghun Kim, Kyung-Yong
Chung et al. - ✓

[94]Ahmed Al-Nazer, Tarek
Helmy et al. - ✓

[269] Chang-Shing Lee, Mei-Hui
Wang et al. - ✓

[327] Mashfiqui Rabbi, Min Hane
Aung et al. - ✓

[202] Luke Gemming, Jennifer
Utter et al. - ✓ ✓

[128] Carol Boushey, Amelia
Harray et al. - ✓ ✓

Table B.1: Research contributions regarding domain-specific knowledge discovery and
resource development to support FRS research.
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